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1 Objective of the workshop 1 

An invitational workshop to review the Dutch probit methodology was held from 24-26 September 2 
2013. The objective of the workshop was to improve the scientific basis, validity, appropriateness 3 
and acceptance of the current (modified) methodology to derive probit functions for acute lethality 4 
in a normal human population following a single airborne exposure. This objective will be met by 5 
bringing together renowned international experts in the field of risk assessment of acute airborne 6 
exposures to discuss strengths, weaknesses and opportunities to improve the revised methodology.  7 

The intended outcome of the workshop was a set of recommendations to the Dutch Probit Panel for 8 
improvement of the methodology to derive probit functions. Recommendations should ideally be:  9 
• Practical and feasible with reasonable data requirements (minimizing the need to generate new 10 

data); 11 
• A clear improvement over the existing methodology, both from a scientific and societal point of 12 

view; 13 
• Philosophically and practically compatible with other risk assessment methodologies (so far as 14 

these are applicable to risk assessment of incident scenarios) as far as possible, particularly 15 
those generally applied in Europe. 16 

 17 

The aim of the review process was to evaluate the default procedures presented in the draft RIVM 18 
Report 620550002: ‘Method for derivation of probit functions for acute inhalation toxicity’. The 19 
Panel recognizes that specific circumstances may require a non-standard approach to the derivation 20 
of a probit function of a certain chemical. The methodology is open to deal with such special 21 
circumstances on a case-by-case basis. 22 

 23 

More information on the workshop planning, procedures and logistics can be found in the document 24 
‘Review of Dutch probit methodology - Workshop planning and procedures’, which is attached as 25 
appendix 1. This document includes a list of the experts who contributed to the review. 26 

In preparation of the workshop the invited experts reviewed the current methodology and 27 
nominated subjects for discussion at the workshop. Six subjects were selected for discussion: 28 

1. Data quality assessment and selection of animal data. 29 

2. Human (accident) and primate data. 30 

3. Analysis of animal data. 31 

4. The sensory irritation assessment factor. 32 

5. Inter-species extrapolation (variability between experimental animal species and man). 33 

6. Intra-species variability (variability within the human population). 34 

For each of these discussion subjects a commentary was prepared by three participants (the 35 
reviewers) and distributed to all participants prior to the meeting in the ‘Technical workshop 36 
document’, which is included in the report as Appendix 3. 37 

  38 
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2 The result of the workshop 1 

2.1 General remarks 2 

The general feedback from the reviewers, both in writing and at the meeting was that the Dutch 3 
approach was felt to be one of the most elaborated and scientifically sound approaches for deriving 4 
probit functions known to the participants. The approach as a whole received general support, 5 
although a number of specific issues were identified for discussion and evaluation. 6 

 7 

Maureen Wood, QRA specialist from the JRC Major Accident Hazards Bureau (MAHB), provided an 8 
overview of risk assessment and Seveso implementation for the participants. After an introduction of 9 
the MAHB and the role of the European Commission in chemical accident prevention, the Seveso 10 
Directive was introduced. This directive does not regulate by industrial sector or other categories, 11 
but by ‘presence of dangerous substances’: actual, anticipated or generated after loss of control. 12 
Dangerous substances are either on a list of named substances or on a list of generic categories of 13 
substances or mixtures. Based on the on-site quantities of dangerous substances the directive 14 
distinguishes ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ tier sites. The directive defines requirements for emergency 15 
planning, land-use planning and information to the public based on a risk assessment.  16 

Distinct differences were found between the risk assessment methodologies applied by member 17 
states, which greatly affected the zones where the above-mentioned measures are legally required. 18 
An example of risk assessment approaches (deterministic, consequence-based and risk-based) as 19 
applied in different member states illustrated that different approaches might lead to widely 20 
different risk assessments. Impact thresholds for toxic health effects (such as probit functions) are 21 
one of the areas with lack of harmonization, which also contributes to the diverse outcomes. 22 

2.2 Data quality assessment and selection of animal data 23 

Subject description: Data quality assessment and selection of animal data 24 
The subject of this discussion was the evaluation and classification of individual studies based on 25 
study quality requirements, data completeness and data sources. This discussion included the 26 
application of a test atmosphere assessment factor. Dr Hans Muijser kicked off the session on behalf 27 
of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr Rachel Gooding on behalf of the reviewers. The 28 
commentary is attached in appendix 2, both presentations can be reviewed in appendix 3. 29 
 30 
Discussion 31 
The Probit Panel described that the quality evaluation of animal studies, whether study reports or 32 
peer-reviewed publications, was determined by a.o. OECD-TG/GLP compliance, whole body / nose 33 
only exposure, analytical measurements, study design, number of C x t combinations and pressure 34 
distribution in the exposure chamber. Based on this review a study will be assigned a quality status:  35 
• A: well performed study, sufficient C x t combinations to derive a probit function; 36 
• B: well performed with some deficiencies in testing conditions, the level of information and/or 37 

the possibility to derive a probit function; 38 
• C: data unfit for probit calculation or support of a probit function (mostly based on quality 39 

considerations). 40 
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Where possible, the Probit Panel calculates and presents probit functions and/or LC50 values for 1 
every A and B study individually. Based on a selected ‘key’ study the probit function or LC50 value of 2 
that study is used as Point of Departure (PoD) in the derivation of the human probit function. It was 3 
emphasized that the Probit Panel will use even lower quality data to the extent possible in cases 4 
where little data are available. 5 

 6 

The main comments focused on the restrictive approach of selecting studies of lesser quality, e.g. the 7 
lack of OECD/GLP certificates would restrict the wealth of available older studies (conducted prior to 8 
OECD/GLP), and thereby possibly losing valuable data before any analyses is performed. The 9 
reviewers recommended a stepwise approach. First, all data including short duration (<10 min. 10 
exposure) exposures should be included and checked for outliers or poor quality before any 11 
exclusion of data.  12 

 13 

Following the commentary, pooling of data was identified as a major point for discussion, however 14 
the focus in this session was on the data selection for pooling, rather than how to actually pool data 15 
(this subject was discussed in the session on data analysis). Other issues raised and discussed in this 16 
session besides data pooling included: 2) nominal vs. analytical concentrations, 3) restrained vs. 17 
unrestrained animals and 4) studies with step responses (only 0% and 100% lethality for certain 18 
tested concentrations or times).  19 

 20 

Data pooling – selection 21 

The workshop participants shared the recommendation of the reviewers that -as a first step- an 22 
overview of all available lethality data of all tested species in a graph (scatterplot) would be valuable, 23 
regardless of study quality. Visual or statistical evaluation will suggest possible outliers, although it 24 
was noted that a more robust dataset would be required to allow identification of outliers. The 25 
participants felt that initial review of all the available data together would provide insight in and 26 
facilitate the optimal use of the data. The participants also recommended analysing the studies 27 
separately as that would provide valuable information on the studies themselves. Following the data 28 
quality assessment and initial data analysis decisions about removal of studies or removal of short 29 
exposure duration data from the final analysis would be appropriate. Somewhere in the process 30 
there should be a data quality evaluation to remove studies with inadequate quality. Data pooling 31 
was discussed further in the session on data analysis. The suggestion to select studies on the basis of 32 
the lab that performed the study was not widely supported. 33 

 34 

Use of data from short exposure durations 35 

Similar to data pooling, data from short exposure durations should be included in the initial analysis 36 
and excluded only with a good explanation. The reason for inclusion is that short duration exposure 37 
to high concentrations may be relevant for real-life accidents and thus may provide valuable 38 
information. On the other hand, the participants acknowledged the breath-holding phenomenon in 39 
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rodents and concentration build-up in whole-body chambers that may influence the usefulness of 1 
the data (Pauluhn 2013)1. Three criteria were mentioned to evaluate the validity of the data:  2 
1. Toxicokinetics of the substance, 3 
2. Sufficiently quick build-up of test atmosphere (e.g. adequately monitored if physical-chemical 4 

properties are known indicate a slower build-up), 5 
3. Overall data quality. 6 

 7 

Nominal vs. analytical concentration in combination with the use of assessment factors 8 

The participants agreed with the current approach that for studies only reporting nominal 9 
concentrations application of a default assessment factor is justified, depending on the physical state 10 
of the substance. This factor considers the vapour pressure, boiling points (especially for liquid 11 
evaporation), test concentration versus saturation concentration, condensation, adherence, and 12 
reaction products generated by processes such as hydrolysis. The factor for adjustment of liquid 13 
aerosol exposure (i.e. 4) was felt to be reasonable. The participants agreed that the current approach 14 
is not conservative, particularly not for aerosols. For high boilers generated into the test atmosphere 15 
by liquid evaporation an assessment factor of 3 as opposed to the currently applied factor 2 was 16 
proposed, because experience of the attending experts indicates that the nominal-to-analytical ratio 17 
of such exposures may well exceed the value of 2.   18 

 19 

Restrained vs. unrestrained animals (nose only vs. whole body) 20 

Many restraining devices for test animals have been used, and some are known to cause 21 
hyperthermia or lesions to the restrained animals. The participants were not aware of a systematic 22 
review of data regarding the effect of restraint in animals on test outcomes. For this reason, the 23 
participants recommended to better study and describe the restraining device and method since this 24 
might influence test results due to higher stress, higher body temperatures and depressed 25 
respiratory minute volumes if not done properly. Both nose-only and whole body exposure have 26 
their pros and cons. Therefore the participants did not want to recommend a preference for either 27 
method, and suggested that expert judgment decide which exposure method would be preferred on 28 
a case-by-case basis.  29 

 30 

Step responses  31 

Please refer to the section on data analysis. 32 

 33 

Recommendations from workshop participants 34 
• The participants recommend not being too restrictive in allowing studies to be considered in the 35 

probit evaluation. 36 

1 Pauluhn, J. (2013). "Acute inhalation toxicity of ammonia: revisiting the importance of RD50 and LCT01/50 
relationships for setting emergency response guideline values." Regul Toxicol Pharmacol 66(3): 315-325. 
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• The participants recommend using as many data as possible in the evaluation of the probit 1 
relation (see also data analysis). 2 

• The use of short duration data (15 min or less) is allowed (or preferably included) although 3 
aspects such as kinetics, data quality and build-up of test atmospheres should be considered 4 
critically. 5 

• The participants support the use of exposure correction factors when studies are used that 6 
report only nominal concentrations. The factor for adjustment of liquid aerosol exposure (i.e. 4) 7 
is not overly conservative. 8 

• The participants recommended using physical-chemical properties to evaluate nominal 9 
concentrations, especially with high boiling liquids and reactive substances (vapour).  10 

• The participants recommended to systematically report on the type of restraint and the possible 11 
consequences for the study outcome. 12 

2.3 Human and other primate data 13 

Subject description: Human (accident) and primate data 14 
The objective of this topic was to discuss and recommend on the application and weight of human 15 
experimental and observational data and other primate data (with often smaller sample sizes) in the 16 
derivation of probit functions. Quality criteria to weigh and apply human and primate data should be 17 
discussed. A recommendation was sought how to proceed in absence of primate or accident data but 18 
also on the evaluation of data quality of human accident and volunteer data, and primate data. Dr Ir 19 
Marc Ruijten kicked off the session on behalf of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr Wil ten 20 
Berge on behalf of the reviewers. The commentary is attached in appendix 2, both presentations can 21 
be reviewed in appendix 3. 22 

 23 

Discussion 24 
The current methodology uses human data to verify that the mechanism of action in experimental 25 
animals equals that in humans and to assess differences in response between different human 26 
subpopulations. The human lethality probit function is mainly based on animal data. In cases where 27 
human data do not support the probit function derived with animal data, the derived probit function 28 
will be adjusted accordingly. 29 

 30 

The reviewers offered that non-human primate data are generally a better model for human lethality 31 
following single airborne exposure than rodents. However, primate data alone rarely are adequate to 32 
produce a probit function, but can provide boundaries for human probits. The reviewers point out 33 
that sufficient data are available for some 7 substances to derive a probit function, including local 34 
and systemic modes of action. This would prove that monkeys are in general less susceptible than 35 
rodents. If data are available on an exposure level that is fatal to rodents but not fatal to primates, 36 
the probit equation derived for rodents should be conservative enough for humans. Based on the 37 
comments of the reviewers, major discussion points were 1) structural airway differences and 38 
physiological differences between rodents and humans (this issue was discussed in the section inter-39 
species extrapolation) and 2) the value of human accident data in deriving a probit function.   40 

 41 
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The workshop participants supported the current use of human and primate data for verifying the 1 
derived probit, and they agreed that human controlled experimental data (human volunteer studies) 2 
are not the most valuable data for lethality, they were considered be the most valuable for 3 
boundaries observations, kinetics and mild effects. 4 

 5 

In contrast, human accident data were considered to provide only qualitative and not quantitative 6 
information. Human accident data can provide information on the mode of action and the type of 7 
effects. It was agreed that cases with sufficiently precise information on both the exposure duration 8 
and exposure concentration to enable quantitative use for probit derivation are currently not 9 
available. For this reason, human accident data (at least those from accidents in the past) were 10 
considered to provide only qualitative and not quantitative information. Developments in fields such 11 
as sensor technology and citizen science (citizens providing sufficiently valid data for risk assessment) 12 
might provide more valuable quantitative information on human exposure and effects in future 13 
chemical incidents. 14 

 15 

Recommendations from workshop participants 16 
• The use of human & primate data as verifying information (to ensure that the derived probit is 17 

not inconsistent with human data, the so-called “laugh test”) is supported. 18 
• Controlled human exposures are most valuable.  19 
• Information from accidental exposures in the past usually can only be used as qualitative 20 

information (toxicological profile, boundary information). 21 
• Sensor technology and citizen science may generate quantitatively useful data on human 22 

exposure and effects in future chemical incidents. 23 

2.4 Analysis of animal data 24 

Subject description: Analysis of animal data 25 
The issues to be discussed in this session were the general approach to analyse animal data to derive 26 
an probit function for the tested animal species. This discussion included the appropriateness of the 27 
probit toxic load model, the approach to selecting studies in the final analysis determining the probit 28 
(selection of a key study vs. pooling of all or part of the studies), sex specificity, extrapolation from 29 
other than inhalation exposure routes and the application of a database quality assessment factor. 30 
Dr Hans Muijser kicked off the session on behalf of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr 31 
Chantal Smulders on behalf of the reviewers. The commentary is attached in appendix 2, both 32 
presentations can be reviewed in appendix 3. 33 
 34 
Discussion 35 
The current methodology describes that for A studies and B studies the animal probit function should 36 
be derived, or at least one or more LC50 values. The DoseResp and BMDS software only allow analysis 37 
of the data when sufficient C x t combinations with partial lethality are available for analysis.  38 
The selected key study (or in rare cases key studies, based on quality assessment) is then analysed to 39 
derive the animal n-value and LC50 value (preferably a 30-min value). When two or more key studies 40 
are available, a weighted average LC50 value and n-value will be calculated; the weight is chosen 41 
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inversely proportional to the confidence interval. If a reliable n-value is available, this value will be 1 
adopted for the derivation of the human probit function. The assessment factors are applied to the 2 
LC50 value (preferably a 30-min value) to obtain an estimated human LC50 value.  3 

The reviewers proposed that other approaches for data analysis might be more appropriate. They 4 
suggested that the statistical reliability of the human lethality estimates would improve by pooling all 5 
data from all tested species. In addition analysis with all data would provide information about an 6 
appropriate interspecies assessment factor. Various options were proposed, such as linear regression 7 
techniques of the individual parameters from several studies, and pooling across species. All 8 
assessment factors should be applied on the toxic load (Cn x t) rather than on the concentration. 9 
Three new discussion points were identified: 1) pooling of data, 2) is the n-value derived from animal 10 
studies applicable to humans and 3) the dose metric for application of the assessment factors. 11 

 12 

Data pooling – methods 13 

During the discussion on methods for data pooling some elements of the data selection discussion 14 
re-emerged. The following possible data pooling approaches were put forward for consideration: 15 
• Pooling of all data (with or without including additional variables or assumptions on a shared n-16 

value across species) into one analysis,  17 
• Pooling data per species,  18 
• Pooling of high quality data only,  19 
• Pooling of parameters (e.g. LC50 values) only by linear regression techniques.  20 
• Which parameters can be derived from the pooled data: the LC50 value, the n-value or both.  21 

 22 

The general opinion was to pool animal data only after ensuring a data quality check somewhere in 23 
the process, and after ensuring to take possible species differences due to different respiratory tract 24 
morphology and mode of action effects into account. A stepwise approach was proposed to derive 25 
the LC50 value and n-value: 26 

• As a first step a ‘Scatter Plot’ showing all data points (provide different markers for (non)-27 
lethality, 50% lethal response, species, etc.) should be presented. 28 

• When data from different studies and different species (including species other than rodents) 29 
show convergence (based on expert judgment), probably species differences are limited and 30 
animal data are generally thought to reflect the LC50 value and n-value in humans well.  31 

• When clear differences are apparent in susceptibility or C x t relationships between species, it 32 
should be discussed which species /data are the most relevant for derivation of the human probit 33 
function. 34 

• When no information is available to define which data are the most relevant for the derivation of 35 
a human probit function, the most susceptible species is used for deriving a probit for humans as 36 
a default method. 37 

There was no consensus at the detailed level on all technical aspects of data pooling, such as the use 38 
of additional variables and types of regression techniques. The participants recommended the Probit 39 
Panel to discuss this subject in depth with specialists and with the input of some of the participants.  40 

 41 
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The n-value (was also part of the session on inter-species variability) 1 

The Probit Panel explicitly requested a response on the current default method to derive the n-value. 2 
The participants offered that the availability of a number of studies with comparable n-values would 3 
provide more confidence that the n-value derived from an animal experiment would also be valid for 4 
humans, unless there is evidence for apparent species differences that would suggest otherwise. For 5 
some classes of chemical compounds the n-value of a number of chemicals in that class was found to 6 
be rather constant over different species; this finding supports the application of the n-value for 7 
humans for these chemical classes. Overall the participants agreed with the default assumption that 8 
the n-value derived from animal data can be adopted for the human probit, partially because of the 9 
lack of a credible alternative. 10 

 11 

Application of assessment factors (was also part of the session on inter-species variability) 12 

Some participants considered that application of assessment factors on the concentration, as 13 
described in the current methodology, would result in an overly conservative probit function for 14 
chemicals with an n-value greater than 1 since the concentration is raised to the power of n in the 15 
probit function. Application of the assessment factors to the toxic load (Cn x t) was offered as an 16 
alternative. A number of mathematical exercises on days 2 and 3 clarified that the outcome would be 17 
influenced by the value of n if assessment factors were applied to the toxic load, but not if 18 
assessment factors were applied to the concentration. The participants agreed that assessment 19 
factors should be applied to the concentration as described in the current methodology.   20 

 21 

Step responses  22 

The currently applied statistical software is unable to produce a model output in studies producing 23 
only 0% and 100% lethality responses; in such cases the software does not provide a probit function 24 
or a LC50 value. A workaround was proposed in cases where the highest 0% lethal and the lowest 25 
100% lethal concentrations or exposure times were so close (indicating a steep dose-response) that 26 
generation of additional experimental data is not feasible. In such cases dummy data can be 27 
introduced in the analysis (data imputation). If the calculated LC50 values are robust to significant 28 
changes in the values of the dummy data, then the LC50 value is assumed to be sufficiently reliability. 29 
An alternative was to simulate an LC50 value as the geometric mean concentration of the highest 30 
0% lethal and the lowest 100% lethal concentration, without data imputation. 31 

 32 

Recommendations from workshop participants 33 
• The participants encourage the panel to better describe their rationale for the use of studies and 34 

choice of method for data analysis in the technical support documents. 35 
• Proceed with the derivation of a probit function as follows: 36 

• As a first step in the analysis a ‘Scatter Plot’ showing all data points (provide different markers 37 
for (non)-lethality, 50% lethal response, species, etc.) should be presented. 38 

• Evaluate each study separately providing a rationale why some studies should be excluded on 39 
methodological / scientific grounds (‘get rid of the poor quality data’). 40 

• Provide a second ‘Scatter Plot’ showing only the data to be included in the evaluation. 41 
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• Use a stepwise approach to derive a probit relationship from the selected data: 1 
o When data from different studies and different species (including species other than 2 

rodents) show convergence (based on expert judgment), probably species differences are 3 
limited and animal data are generally thought to reflect the LC50 value and n-value in 4 
humans.  5 

o When clear differences are apparent in susceptibility or C x t relationships between 6 
species, it should be discussed which species /data are the most relevant for derivation of 7 
the human probit function. 8 

o When no information is available to define which data are the most relevant for the 9 
derivation of a human probit function, the most susceptible species is used for deriving a 10 
probit for humans as a default method. 11 

In each of these three steps combining data may be allowed. 12 
• It is recommended to further investigate under which conditions, which data and by which 13 

method such data pooling should be performed.  14 
• In the absence of appropriate data the n-value derived from animal experiments can be used in 15 

the human probit function by default since there is no better alternative. 16 
• Assessment factors should be applied to the Concentration. 17 
• When a study provides results with 0 or 100% lethal responses only, and the highest 0% lethal 18 

and lowest 100% lethal concentrations or times are close (and thus this issue cannot be solved by 19 
an additional experiment), some data manipulation is allowed in order to use such data. 20 

 21 

2.5 Sensory irritation 22 

Subject description: The sensory irritation assessment factor 23 
Review the appropriateness of the application of an assessment factor to correct for reduced minute 24 
volume in rodents as compared to humans. Produce recommendations how to proceed in absence of 25 
sensory irritation data, if the assessment factor is maintained. Peter Bos (MSc) kicked off the session 26 
on behalf of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr David Kelly on behalf of the reviewers. The 27 
commentary is attached in appendix 2, both presentations can be reviewed in appendix 3. 28 
 29 

Discussion 30 
This session aimed to discuss whether there is a need to adjust the animal LC50 for sensory irritants if 31 
the reduction in minute volume may have influenced the study outcome. Sensory irritation in 32 
rodents results from stimulation of the trigeminal nerve and causes a characteristic pause following 33 
inspiration, resulting in a reduced breathing frequency (and thus in a reduced minute volume) in 34 
rodents, particularly in mice, and not in humans or other primates; the tidal volume generally 35 
remains unchanged. Respiratory depression as a consequence of sensory irritation is observed 36 
particularly in rodents (with a generally larger response larger in mice than in rats) and a comparable 37 
response is not observed in humans (or humans cannot be exposed to sufficiently high experimental 38 
concentrations to study this response). According to the Panel this phenomenon might then lead to 39 
an underestimation of the toxic potential of a chemical, and for that reason the current methodology 40 
accounts for this effect.  41 
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The Probit Panel does not consider the RD50 assessment factor as an additional inter-species 1 
extrapolation factor but as a dose concentration adjustment factor to derive an appropriate POD, 2 
much like Prof dr Jürgen Pauluhn proposed. Questions considered in this session were 1) is the 3 
animal LC50 a valid point of departure (POD) when respiratory rate depression occurs at or below the 4 
concentration range of the LC50, and 2) if yes, what is the best method to adjust for the resulting 5 
minute volume? 6 

 7 

The main comment made by the reviewers focused on the potential overestimation of toxicity by an 8 
additional assessment factor, since breath holding is already accounted for by the assessment factor 9 
of 3 applied for inter-species extrapolation. Other issues were that breath holding in rodents was less 10 
significant in longer-term exposures, breath holding is not per se due to sensory irritation, how to 11 
proceed when exposure duration and the tested species of RD50 and LC50 data are different, species 12 
differences in sensory irritation response and false positive responses in animals. 13 

 14 

The participants agreed that humans and rodents respond differently to an exposure to a sensory 15 
irritant, with humans being less capable to reducing their respiratory rate and respiratory minute 16 
volume for extended exposure periods. It was also offered that respiratory rate depression is an 17 
important defence mechanism of rodents to an irritant challenge, whereas primates can reduce 18 
toxicity by mucus producing and airway constriction. On the other hand, it was discussed whether 19 
the phenomenon of respiratory rate depression actually results in a ‘true’ lower dose and lower 20 
toxicity. Since sensory irritation reduces the breathing frequency and therefore the respiratory 21 
minute volume most workshop participants found it plausible that sensory irritation reduces the 22 
exposure dose, which would logically result in lower toxicity. On the other hand, breath holding in 23 
the presence of toxicity might also have other consequences (e.g. on pH, body temperature) that 24 
contribute to toxicity.  25 

 26 

In the discussion it was mentioned that primates are believed to produce much more mucus in the 27 
lower airways (branch 1 to 6) in response to HCl and that their respiratory rate increases. Still 28 
primates do not develop lung edema while rodents do in spite of depressed respiration. It was also 29 
mentioned that the proper dose of corrosive toxicants for distal airways and alveoli is not the 30 
respiratory minute ventilation but the alveolar minute ventilation. The conductive airways in rodents 31 
cover a much higher fraction of lung volume than that in primates. So rodents can hold their breath, 32 
but their oxygen consumption can certainly be maintained at a level of 60% or more. It was stated 33 
that alveolar dose was more related to the oxygen uptake and much less to the respiratory minute 34 
volume. Therefore the respiratory minute volume cannot be used as a measure for alveolar dose 35 
adjustments, but instead only the alveolar minute volume can be used for that purpose. 36 

 37 

If an RD50 adjustment factor would be applied, the reviewers recommended that RD50 data from rats 38 
are preferred since rats appear to be a better model for humans and most of the available LC50 data 39 
are from rats. A suggestion was made for an alternative adjustment for the RD50 adjustment if LC50 40 
values are available for a range of exposure durations, by applying a linear extrapolation of LC50 41 
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values from longer to shorter durations. This way the correction for the RD50 phenomenon is only 1 
applied to shorter durations, where it is supposed to have the most influence on the lethality 2 
outcome.  3 

 4 

An additional issue was identified for irritants. If humans are exposed to irritants or chemicals with a 5 
strong odor, they will take necessary steps (human exposure avoidance: i.e. breath holding and 6 
escape behaviour) to mitigate exposure to these substances (much more so than with non-irritants). 7 
Test animals in inhalation exposure are trapped in their cages or even restrained, and are forced to 8 
breathe the test atmosphere. So for the irritants it may seem overly conservative to assume that 9 
humans will be exposed like test animals. The panel pointed out that the methodology was designed 10 
to assess the lethality in a human population without the opportunity for exposure avoidance or 11 
medical treatment.  12 

 13 

Based on the discussions during this session, 3 approaches were identified for dealing with exposures 14 
in rodents where sensory irritation (and therefore respiratory rate depression) occurs at or below 15 
exposure concentrations that result in lethality in rodents: 16 
1. Use dose correction factors as proposed by the panel. 17 
2. Use only longer duration LC50s if a series of LC50 values is available to extrapolate to shorter 18 

durations (conservative for short term exposures). 19 
3. Use the non-adjusted exposure levels. 20 

One person favoured approach 1, 4 favoured approach 2 and 7 favoured approach 3. One way to 21 
resolve part of the issue may be to conduct paired studies in rodents with/without trigeminal nerve 22 
blocking. This would resolve the question if respiratory depression affects the outcome of a lethality 23 
study in rodents; even with such data the consequences for humans still remain open. 24 

 25 

Recommendations from workshop participants 26 
• From the discussion in the workshop, basically 3 approaches can be used for dealing with 27 

exposures in rodents where sensory irritation (and therefore respiratory depression) occurs. 28 
o Use dose correction factors as proposed by the panel. 29 
o Use only longer duration LC50s if a series of LC50 values is available to extrapolate to shorter 30 

durations (conservative for short term exposures). 31 
o Use the exposure concentrations without correction for respiratory rate and minute volume. 32 

• No consensus was reached on a preferred approach. The majority of the workshop participants 33 
favoured using the third approach; some others favoured the second approach. 34 

• Even though the principle was considered to be scientifically plausible, most participants felt that 35 
the probits would be too conservative when including the sensory irritation assessment factor 36 
(a.o. because it was believed to be included in the inter-species AF). 37 

• New experimental studies may provide the necessary information to resolve the question if 38 
respiratory rate depression affects the outcome of a lethality study in rodents (e.g. paired studies 39 
with/without trigeminal nerve blocking). 40 
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2.6 Inter-species variability 1 

Subject description: Inter-species extrapolation 2 
The subject of discussion was to determine if it is necessary to use an inter-species assessment 3 
factor, since rodents are thought by some to be generally more susceptible to acute inhalation 4 
toxicity than humans? The validity of application of the experimentally derived animal n-value for 5 
humans was an additional subject for discussion. Dr Ir Marc Ruijten kicked off the session on behalf 6 
of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr George Woodall on behalf of the reviewers. The 7 
commentary is attached in appendix 2, both presentations can be reviewed in appendix 3. 8 
 9 

Discussion 10 
The Probit Panel recommends applying a default factor of 3 for inter-species differences in absence 11 
of specific data to make an informed decision otherwise. This factor accounts for allometric scaling 12 
(for inhalation exposures set to 1) and for possible differences in kinetics and dynamics. The overall 13 
assessment factor has been modified from the default value when available data indicate little 14 
anticipated variability across species.  15 

 16 

The review team offered comments that, similar to the current Dutch methodology, animals and 17 
humans were believed to be equally susceptible to acute exposures of toxicants on average. This 18 
statement was supported by most of the workshop participants. The reviewers offered that the aim 19 
of the probit function -prediction of lethality- raises the question if an inter-species assessment 20 
factor is necessary at all. Even if it is decided that application of such an assessment factor is 21 
reasonable or necessary, the approach as described in the methodology might allow a reduction of 22 
the default value of 3 to a revised default of 2.  23 

 24 

The discussion focused mainly on whether or not an assessment factor for inter-species differences 25 
should be applied. Some participants felt that humans are rather less susceptible to respiratory 26 
toxicants than rodents, due to morphological and physiological differences. Examples were provided 27 
mainly for the irritants such as HCl, H2S and HF, but also for HCN (an inhibitor of cellular respiration 28 
leading to respiratory arrest). PBPK modelling with examples of ethanol and toluene were presented 29 
as an alternative to using (default or specific) assessment factors. However, others brought forward 30 
that in absence of information on the mechanism for lethality and for possible differences in species 31 
susceptibility, one should cover for this uncertainty. While species are believed to be equally 32 
susceptible on average, the range of the susceptibilities over all chemicals around the average is 33 
assumed to be approximately a factor 10. Therefore a factor of 3 may cover this uncertainty around 34 
the average. Many but not all participants did not consider this to be a protective approach. It was 35 
noted though that for this reason, the term ‘assessment factor’ might be more properly phrased as 36 
‘uncertainty factor’ since the factor accounts for the uncertainty around the average animal-to-37 
human susceptibility. The Panel offered that this factor couldn’t be discarded easily if the RD50 38 
assessment factor were to be abandoned. 39 

 40 
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In the end the participants preferred informed decisions based on the choice of an inter-species 1 
factor based on point of entry and/or mode of action, which was recognized as a necessary further 2 
methodological development for the Probit Panel. The participants recommended review of the 3 
possibility to use a different approach for locally and systemically acting chemicals in particular. An 4 
ECETOC report (2010)2, work done by DHS on a category approach in medical response and the TTC 5 
approach were suggested as possible input for this consideration. Although there was a divergence 6 
of opinion, the majority (not a consensus) were in agreement that in light of limited data the 7 
retention of an assessment factor was prudent. The point was also made that the presence of a 8 
default factor when data are limited may be a stimulus for additional research. The opinions diverged 9 
on the issues: 10 

• Whether the application of an assessment factor is rather protective than predictive (i.e., the 11 
goal of a probit function is prediction rather than protection),  12 

• Whether or not this is a policy issue rather than a science issue,  13 
• The most appropriate value of the factor if applied.  14 

 15 

Recommendations from workshop participants 16 
• On average humans are believed to be equally susceptible as experimental animals. For 17 

individual chemicals, humans may be more or less susceptible than experimental animals. 18 
• For inhalation exposures the allometric correction is generally supported (animal: human = 1): 19 

o Allometric scaling for body weight is generally compensated by differences in respiratory 20 
minute volume. 21 

o The participants recommended reviewing the possibility for a different approach for locally 22 
and systemically acting chemicals and for different modes of action. 23 

o Provide clear guidance on human extrapolation in cases of ‘uncertainty’ for specific chemicals 24 
with limited data. 25 

• Explore possibilities to develop specific adjustments for different modes of action such as 26 
outlined in an ECETOC report, the category approach in medical response (DHS) and the TTC 27 
concept. 28 

• Clearly define and explain why this assessment (uncertainty) factor is applied, whether it should 29 
be considered protective or predictive, and whether or not this is a policy issue rather than a 30 
science issue. 31 

2.7 Intra-species variability 32 

Subject description: Intra-species variability 33 
The current Dutch probit methodology accounts for intra-species variability (within the human 34 
population) by assuming that b x n = 2, i.e. a 10-fold difference between the 99 and 1 percentile of 35 
the susceptibility distribution. DHS offers a different approach proposed by Crosier. Other issues: 36 
persons with severe pre-existent conditions, children. Peter Bos (MSc) kicked off the session on 37 
behalf of the panel, followed by a commentary by Dr Mattias Öberg on behalf of the reviewers. The 38 
commentary is attached in appendix 2, both presentations can be reviewed in appendix 3. 39 

2 ECETOC (2010), Guidance of Assessment Factors to Derive a DNEL, Technical Report No. 110, Brussels. 
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Discussion 1 
In the current methodology, the intra-species extrapolation and is implicitly a part of a probit 2 
function. The applied method is: 3 

• If (b × n) ≥ 2 in the animal study, the intra-species variability in humans is assessed by assuming 4 
that (b × n) = 2. The n-value in the animal model is used for the human probit function. Based on 5 
these assumptions the b-value is calculated as b=2/n. 6 

• If (b × n) < 2 in the animal model, the values for b and n from the animal model are used for 7 
modelling human responses. 8 

The assumption that (b × n) = 2 in the normal human population is implies that the LC01 value is a 9 
factor 3 lower than the LC50 values, which is consistent with the often applied assessment factor of 3 10 
applied in other acute inhalation toxicity risk assessment frameworks such as AEGL.   11 

 12 

The reviewers commented that in risk assessment, inter-individual assessment factors are applied to 13 
protect the general population including the sensitive individuals. Sensitive individuals can be 14 
persons with a precondition of asthma or heart disease, children, elderly and pregnant women. It is 15 
however not always possible to predict the exposure level resulting in a response in hypersensitive 16 
persons. One should be aware that not every individual is covered or protected by applying inter-17 
individual variability factors. This should also be clarified to policymakers. 18 

 19 

The reviewers commented that not only the point of departure should be taken into account, but 20 
also the mode of action of the chemical and the human variability towards this particular class of 21 
chemicals and endpoint should be considered. Specific assessment factors for human variability can 22 
then be developed based on knowledge of the mode of action for that class of chemicals. An 23 
additional comment was whether the exposure (inhalation rate) varies between humans in an acute 24 
exposure situation and whether this would influence differences in susceptibility.  25 

 26 

The workshop participants found the current Dutch probit methodology (i.e. an implicit intra-species 27 
variability factor of 3) acceptable in general. However, specific adjustment factors for different 28 
modes of action should be evaluated. Particularly for systemically acting chemicals the assumption 29 
that b × n = 2 (99% / 1% = 10) probably underestimates the variability in a heterogeneous human 30 
population and should be reconsidered (b × n should be < 2). Information on other classes of 31 
compounds such as pesticides or pharmaceuticals would be very much helpful and can be used to 32 
obtain information on human variability to acute toxic effects. From these datasets, human 33 
toxicokinetics (TK) information for short-term exposure is available. However, this information is 34 
most often confidential.  35 

 36 

The Crosier model distributed to the participants prior to the meeting by DHS was not discussed at 37 
the workshop, but referred for further consideration afterwards.   38 

 39 

  40 
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Recommendations from workshop participants 1 
• Current approach used by the panel is generally supported 2 
• Explore possibilities to develop specific adjustments for different modes of action and/or 3 

chemical classes. 4 
• Particularly for systemically acting chemicals the assumption that b × n = 2 (99% / 1% = 10) 5 

probably underestimates the variability in a heterogeneous human population and should be 6 
reconsidered (b × n should be < 2).  7 

2.8 Closing remarks 8 

In the closing session the general recommendations for the Dutch Probit Panel as presented at the 9 
end of each section were formulated. A number of recommendations entail follow-up work for the 10 
Probit Panel. The Probit Panel was encouraged to consult any of the workshop participants in the 11 
near future to assist with the further development of the open issues identified at the workshop. The 12 
participants expressed their willingness to be involved in such follow-up. 13 

The participants appreciated the opportunity to discuss the subject of probit function derivation in 14 
this group of experts, and valued the high level of the discussion and the resulting recommendations.  15 

The chairman Dr Marcel van Raaij thanked Shell for their hospitality, thanked all participants for their 16 
excellent contributions and wished everyone a pleasant and safe return trip. A draft report would be 17 
made available for review to all participants within a month. 18 

 19 

 20 

 21 
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1 Background 

In the Netherlands, quantitative risk analysis is used to determine the risk contours around sites with 
hazardous materials. The risk contours are a.o. based on the estimated mortality rate following 
airborne exposure in possible incident scenarios. Probit functions are applied in that process to 
estimate the mortality rate in a human population following a single short-term exposure to a 
chemical with a defined exposure concentration and duration. Under Dutch legislation, it is 
mandatory to use formally accepted probit functions in QRAs. 

Five years ago, the then responsible Ministry (at present the Dutch Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment) appointed a Scientific Expert Panel to supervise the derivation of probit functions (the 
Dutch Probit Panel). Over the last 5 years, this Panel has made an effort to revise the methodology 
for derivation of probits that dated from the eighties (the green book) to what the panel considers 
current scientific standards. Since then, the Panel has applied the revised methodology in the 
derivation of probits for over 30 chemicals. Most of the data underlying the probit functions are from 
animal inhalation toxicity studies. Background information on the derivation and evaluation of 
probits and the Dutch probit program can be found at http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties (mostly in 
Dutch, technical support documents in English). 

In a Dutch meeting on the derivation and application of probits in September 2012, it was agreed 
that the methodology should be subject to a review by experts in the field of acute inhalation 
toxicology and risk assessment for further improvement and acceptance. Since such expertise is 
scarce, this review is held with international experts.  

On behalf of the Netherlands' Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, the Dutch chemical 
industry and the Dutch Probit Panel, you have been invited to participate in this international 
workshop on probit functions for acute inhalation toxicity. We are honored by your willingness to 
share your expertise and help us strengthening our methodology. This document explains the steps 
of the review process and provides some practical information required for making the necessary 
arrangements. 

2 Objective of the workshop 

The objective of the workshop is to improve the scientific basis, validity, appropriateness and 
acceptance of the current (modified) methodology to derive probit functions for acute lethality in a 
normal human population following a single airborne exposure. This objective will be met by bringing 
together renowned international experts in the field of risk assessment of acute airborne exposures 
to discuss its strengths and weaknesses and opportunities to improve the methodology.  

The intended outcome of the workshop is a set of recommendations to the Dutch Probit Panel for 
improvement of the methodology to derive probit functions. Recommendations should ideally be:  

• Practical and feasible with reasonable data requirements (minimizing the need to generate new 
data); 

• A clear improvement over the existing methodology, both from a scientific and societal point of 
view; 
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• Philosophically and practically compatible with other risk assessment methodologies (so far as 
these are applicable to risk assessment of incident scenarios) as far as possible, particularly 
those generally applied in Europe. 

3 The review process from start to end 

For this workshop all invited experts listed in appendix 3 are expected to play an active role both in 
preparation of and during the meeting. We envisage a 6-stage review process of our methodology. 
Steps 1 and 2 have been completed, and the workshop preparation is now entering stage 3: 

1. Prior to the workshop, the present method for deriving probit functions will be distributed as an 
Annex to this document. We invite the participants to study the document thoroughly and 
identify five subjects for discussion at the workshop.  

2. Subjects for discussion, including a brief rationale, can be submitted to the organizers by 15 May 
2013. Please indicate if this deadline is too early for you to allow a proper review. Since we would 
like every participant to share her/his own viewpoints independently, we ask you to please 
return your forms to Rikkert Hansler only and do not use the 'reply all' option or share your 
opinions on the subject in any other way amongst participants at this stage. 

3. Based on your responses a number of subjects will be placed on the agenda of the workshop for 
discussion, as time allows. The agenda will be shared with the participants well ahead of the 
workshop, preferably before the summer holidays. The discussion for each of the selected issues 
will be prepared by a panel member and an international expert before the meeting with: 

a. A brief description of the issue, and why it is an issue (based on experts’ responses); 

b. Standpoints and alternatives offered by different experts; 

c. Precedents for dealing with the specific or similar issues; 

d. Recommendation for the panel. 

4. At the workshop each issue will be discussed starting from the existing methodology and the 
‘homework’ described in step 3. A recommendation for the Dutch Probit Panel for dealing with 
each of the issues separately will be drafted at the workshop. 

5. At the end of the workshop, overall conclusions and recommendations towards a valid and 
acceptable probit derivation methodology will be drafted in a closing discussion. 

6. The workshop report will be completed and distributed to the participants for a final review, and 
published as an RIVM report and/or a publication in an international peer reviewed journal. 

To facilitate and substantiate the discussion we expect all invited experts to identify risk assessment 
methodologies for acute airborne exposures they are aware of, and submit documentation 
describing such methodology to the organizers for distribution to all workshop participants. This is 
one way to ensure that the state-of-the-art in this specific field is on the table for our review and 
discussion. 
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4 Practical arrangements 

Please find below the information we believe to be essential to plan and organize your attendance. 
Please indicate any additional information you may need to assure your attendance. 

4.1 Dates  
This expert review is planned to take place during a 3-day workshop in the Netherlands from 24 – 26 
September 2013. Attendance is by invitation only. Invited international experts in the field of risk 
analysis of acute inhalation exposure will discuss the scientific basis of the methodology and help the 
Dutch Probit Panel to improve on the Dutch methodology.  

4.2 Venue 
The meeting will be held at 

Hotel La Residence 
Carel Van Bylandtlaan 23 
The Hague 
NL-2596HR 
 

A single hotel room with full board has been booked for your stay from 24 – 26 September 2013. 
Overseas participants are welcome to check in on 23 September and check out on 27 September 
upon request.  

Please enter your contact information in the ‘Contact details’ section of ViaDesk (under ‘account’ in 
the top right corner of the screen). Please enter your travel information in the ‘notes’ section (at the 
bottom of the form) indicating your day of arrival and departure, flight numbers and any dietary 
requirements at your earliest convenience. This will enable us to make the proper bookings.  

4.3 Outline of the meeting 
A draft outline of the meeting is attached in appendix 2. The meeting is scheduled to start at lunch on 
24 September and end before 16:00 on 26 September to allow European guests to return home on 
the same day. For further details please cf. appendix 2. 

4.4 Travel and accommodation 
You are expected to make your own travel arrangements to Schiphol Amsterdam International 
Airport and advance the expenses incurred. Transportation from the airport to the venue will be 
arranged by the organization. The Dutch government will reimburse travel expenses in your currency 
upon presentation of a completed and signed declaration form (to be sent later). Accommodation 
expenses will be covered directly, and you are not expected to advance those expenses. Please 
contact the organization if you want to make other travel arrangements (e.g. by car).  
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4.5 Virtual platform 
A virtual office space (hosted by ViaDesk) was recently opened for workshop participants. The URL 
is: https://project.healthandsafety.nl/do/login. You can login using your e-mail address; at the first 
login the password is your first name (in lower case – no capitals). 

ViaDesk is a secure online environment for sharing documents and initiating polls / questionnaires if 
necessary. After logging in the password can be changed. If you have trouble logging in, please notify 
Rikkert or Marc so we can re-send an invitation. 

4.6 Contact information 
The general organizer for this meeting is: 

Rikkert Hansler, MSc 

RIVM 

Centre for Environmental Safety and Security (Centrum Veiligheid) 

P.O. Box 1 

3720 BA Bilthoven, the Netherlands 

rikkert.hansler@rivm.nl 

Phone: +31 30 274 3202 

 

Please contact Rikkert Hansler for all questions or support regarding the practical arrangements 
mentioned above. We are looking forward to meeting with you in September in The Hague.  
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Planning & procedures appendix 1:  Subject selection and discussion 
format 

Selection of discussion subjects 
All invited experts have provided written comments on the standing Dutch methodology to derive 
probit functions for acute lethality in a normal human population following a single airborne 
exposure. The selection criteria for the subjects to be discussed at the September 2013 workshop 
included: 
• The number of experts who nominated the subject; 
• The impact of a possible change of methodology on the outcome of the probit; 
• The (perspective of the) availability of an alternative approach; 
• The requirement to discuss the issue in depth to find consensus before acceptance by the Dutch 

Probit Panel; 
• Differences in comments between experts. 

 
On the basis of the above criteria a discussion document for the workshop has been prepared for the 
following 6 subjects: 

Data quality assessment and selection of animal data 
The subject of this discussion is the evaluation and classification of individual studies based on study 
quality requirements, data completeness and data sources. This discussion includes the application 
of a test atmosphere assessment factor. 

Analysis of animal data 
The issues to be discussed here are the general approach to analysis of animal data to produce an 
animal probit function. This discussion includes the appropriateness of the probit toxic load model, 
the approach to selecting studies in the final analysis determining the probit (selection of a key study 
vs. pooling of all or part of the studies), sex specificity, extrapolation from other than inhalation 
exposure routes. This discussion includes the application of a database quality assessment factor. 

The sensory irritation assessment factor 
Review the appropriateness of the application of an assessment factor to correct for reduced minute 
volume in rodents as compared to humans. Produce recommendations how to proceed in absence of 
sensory irritation data, if the assessment factor is maintained. 

Interspecies extrapolation 
Is it necessary to use an inter-species assessment factor, since rodents are thought by some to be 
generally more susceptible to acute inhalation toxicity that humans. Discuss the validity of 
application of the experimentally derived animal n-value for humans. 

Human (accident) and primate data 
Discuss and recommend the application and weight of human experimental and observational data, 
and for other primate data (with often smaller sample sizes). Define quality criteria to determine 
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human and primate data application. Recommend how to proceed in absence of primate or accident 
data including data quality of human accident and volunteer data, and primate data.  

Intraspecies variability 
The current utch probit methodology accounts for intraspecies variability (within the human 
popuation) by assuming that b x n=2, i.e. a 10-fold difference between 99 and 1 percentile of the 
susceptibility distribution. DHS offers a different approach proposed by Crosier. Other issues: close-
to-lethality persons, children.  

Review and discussion process 
The general approach to (prepare for) review, discuss and produce a recommendation to the Dutch 
Probit Panel on each of the selected subjects is outlined below. A panel member, a reviewer and two 
co-referents will prepare the discussion for each of the subjects before the meeting. A proposal for 
the allocation of preparatory roles is outlined in table 1.  

 

The review process is as follows: 

1. Prior to the meeting the designated reviewer, assisted by two co-referents will produce a 
commentary on the subject as a Word document (indication: max 5 pages plus 1 page of 
references). The commentary is a brief description of the issue, why it has been identified as an 
issue and of possible alternatives to the approach taken by the Dutch Probit Panel.  

• After completion of a draft commentary (by mid August) the reviewer circulates the draft 
commentary to both co-referents for comments with a quick turn-around. The co-referents’ 
mail addresses can be found in the mail we sent out with this attachment. 

• All comments and suggestions received in steps 1 and 2 of the review process (cf section 3) 
have been made available on ViaDesk. Reviewers and co-referents can share draft 
documents and references in another dedicated folder on ViaDesk (cf. below). 

• After review by the co-referents and incorporation of their comments, the reviewer submits 
the commentary to rikkert.hansler@rivm.nl and marc.ruijten@crisistox.nl. 

• All commentaries will be collected and bundled in a workshop document that will be 
distributed to all participants before the meeting. 

This part of the review process has been completed. 

2. At the meeting the discussion of the subject will be initiated by two presentations:  

• The designated Panel member will make a 5-10 minute presentation about the current 
approach regarding the subject to kick off the session (5 slides). 

• Next, the reviewer will make a 10-minute presentation summarizing the commentary and 
indicating specific discussion needs (10 slides). 

• The slide presentations will be provided to all workshop participants after the meeting. 

3. Following the presentations, standpoints and alternatives can be offered by attending experts.  

4. Each session is closed with a clear recommendation for the panel formulated by the chairman. 
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On the ViaDesk platform all comments and suggestions for discussion subjects from steps 1 and 2 in 
the review process are posted in the folder ‘Individual participant’s comments’. Some comments are 
quite extensive and may contain interesting views on the subject of your review, so we encourage 
you to take a look.  

 

A second folder ‘Discussion subject commentaries’ with 6 subfolders is available to share final 
documents and references. Later this week, probably on 19 September we will send you the 
document containing the final 6 commentaries. Both presentations can be handed over at the first 
meeting day.  

 

The aim of the review process is to evaluate the default procedures as presented in the document 
distributed earlier. The Panel recognises that specific circumstances may require a non-standard 
approach to the derivation of a probit function of a certain chemical. The methodology is open to 
deal with such special circumstances on a case-by-case basis. The output of the meeting will be the 
most beneficial for the probit development process in the Netherlands when specific and concrete 
recommendations for the default procedure are made. For each of the workshop sessions the 
following outcomes are possible: 

1. Consensus is reached on a recommended procedure for the subjects discussed. 

2. Two or more different standpoints may remain, which can’t be resolved at the workshop. Such a 
result leaves the Dutch Probit Panel with more than one recommendation. 

3. In addition to either of the above, research recommendations can be made to strengthen the 
science base underlying the recommended procedures. 

 

In addition to the subjects selected for discussion the Dutch Probit Panel has reviewed and may 
accept a number of recommendations made by the invited international experts for adjustment of 
the probit methodology. These will not be discussed at the meeting, but will be briefly described in 
the workshop document sent to all participants before the meeting. 
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Table 1: Roles in the preparation of the international workshop on probit functions for acute 
inhalation toxicity 

 

 

  

Subject Duration Dutch Probit 
Panel 

Presentation Co-referents 

1. Data quality assessment 
and selection of animal data 

90 min Hans Muijser Rachel Gooding Susan Ripple 
Annette Wilschut 

2. Analysis of animal data 
including pooling of studies 

200 min Hans Muijser Chantal Smulders George Rusch 
Jürgen Pauluhn 
(written) 

3. The appropriateness of 
the application of sensory 
irritation assessment factor 

100 min Peter Bos Dave Kelly Hans Ketelslegers 
Rachel Gooding  

4. The necessity of 
interspecies extrapolation 
incl validity of animal 
experimental n-value 

120 min Marc Ruijten George Woodall Chantal Smulders 
Jean-Martin Vincent 

5. Human and primate data: 
how to use and weigh in 
their presence and absence. 

120 min Marc Ruijten Wil ten Berge Rachel Gooding 
Hans Ketelslegers 

6. Intraspecies variability 120 min Peter Bos Mattias Öberg George Rusch 
Susan Ripple 
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Planning & procedures appendix 2: Provisional Workshop Agenda 

Tuesday 24 September 2013 

Start time Subject 

12:00 Lunch 

13:30 Opening, welcome (Host, Ministry/Panel) 

14:00 Introduction of workshop participants 

14:30 The application of probits in European safety and consequence assessment 

15:15 The Dutch methodology for probit derivation: procedure and technical aspects 

15:45 Break 

16:00 Data quality assessment and selection 

17:30 Closure 

Wednesday 25 September 

Start time Subject 

08:30 Human and other primate data 

10:30 break 

11:00 Data analysis 

12:30 Lunch 

13:30 Data analysis 

15:20 Break 

15:50 Sensory irritation 

17:30 Closure 

Thursday 26 September 

Start time Subject 

08:30 Interspecies extrapolation  

10:30 break 

11:00 Intraspecies variability 

13:00 Lunch 

14:00 General discussion and recommendations, path forward, follow-up arrangements 

15:30 Closure 

15:45 Ajourn 
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Planning & procedures: appendix 3: Participant and contributor list 

First name Familiy name Titles Affiliation Role 

Josje  Arts Dr Ir Akzo Nobel Dutch Probit Panel * 

Wil ten Berge Dr Retired, DSM External expert 

Peter Bos Ir RIVM Dutch Probit Panel 

Wouter ter Burg Drs RIVM Dutch Probit Panel 

Steve Channel Dr VI, SAIC External expert * 

Larry Gephart Dr Exxon Biomedical External expert * 

Liesbeth Geraets Dr Ir RIVM Dutch Probit Panel 

Rachel Gooding Dr Batelle labs, DHS External expert 

Rikkert Hansler Drs RIVM Workshop organizer 

Brian Hawkins Dr Batelle labs External expert * 

David Kelly Dr Retired, DuPont Haskell lab External expert 

Hans Ketelslegers Dr Exxon External expert 

Hans  Könemann Dr Retired, RIVM Dutch Probit Panel 

Hans Muijser Dr Retired, TNO Triskelion Dutch Probit Panel 

Mattias Öberg Dr Karolinska Institute External expert 

Jürgen Pauluhn Prof dr Bayer External expert * 

Marcel van Raaij Dr RIVM Chairman 

Susan Ripple Dr Dow Chemical External expert * 

Marc Ruijten Dr Ir CrisisTox Consult Dutch Probit Panel 

George Rusch Dr Retired, Honeywell External expert 

Chantal Smulders Dr Shell External expert 

Douglas  Sommerville Dr US Army External expert * 

Eric  Syphard Dr Booz Allen Hamilton External expert * 

Cléo Tebby Dr INERIS External expert * 

Jean-Martin Vincent Dr INERIS External expert 

Annette Wilschut Dr DSM External expert 

George  Woodall Dr US EPA External expert 

 
* Did not attend the workshop, but has contributed by providing written comments 
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1 Introduction(1!

1.1 Objective(of(the(workshop(2!

The!objective!of!the!probit!workshop!is!to!improve!the!scientific!basis,!validity,!appropriateness!and!3!

acceptance!of!the!current!(modified)!Dutch!methodology!to!derive!probit!functions!for!acute!4!

lethality!in!a!normal!human!population!following!a!single!airborne!exposure!as!applied!by!the!Dutch!5!

Probit!Panel.!This!objective!will!be!met!by!bringing!together!renowned!international!experts!in!the!6!

field!of!risk!assessment!of!acute!airborne!exposures!to!discuss!its!strengths!and!weaknesses!and!7!

opportunities!to!improve!the!methodology.!!8!

The!intended!outcome!of!the!workshop!is!a!set!of!recommendations!to!the!Dutch!Probit!Panel!for!9!

improvement!of!the!methodology!to!derive!probit!functions.!Recommendations!should!ideally!be:!!10!

• Practical!and!feasible!with!reasonable!data!requirements!(minimizing!the!need!to!generate!new!11!

data);!12!

• A!clear!improvement!over!the!existing!methodology,!both!from!a!scientific!and!societal!point!of!13!

view;!14!

• Philosophically!and!practically!compatible!with!other!risk!assessment!methodologies!(so!far!as!15!

these!are!applicable!to!risk!assessment!of!incident!scenarios)!as!far!as!possible,!particularly!16!

those!generally!applied!in!Europe.!17!

1.2 The(review(process(from(start(to(end(18!

For!this!workshop!all!invited!experts!played!an!active!role!both!in!preparation!of!and!during!the!19!

meeting.!We!envisaged!a!6Gstage!review!process!of!our!methodology.!Steps&1&through&3&have&been&20!

completed,&and&the&next&step&is&the&workshop&itself:!21!

1. Prior!to!the!workshop,!the!present!method!for!deriving!probit!functions!will!be!distributed!as!an!22!

Annex!to!this!document.!We!invite!the!participants!to!study!the!document!thoroughly!and!23!

identify!five!subjects!for!discussion!at!the!workshop.!!24!

2. Subjects!for!discussion,!including!a!brief!rationale,!have!been!submitted!to!the!organizers.!!25!

3. Prior%to%the%meeting!a!designated!reviewer,!assisted!by!two!coGreferents!will!produce!a!26!

commentary!on!the!subject!as!a!Word!document!(indication:!max!5!pages!plus!1!page!of!27!

references).!The!commentary!is!a!brief!description!of!the!issue,!why!it!has!been!identified!as!an!28!

issue!and!of!possible!alternatives!to!the!approach!taken!by!the!Dutch!Probit!Panel.!The!draft!was!29!

circulated!to!two!coGreferents,!revised,!submitted!to!the!organization!and!included!in!this!30!

Technical!workshop!document.!31!

4. At%the%meeting!the!discussion!of!the!subject!will!be!initiated!by!two!presentations:!!32!

• A!Panel!member!will!make!a!5G10!minute!presentation!about!the!current!approach!regarding!33!

the!subject!to!kick!off!the!session!(5!slides).!34!

• Next,!the!reviewer!will!make!a!10Gminute!presentation!summarizing!the!commentary!and!35!

indicating!specific!discussion!needs!(10!slides).!36!

• The!slide!presentations!will!be!provided!to!all!workshop!participants!after!the!meeting.!37!
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5. Following!the!presentations,!standpoints!and!alternatives!can!be!offered!by!attending!experts.!!1!

6. Each!session!is!closed!with!a!clear!recommendation!for!the!panel!formulated!by!the!chairman.!2!

7. The!workshop!report!will!be!completed!and!distributed!to!the!participants!for!a!final!review,!and!3!

published!as!an!RIVM!report!and/or!a!publication!in!an!international!peer!reviewed!journal.!4!

1.3 The(discussion(subjects(5!

The!selection!criteria!for!the!subjects!to!be!discussed!at!the!September!2013!workshop!included:!6!

• The!number!of!experts!who!nominated!the!subject;!7!

• The!impact!of!a!possible!change!of!methodology!on!the!outcome!of!the!probit;!8!

• The!(perspective!of!the)!availability!of!an!alternative!approach;!9!

• The!requirement!to!discuss!the!issue!in!depth!to!find!consensus!before!acceptance!by!the!Dutch!10!

Probit!Panel;!11!

• Differences!in!comments!between!experts.!12!

On!the!basis!of!these!criteria!the!following!6!subjects!were!selected!for!discussion!at!the!workshop:!13!

Data(quality(assessment(and(selection(of(animal&data(14!

The!subject!of!this!discussion!is!the!evaluation!and!classification!of!individual!studies!based!on!study!15!

quality!requirements,!data!completeness!and!data!sources.!This!discussion!includes!the!application!16!

of!a!test!atmosphere!assessment!factor.!17!

Human((accident)(and(primate(data(18!

Discuss!and!recommend!the!application!and!weight!of!human!experimental!and!observational!data,!19!

and!for!other!primate!data!(with!often!smaller!sample!sizes).!Define!quality!criteria!to!determine!20!

human!and!primate!data!application.!Recommend!how!to!proceed!in!absence!of!primate!or!accident!21!

data!including!data!quality!of!human!accident!and!volunteer!data,!and!primate!data.!!22!

Analysis(of(animal(data(23!

The!issues!to!be!discussed!here!are!the!general!approach!to!analysis!of!animal!data!to!produce!an!24!

animal!probit!function.!This!discussion!includes!the!appropriateness!of!the!probit!toxic!load!model,!25!

the!approach!to!selecting!studies!in!the!final!analysis!determining!the!probit!(selection!of!a!key!study!26!

vs.!pooling!of!all!or!part!of!the!studies),!sex!specificity,!extrapolation!from!other!than!inhalation!27!

exposure!routes.!This!discussion!includes!the!application!of!a!database!quality!assessment!factor.!28!

The(sensory(irritation(assessment(factor(29!

Review!the!appropriateness!of!the!application!of!an!assessment!factor!to!correct!for!reduced!minute!30!

volume!in!rodents!as!compared!to!humans.!Produce!recommendations!how!to!proceed!in!absence!of!31!

sensory!irritation!data,!if!the!assessment!factor!is!maintained.!32!

Interspecies(extrapolation(33!

Is!it!necessary!to!use!an!interGspecies!assessment!factor,!since!rodents!are!thought!by!some!to!be!34!

generally!more!susceptible!to!acute!inhalation!toxicity!that!humans.!Discuss!the!validity!of!35!

application!of!the!experimentally!derived!animal!nGvalue!for!humans.!36!
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Intraspecies(variability(1!

The!current!utch!probit!methodology!accounts!for!intraspecies!variability!(within!the!human!2!

popuation)!by!assuming!that!b!x!n=2,!i.e.!a!10Gfold!difference!between!99!and!1!percentile!of!the!3!

susceptibility!distribution.!DHS!offers!a!different!approach!proposed!by!Crosier.!Other!issues:!closeG4!

toGlethality!persons,!children.!!5!

1.4 This(document(6!

This!technical!workshop!document!contains!the!compilation!of!commentaries!for!the!6!selected!7!

discussion!subjects.!They!have!been!drafted!by!teams!of!scientists!as!outlined!in!the!procedural!8!

workshop!document!sent!out!to!all!participants!on!20!September.!9!

The!commentaries!are!presented!in!the!order!in!which!they!will!be!discussed!at!the!workshop.!We!10!

expect!that!all!workshop!participants!have!studied!this!technical!workshop!document.!Part!of!the!11!

reviewers!has!provided!additional!material!to!illustrate!core!concepts!of!their!commentary.!These!12!

documents!are!available!from!the!ViaDesk!website,!in!the!designated!folders!under!‘Discussion!13!

subject!commentaries’.(14!

! (15!
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2 Data(Quality(Assessment(and(Selection(of(Animal(Data(1!

Authors:!! Rachel!Gooding,!Douglas!Somerville,!Stephen!Channel,!Brian!Hawkins,!Jessica!Cox!2!

2.1 Introduction(3!

The!development!of!a!probit!expression!for!use!in!estimating!the!probability!of!effect!in!humans!4!

upon!exposure!to!a!toxic!inhalation!hazard!is!generally!based!on!animal!data,!with!some!qualitative!5!

bounding!based!on!accidental!exposures!of!humans!or!controlled!subGlethal!human!exposures.!!!The!6!

evaluation!and!selection!of!these!animal!data!is!critical!to!the!development!of!a!defensible!and!7!

reasonable!estimate!and!presents!a!unique!challenge!as!much!of!the!data!have!been!collected!over!a!8!

broad!time!period,!under!very!different!protocols!and!standards.!!Because!the!generation!of!new!9!

standardized!animal!data!is!difficult,!costly,!and!subject!to!stringent!regulations,!it!is!desirable!to!10!

critically!evaluate!all!existing!data!for!inclusion!in!a!probit!analysis.!!!11!

A!number!of!agencies!have!proposed!scoring!systems!on!which!to!evaluate!the!quality!of!12!

data/studies!for!probit!analysis.!!!These!include!the!Dutch!probit!panel!!(RIVM!Draft!report!!13!

620550002,!April!2013),!the!method!adapted!from!Klimsch!et!al!(1997)!and!Rosner!(1994)!reported!14!

in!the!Methodology!to!Develop!AETLS!!(January!2006)!and!lists!of!criteria!reported!by!the!National!15!

Research!Council!!in!the!Standing!Operating!Procedures!for!Developing!Acute!Exposure!Guideline!16!

levels!for!Hazardous!Materials!(February!2007)!!and!the!Guidance!Document!for!the!!Derivation!of!an!17!

Acute!Reference!Concentration!!(AFRC)!Series!on!testing!and!assessment!No!153.!!(11!August!2011).!!!18!

While!initial!ranking!or!evaluation!of!the!quality!of!the!study!is!important,!especially!to!preGidentify!19!

potential!outliers,!it!is!recommended!that!all!available!data!that!has!the!appropriate!quantitative!20!

information!to!support!a!probit!analysis!or!MLE!(maximum!likelihood!estimation)!calculations!be!21!

included,!and!rejections!or!adjustments,!if!needed,!occur!following!the!initial!data!reduction.!!!22!

The!application!of!adjustment!factors!based!on!sensory!irritation,!interspecies!extrapolation,!test!23!

atmosphere!and!database!quality,!which!are!discussed!in!later!topic!areas!of!this!workshop,!are!24!

considered!after%the!derivation!of!an!initial!probit!expression.!Some!of!these!adjustment!factors!may!25!

not!be!needed!based!on!how!the!data!is!reduced,!!For!example!if!allometric!scaling!is!included!to!26!

produce!a!human!estimate!!or!if!a!sensitive!species!is!identified!and!the!LCt50!for!a!human!estimate!27!

is!based!on!that!species,!additional!interspecies!factors!may!not!be!needed,!or!should!be!reduced.!!28!

The!intended!application!of!the!probit!expression,!such!as!worker!safety,!landGuse!planning!or!29!

casualty!estimation,!also!needs!to!be!considered!when!identifying!adjustments!to!the!toxicity!30!

expression.!!These!adjustment!factors!and!analysis!of!the!data!are!further!treated!in!subsequent!31!

topic!areas.!32!

The!following!phases!of!data!selection!and!evaluation!are!recommended!for!the!development!of!a!33!

probit!expression.!34!

2.2 Phase(1.((Literature(Search(and(Initial(Screening(35!

The!Dutch!probit!panel!document!has!rightly!placed!a!strong!emphasis!on!quality!data!as!a!36!

foundation!for!the!derivation!of!a!probit!function,!!citing!a!number!of!characteristics!of!what!would!37!
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be!considered!the!highest!quality,!!“A”!study!in!the!April!2013!Draft!Report,!Method%for%derivation%of%1!

probit%functions%for%acute%inhalation%toxicity.!!Factors!to!be!considered!include!the!following:!2!

Study%Quality%3!

• Compliance!with!GLP!4!

• Stability!of!the!test!substance!5!

• The!use!of!a!carrier!vehicle!other!than!air!6!

• Whole!body!or!head/nose!only!exposures!7!

• Test!chamber!characteristics!8!

• Pressure!distribution!system!in!a!test!system!9!

• Homogeneity!of!the!test!atmosphere!in!the!animals!breathing!zone!10!

• Air!exchange!in!the!test!system!11!

• Actual!concentration!measurement!(vs.!nominal!concentration)!12!

• Particle!size!distribution!(where!appropriate)!13!

Study%completeness%14!

• Exposure!concentration!and!Exposure!duration!15!

• Balanced!data!set!of!responses!16!

• Number!of!animals!per!exposure!concentration!and!duration!17!

• Post!exposure!observation!period!and!record!of!time!to!death,!criteria!for!sacrificing!moribund!18!

animals!19!

The!Dutch!Probit!Panel!has!also!taken!a!pragmatic!approach!recognizing!that!many!studies!do!not!20!

meet!the!stringent!requirements!of!an!“A”!study,!but!can!still!provide!some!information!for!a!21!

reasonable!probit!estimate,!especially!when!coupled!with!uncertainty/adjustment!factors.!22!

In!support!of!this!philosophy!it!is!advisable!to!include!all!primary!source,!acute!mammalian!inhalation!23!

studies,!including!older!studies!that!may!not!conform!to!GLP!standards!(or!at!least!would!not!provide!24!

documentation!indicating!that!they!conformed!to!similar!standards)!as!well!as!less!comprehensive!25!

studies!that!may!only!provide!enough!data!to!generate!a!single!LCt50!value,!and!studies!involving!26!

species!other!than!rats.!!!Studies!that!obviously!must!be!excluded!from!this!initial!data!analysis!are!27!

those!that!do!not!provide!the!exposure!duration!associated!with!a!reported!LC50s!and!studies!that!28!

expose!the!animal!until!death!occurs!as!there!is!a!great!deal!of!uncertainty!in!the!lethal!dose!which!29!

was!delivered.!!!30!

Studies!(or!data!sets)!that!should!be!flagged!as!a!source!of!potential!outliers!include!those!that!have!31!

a!short!duration!of!exposure!(typically!less!than!10!minutes)!due!to!the!potential!impact!of!test!32!

chamber!concentration!fluctuations!during!short!exposure!durations!as!well!as!the!ability!of!test!33!

animals!to!reduce!their!minute!volume!when!exposed!to!high!concentrations!associated!with!!short!34!

durations.!!Other!sources!of!concern!when!evaluating!response!data!via!probit!analysis!are!whether!35!

numerical!convergence!on!a!solution!(for!both!probit!slope!and!LC50)!is!possible!for!a!particular!data!36!

set.1!!The!odds!of!obtaining!a!probit!analysis!solution!increases!as!the!number!of!animal!used!37!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1!An!example!of!such!a!response!data!set!for!which!a!simultaneous!solution!for!both!probit!slope!and!
LC50!would!not!be!possible:!!(in!order!of!increasing!concentration)!0/10,!0/10,!5/10,!10/10!and!10/10!
(deaths/number!exposed)!
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increases.!!A!balanced!dataset!(where!the!eventual!LC50!estimate!is!located!in!middle!of!the!test!1!

concentrations!used)!also!improves!the!chances!of!a!solution,!as!well!as!increasing!the!precision!of!2!

the!LC50!and!probit!slope!estimates.!!!!!3!

While!the!Dutch!probit!panel!recommends!excluding!data!taken!at!less!than!10!minute!exposure!4!

duration,!a!number!of!researchers!consider!the!shorter!duration!exposures!valuable!for!5!

characterizing!the!effect!of!highly!toxic!materials!such!as!chemical!warfare!agents!(Sommerville!et!al.,!6!

2010)!as!well!as!the!short!exposure!durations!that!would!be!expected!with!an!industrial!accidents.!7!

It!is!recommended!that!data!collected!at!exposure!durations!less!than!10!minutes!be!included!in!the!8!

initial!data!analysis,!with!the!understanding!that!it!may!need!to!be!adjusted!upon!subsequent!9!

analysis.!LCt50!values!for!shorter!durations!may!need!to!be!extrapolated!from!slightly!longer!10!

durations,!depending!on!the!degree!of!curvature!seen!at!the!lower!exposure!times.!However,!it!is!11!

recommended!that!the!degree!of!curvature!at!lower!exposure!durations!be!characterized!during!the!12!

initial!analysis!rather!than!removed!from!consideration,!as!shown!below.!The!extrapolated!value!to!13!

lower!times!can!be!used!to!bound!any!correction!or!adjustment!factor!applied!to!the!lower!exposure!14!

times.!15!

!16!

Other!data!such!as!accidental!exposures!of!humans,!where!the!characterization!of!the!dose!is!an!17!

approximation,!and!subGlethal!data!should!also!be!used.!!However,!they!should!not!be!used!in!the!18!

quantitative!analysis,!but!as!a!way!of!bounding!what!is!reasonable,!especially!with!respect!to!the!19!

application!of!adjustment!factors.!!These!boundary!conditions!help!to!avoid!prediction!of!effects!at!20!

exposures!where!no!adverse!effects!have!been!reported!during!real!incidents!or!at!levels!at!or!lower!21!

than!PELS!or!NOAELs!or!other!similar!protective!values.!22!

There!is!a!growing!emphasis!on!in%vitro!testing,!PBPK!modelling!and!other!in%silico!estimates.!!These!23!

data!can!provide!useful!estimates,!especially!when!validated!against!wellGcharacterized!compounds,!24!

but!the!difficulty!in!extrapolating!these!data!to!in%vivo!animal!or!human!models!is!still!quite!25!

challenging.!!26!

Data!based!on!another!route!of!exposure!should!only!be!used!if!nothing!else!is!available!and!an!27!

estimate!should!be!identified!as!having!low!confidence.!!Even!with!this!caveat!and!the!application!of!28!
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routeGtoGroute!extrapolation!factors,!these!data!should!only!be!considered!if!the!mechanism!of!1!

action!is!similar!across!routes!of!exposure.!!For!example,!due!to!the!similar!mechanism!of!action,!!2!

mammalian!IV!and!inhalation!toxicity!values!for!hydrogen!cyanide!have!been!correlated!in!the!3!

development!of!a!human!estimate!by!McNamara!(1976).!!!4!

2.3 Phase(2:(Initial(Data(Reduction(and(Evaluation(5!

The!quality!and!usefulness!of!the!data!can!often!be!evaluated!through!identification!of!outliers!6!

during!initial!data!reduction.!!For!each!study,!LCt50s!are!calculated!through!probit!analysis!or!7!

maximum!likelihood!estimation!(MLE);!probit!slopes!through!probit!analysis!and!the!toxic!load!8!

exponent!through!linear!regression!or!probit!analysis.!!!Once!this!is!completed,!results!for!LCt50s,!9!

probit!slopes!and!toxic!load!exponents!(the!model!parameters!of!interest)!from!all!known!studies!can!10!

then!be!compared!and!further!analyzed!together!using!linear!regression!(i.e.!LCt50s!versus!duration!in!11!

order!to!estimate!the!toxic!load!exponent,!allometric!modeling)!or!taking!weighted!averages!(of!12!

probit!slopes!and!toxic!load!exponents).!!!!Graphical!displays!of!the!results!and!standard!statistical!13!

tests!are!used!to!identify!outliers!or!sensitive!species.!!!!!For!appropriate!datasets!(from!both!smaller!14!

and!larger!mammals),!allometric!modelling!is!conducted!to!account!for!the!difference!toxicity!as!a!15!

function!of!body!mass.!!Outliers!can!then!be!understood!based!on!study!characteristics!and!a!16!

decision!made!to!include!or!not:!17!

• Date!of!study,!some!differneces!were!found!in!LCt!50s!between!pre!1950!and!post!1950!data!18!

(Sommerville,!unpublished)!!19!

• Restrained!vs!unrestrained!animalsG!restrained!rates!exposed!to!HCN!had!!lower!LCt50s!than!20!

unrestrained!rats!(du!Pont!de!Nemours,!EI,!and!Company,!1981)!21!

• Whole!body!vs!nose!only!exposures!22!

• Test!chamber!conditions!and!documentationGnominal!concentration!vs.!analytical!concentration!23!

Sensitve!species!can!be!clearly!identified!during!this!process!as!was!the!seen!with!monkeys!expsosed!24!

to!phosgene.!!Dogs!were!also!identified!as!a!sensitive!species!for!HCN!exposure!(McNamara!(1976)!25!

and!Barcroft!(1931)),!but!they!turned!out!to!be!more!sensitive!than!humans!,!so!selection!of!the!most!26!

sensitive!species!as!the!basis!for!a!hujman!estimate!must!be!made!carefully.!27!

The!proper!pooling!of!data!is!also!a!concern.!!Data!can!be!pooled!either!from!within!a!study!or!28!

amongst!several!studies.!!Within!a!study,!response!data!are!often!pooled!to!obtain!a!stable!probit!29!

analysis!solution.!!For!instance,!a!study!may!have!examined!three!species!(or!duration),!but!if!the!30!

response!data!from!each!species!was!examined!individually,!a!stable!probit!solution!was!not!31!

possible.!!However,!if!the!data!were!pooled!together!(with!a!factor!in!the!probit!model!to!account!for!32!

species!differences),!it!is!often!possible!to!obtain!a!stable!probit!analysis!solution.!!Pooling!response!33!

data!from!several!different!studies!for!a!probit!analysis!is!not!recommended.!!The!systemic!error!34!

introduced!due!to!differing!researchers/laboratories!will!artifically!lower!the!estimated!probit!slope.!!35!

An!example!of!this!is!Bide!et!al.!(2004)!which!had!estimated!a!human!probit!slope!(base!10)!of!4.6!for!36!

GB!inhalation!lethality!via!the!probit!analysis!of!the!combined!mammalian!response!data!from!37!37!

studies.!!Yet,!the!probit!slopes!from!individual!studies!are!typically!on!the!order!of!10!to!15!for!GB!38!

(Mioduszewski!et!al.!(2002)!and!Hulet!et!al.!(2006)).!!For!other!types!of!statistical!analysis!(i.e.!linear!39!

regression,!weighted!averages,!etc.),!the!pooling!of!parameter!results!from!different!studies!is!40!

recommended.!41!
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Generally,!unless!there!is!strong!motivation!to!do!otherwise,!the!basis!for!the!human!estimate!1!

should!start!from!a!statistical!examination!all!of!the!animal!data.!2!

2.4 Conclusions(3!

In!the!discussion!on!data!quality!assessment!and!selection!of!animal!data!,!it!is!strongly!4!

recommended!!that!a!data!quality!assessment!based!on!the!criteria!for!A,!B,!C!studies!outlined!in!the!5!

draft!Dutch!probit!document!be!used!to!identify!potential!difficulties!with!the!data.!!Due!to!a!lack!of!6!

animal!studies!for!many!compounds!of!interest!and!the!difficulty!in!generating!new!animal!studies,!7!

all!acute!inhalation!mammalian!data!that!can!support!a!quantitative!probit!analysis!(or!MLE!8!

calculation)!should!be!included!in!the!initial!analysis,!with!outliers!correlated!with!study!pitfalls,!9!

which!could!then!form!the!justification!for!exclusion!of!a!data!point.!!!!The!final!model!fit!obtained!10!

after!the!outliers!have!been!properly!addressed!(either!via!deletion,!other!statistical!procedures,!11!

etc.),!and!the!basis!for!the!human!estimate!should!include!all!mammalian!species,!not!just!the!most!12!

sensitive,!unless!there!is!a!compelling!argument!to!do!so.!!!13!
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3 Human(and(primate(data,(how(to(weigh(in(their(presence(and(1!

absence(2!

Author:!dr!Wil!ten!Berge,!dr!Larry!Gephart!(Exxon!Biomedical)!3!

3.1 Introduction(4!

The!final!goal!of!probit!equations!in!risk!assessment!is!to!predict!as!accurate!as!possible!the!mortality!5!

in!humans,!accidentally!exposed!to!high!levels!during!5!to!15!minutes.!This!note!discusses!the!added!6!

value!of!human!and!primate!data!to!modify!the!initial!rodent!probit!equations!for!mortality,!derived!7!

from!rodent!acute!inhalation!toxicity!studies!with!controlled!variable!concentration!and!controlled!8!

variable!exposure!duration.!9!

The!following!aspects!seem!to!be!relevant!in!the!extrapolation!of!mortality!from!rodents!to!humans:!10!

• The!morphology!of!the!respiratory!tract!in!rodents!and!primates,!relevant!in!case!of!very!water!11!

soluble!sensory!irritants.!12!

• The!role!of!allometric!scaling,!relevant!for!volatiles!with!a!systemic!mode!of!action!of!pulmonary!13!

irritants!like!ozone,!nitrogen!dioxide,!chlorine!14!

• The!way!of!exposure:!free!moving!or!restraint!rodents.!The!effect!of!restraint!has!been!widely!15!

discussed.!Restraint!rodents!have!generally!a!higher!breathing!rate!than!free!moving!rodents.!16!

• Controlled!or!accidental!exposure.!Primate!data!involve!mostly!well!controlled!experimental!17!

exposure!studies,!while!human!data!originate!from!accidental!events!with!unexpected!high!18!

exposure!of!workers!and!of!members!of!the!general!population.!!19!

The!above!aspects!will!be!addressed.!The!available!reported!information!will!show!the!need!to!20!

modify!the!rodent!!probit!equation!for!estimating!human!mortality!risk!during!accidental!exposure.!A!21!

compilation!of!monkey!acute!inhalation!toxicity!data!is!not!included!in!this!note,!in!order!to!keep!this!22!

note!short.!!23!

3.2 Morphology(of(the(respiratory(tract(24!

The!respiratory!tract!in!rodents!and!human!is!quite!different!in!many!ways.!Some!important!aspects!25!

are:!26!

• The!volume!of!the!conductive!bronchial!tree,!12%!in!the!mouse,!5.6!%!in!the!rat,!2!%!in!monkeys!27!

and!1%!in!humans.!This!relatively!large!dead!lung!volume!in!rodents!is!compensated!by!a!higher!28!

breathing!rate.!29!

• The!type!of!branching,!monopodial!(rodents)!or!regular!dichotomous!(humans).!In!the!mouse!the!30!

first!alveolar!units!are!already!present!after!the!6th!generation!and!in!the!rat!after!the!10th!!31!

generation.!In!humans,!the!first!alveolar!units!occur!at!the!first!respiratory!bronchioles,!that!is!at!32!

the!17th!generation.!This!means!that!the!exposure!per!unit!of!alveolar!surface!in!rodents!is!highly!33!

different,!but!in!humans!this!exposure!is!more!equally!distributed.!34!

• Submucosal!glands!in!the!respiratory!tract.!These!occur!both!in!rodents!and!humans!in!the!nasal!35!

tract.!The!volume!of!glands!in!humans!is!much!higher!in!the!trachea!and!lower!respiratory!tract.!36!

These!glands!occur!at!a!frequency!of!about!1!per!mm2!in!the!trachea!and!are!abundant!down!to!37!

about!the!10th!generation,!when!airway!lumens!are!about!1–2!mm!in!diameter!(Wine!2004).!In!38!

healthy!humans,!submucosal!glands!are!estimated!to!provide!more!than!95%!of!upper!airway!39!
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mucus.!Submucosal!glands!greatly!amplify!the!ability!of!airways!to!produce!mucus.!In!obligate!1!

nose!breathers!scavenging!takes!mainly!place!by!the!mucus!in!the!nasal!area,!in!humans!the!2!

lower!respiratory!tract!up!to!the!10th!generation!is!able!to!scavenge!irritant!gases!by!the!3!

increased!mucus!secretion.!The!first!alveolar!structures!in!rats!occur!already!at!the!10th!4!

generation.!5!

• Substantial!difference!among!species!in!the!thickness!of!epithelium!that!lines!the!surface!in!the!6!

trachea!and!the!lower!respiratory!tract.!The!thickness!of!the!epithelium!in!the!trachea!of!rhesus!7!

monkeys!is!approximately!twice!that!of!mice!and!rats!and!one!half!to!one!third!that!of!human!8!

subjects.!9!

Exposure!of!mammals!to!high!lethal!concentrations!of!highly!water!soluble!gases!like!formaldehyde,!10!

ammonia!and!hydrochloric!acid!!results!in!physiological!reactions!for!the!protection!of!the!airways.!11!

The!most!normal!reaction!is!the!increase!of!mucus!flow!by!the!epithelium!of!the!respiratory!tract.!12!

However!the!production!of!mucus!is!limited!in!rodents.!Rodents!increase!the!protection!of!the!13!

airways!by!reducing!the!respiratory!rate!for!protection!of!the!alveolar!structures.!This!is!quite!14!

difficult!in!mice!and!rats!because!of!the!monopodial!branching!of!the!airways.!Alveolar!structures!are!15!

present!already!in!the!mice!at!the!6th!!generation!of!branching!(Madl!et!al.!2010)!and!in!the!rat!at!the!16!

10th!generation!(Oakes!et!al.!2012).!So!reducing!the!respiratory!minute!volume!does!not!provide!full!17!

efficient!protection!due!to!the!short!airway!distance!to!the!proximal!alveolar!structures.!18!

The!first!alveolar!structures!in!humans!occur!at!the!17th!branching!generation.!Humans!are!able!to!19!

produce!much!more!mucus!than!rodents.!This!results!into!bronchoconstriction!and!humans!have!to!20!

increase!their!respiratory!rate.!Due!to!the!bronchoconstriction!the!airway!resistance!and!the!flow!to!21!

the!alveolar!structures!is!decreased.!This!is!compensated!by!increasing!the!breathing!frequency,!but!22!

this!does!not!mean,!that!more!corrosive!gas!is!reaching!the!alveoli.!On!the!contrary,!the!increased!23!

mucus!flow!will!scavenge!a!lot!of!the!inhaled!corrosive!gas!and!lung!edema!will!only!occur!at!massive!24!

high!exposure!concentrations.!This!has!been!shown!by!Kaplan!et!al!(1988),!exposing!simultaneously!25!

baboons!and!rats!to!similar!concentration!for!5!to!15!minutes.!While!rats!died,!baboons!survived.!26!

Overton!(2001)!showed,!that!the!airway!surface!flux!of!formaldehyde!was!1000!times!lower!at!the!27!

respiratory!bronchioles!than!in!the!mouth.!Humans!have!an!advantage!compared!to!the!rodents!28!

considering!a!much!higher!mucus!production!and!the!regular!dichotomous!branching!compared!to!29!

the!more!monopodial!branching!of!the!airways!in!rodents.!30!

So!an!increased!mucus!flow!may!scavenge!corrosive!gases.!What!does!this!mean!for!people!with!31!

COPD!and!asthma?!In!case!of!COPD!and!asthma!there!is!an!increased!mucus!production!by!32!

submucosal!glands!and/or!by!Goblet!cells!in!the!airways!with!a!diameter!smaller!than!2!mm,!that!is!33!

in!airways!of!generation!number!8!and!higher.!In!this!part!of!the!airways!most!of!the!corrosive!gases!34!

are!trapped.!Because!the!mucus!layer!in!COPD!and!asthma!is!thicker!compared!to!healthy!people,!35!

the!absorption!capacity!might!be!higher.!However,!increased!bronchoconstriction!due!to!the!36!

corrosive!action!of!inhaled!irritants!might!result!in!more!respiratory!distress!in!COPD!and!asthma!37!

patients!than!in!healthy!people.!38!

The!morphological!differences!of!the!lung!airways!between!rodents!and!primates!raise!the!question!39!

on!the!significance!of!the!RD50!in!rodents.!Is!the!RD50!a!measure!for!the!increased!susceptibility!of!40!

primates!compared!to!rodents?!Probably!other!factors!than!the!ability!to!decrease!the!breathing!rate!41!

might!play!a!role!in!mammalian!susceptibility!to!sensory!irritants.!42!
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3.3 Allometric(scaling(1!

Lung!volume,!alveolar!surface!area,!alveolar!cell!number,!alveolar!septum!volume!and!diffusing!2!

capacity!have!been!found!to!scale!directly!proportional!to!body!mass!(Gehr!et!al!1981,!Stone!et!al!3!

1992,!Mercer!et!al!1994).!The!oxygen!consumption!and!alveolar!ventilation!is!related!to!body!mass!to!4!

the!power!of!0.75!(Davidson!et!al.!1986).!If!the!volatile!toxicant!is!not!retained!in!the!respiratory!5!

tract,!the!toxicant!and!oxygen!are!absorbed!via!the!capillary!surface.!The!alveolar!uptake!of!the!6!

toxicant!per!kg!bodyweight!is!related!to!BW0.75/BW,!that!is!equal!to!BW−0.25.!If!the!mode!of!action!is!7!

tissue!damage!of!the!alveolar!septum!or!a!systemic!action,!one!may!expect!lower!LC50!in!smaller!8!

than!in!larger!mammals.!9!

In!studies,!in!which!the!toxicity!in!many!species!has!been!studied,!one!may!consider!to!add!the!10!

ln(bodyweight!)!as!a!parameter!in!the!probit!equation!describing!the!mortality!response.!In!studies!11!

on!HCN,!NO2!and!ClF5!the!regression!coefficient!of!ln(bodyweight)!is!indeed!between!G0.23!and!G12!

0.12.!This!means!that!with!increasing!bodyweight!the!LC50!increases!also.!This!has!been!noted!by!the!13!

Ministry!of!Social!Affairs!in!the!Netherlands!(Publikatiereeks!Gevaarlijke!Stoffen,!2003)),!but!was!not!14!

considered!important!enough!to!consider!in!the!extrapolation!of!rodent!probit!equations!to!a!human!15!

probit!equation.!.!16!

3.4 Free(moving(or(restrained(rats(17!

The!updated!OECD!guideline!403!considers!nose!only!inhalation!exposure!at!a!temperature!22!°C.!!18!

The!advantages!of!nose!only!exposure!!are:!19!

• Prevent!other!routes!of!exposure!20!

• Use!less!material!21!

• Easier!to!clean!up.!22!

• Test!material!is!contained!23!

• Remove!animals!during!exposure!without!affecting!others!!24!

• Suitable!for!repeated!dosing!studies!!25!

The!disadvantages!are:!26!

• Subjects!are!restrained!and!may!be!stressed!27!

• No!food!or!water!during!exposure!28!

• Possible!heat!buildup!29!

• Animals!may!try!to!turn!around!in!tubes!(possible!suffocation)!30!

• Labor!intensive!31!

The!key!question!is!if!the!susceptibility!of!the!animals!is!increased!by!being!restrained.!Due!to!stress!32!

the!respiratory!minute!volume!and!the!body!temperature!might!be!increased.!33!

Lapin!(1981)!exposed!male!Crl:CD!rats!to!CO,!HCN!and!HCL!for!periods!of!5!to!60!minutes.!In!addition,!34!

the!rats!were!exposed!with!and!without!restraint.!The!LC50s!under!restrained!conditions!for!15!35!

minutes!and!longer!periods!were!always!lower!than!the!LC50s!for!free!moving!rats.!The!results!are!36!

summarized!in!the!tables!below.!37!

!38!

Gas! Exposure!duration! LC50!Restrained! LC50!Unrestrained!
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minutes! (95%%Confidence%Limits)% (95%%Confidence%Limits)%
CO! 5! 10754!

(8781L11938)%
10151!

(9580L10953)%
CO! 15! 4318!

(3437L5203)%
5664!

(5218L6078)%
CO! 30! 2890!

(2706L3041)%
4710!

(4278L5254)%
CO! 60! 1888!

(1549L2213)%
3954!

(3736G4233)!

!1!

!2!

Gas! Exposure!duration!

minutes!

LC50!Restrained!

(95%%Confidence%Limits)%
LC50!Unrestrained!

(95%%Confidence%Limits)%
HCN! 5! 398!

(370L431)%
369!

(350L395)%
HCN! 15! 163!

(131L189)%
196!

(181L209)%
HCN! 30! 85!

(59L110)%
173!

(163L188)%
HCN! 60! 63!

(52L79)%
139!

(120G155)!

!3!

!4!

Gas! Exposure!duration!

minutes!

LC50!Restrained!

(95%%Confidence%Limits)%
LC50!Unrestrained!

(95%%Confidence%Limits)%
HCl! 5! 15593!

(9662L24161)%
29738!

(25632L34296)%
HCl! 15! 5595!

(4080L7113)%
13372!

(11443L15521)%
HCl! 30! 3653!

(2561L5721)%
6427!

(5342L7631)%
HCl! 60! 1211!

(745L1582)%
2928!

(2566G3312)!

!5!

At!least!in!this!study,!restraint!affected!the!LC50!considerably.!The!study!design!and!equipment!was!6!

similar!for!all!exposure!trials.!So!the!decrease!of!the!LC50!due!to!restraint!cannot!be!simply!explained!7!

by!differences!of!!laboratory!techniques!and!rat!strains.!The!LC50!appeared!to!be!lower!with!8!

increasing!exposure!time.!This!might!be!related!to!an!increased!body!core!temperature!due!to!9!

restraint!with!increasing!exposure!time!10!

3.5 Acute(exposure(during(accidental(huge(releases(of(toxicants(11!

Analysis!of!accidents!involving!loss!of!containment!of!huge!masses!of!volatile!toxicants,!might!be!12!

used!to!relate!the!findings!of!mortalities!and!hospital!treatment!in!humans!to!the!findings!in!13!
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experimental!animals!under!controlled!conditions!to!the!same!volatile!toxicant.!The!main!bottleneck!1!

is!the!proper!assessment!of!the!exposure!assessment.!For!example,!in!reconstructions!of!accidental!2!

release!incidents,!it!is!very!difficult!to!determine!how!efforts!to!take!protective!actions!and!avoid!3!

exposure!quantitatively!changed!the!actual!exposure.!!Also,!often!only!simulated!exposure!4!

concentrations!rather!than!actual!measured!concentrations!are!available.!Generally!there!is!an!5!

underestimation!of!peak!exposure!and!an!overestimation!of!the!duration!of!exposure.!6!

Although!medical!findings!can!be!related!to!the!estimated!level!of!exposure,!the!limitations!of!the!7!

information!from!accidental!release!incidents!makes!it!difficult!to!use!such!information!to!accurately!8!

derive!human!mortality!concentration!response!functions.!For!these!reasons,!results!of!animal!are!9!

preferred!to!derive!concentration!response!functions!for!human!risk!assessment.!The!animal!results!10!

are!adjusted!to!account!for!the!higher!susceptibility!of!heterogeneous!human!populations!versus!11!

inbred!test!animals.!12!

3.6 Conclusions(13!

In!the!discussion!on!assessment!or!on!uncertainty!factors,!!the!emphasis!should!be!lead!on!all!facts!14!

we!know!and!rather!not!on!what!is!unknown.!If!!we!consider!all!aspects!of!uncertainty!and!apply!a!15!

factor!of!3!for!all!possible!uncertainties,!we!arrive!at!safety!factors!of!100!and!more.!Acute!inhalation!16!

toxicity!data!of!primates!cannot!be!dismissed!in!adapting!the!probit!equation!of!rodents.!It!is!needed!17!

to!collect!as!many!data!as!possible!on!acute!inhalation!of!primates!and!rodents!under!controlled!18!

conditions!of!all!historical!studies!in!order!to!verify!if!large!primates!(including!man)!are!generally!less!19!

or!more!susceptible!to!rodents.!20!

Finally,!the!OECD!403!protocol!proposes!exposing!restraint!animals!in!exploring!CxT!relationships.!For!21!

practical!timing!of!exposure!this!cannot!be!avoided,!but!one!should!keep!in!mind!that!respiratory!22!

minute!volume!may!be!higher!than!in!free!moving!animals!and!that!a!safety!factor!might!be!23!

attenuated!in!case!of!exposure!of!restraint!rodents.!24!
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participation!in!the!workshop!due!to!unforeseen!circumstances.!The!commentary!was!drafted!as!a!5!

response!to!the!initial!request!for!discussion!subjects.!While!the!commentary!deals!in!large!part!with!6!

the!subject!of!data!analysis,!the!commentary!also!touches!other!subjects.!The!main!objective!of!the!7!

inclusion!of!this!commentary!is!to!provide!a!starting!point!for!the!discussion!on!analysis!of!animal!8!

data.!The!presentation!of!the!commentary!at!the!workshop!will!be!taken!over!by!dr!Chantal!9!

Smulders!(Shell)!assisted!by!dr!George!Rusch!(retired,!Honeywell).!!10!

!11!
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Comments on 
Method for derivation of probit functions for acute inhalation toxicity (RIVM 
Report April, 2013) 
 
Toxicological significance of parameterization of toxic-load algorithm:  
By introducing the toxic load exponent (n) to combine the exposure concentration (C) and 
exposure time (t) using the following equation: Cn x t = k where k is a numerical constant. 
Exponential weighing factors are incorporated to better mathematically describe the relative 
contribution of Ca and tb; however, for practicability, the toxic load ‘n’ is a combination of both. 
This empirical relationship must be derived from experimental values and is therefore limited by 
the experimental data available. This equation can be generalized using a two variate surface 
plot relating toxicity (mortality) and time as follows: yprobit = b0 + b1 log(C) + b2 log(t) where n = 
b1/b2. The ‘n’ is generally considered to be chemical-specific and toxic endpoint-specific, 
exponent; however, as shown below, ‘n’ appears to be more contingent upon physiological and 
kinetic factors which are not necessarily chemical-specific. To resolve the above equation a 
minimum of 5 Cxt data points (bk with k = 3 +2) with finite probits are required. C and t is equally 
weighted therefore the test design predetermined whether more C’s or t’s are needed to solve 
the equation. Ideally, the parameters b0, b1, and b1 should be fitted to the empirical data by an 
iterative least square (LSQRT) procedure until attaining convergence.  
The ‘dependent variable’ ‘y’ representing the effect commonly is Probit transformed and b0, b1 
and b2 are empirically derived constants. The definite advantage of this approach is that the 
entire matrix of empirical data can be used to calculate the LCt50 and any fraction thereof. 
Nonetheless, it does not resolve the issue whether any deviation from Haber’s rule (which 
requires n = 1) is primarily related to C, to inhaled cumulated dose-related factors, or to truly t-
dependent factors. So far limited published data are available to better understand the 
ventilation- and retention-related ‘variables of dosing’ relative to the LCt50 and toxic load 
exponent. It is to recommend placing the mathematical description into an introductory chapter 
to explain the biological-physiological / mathematical background of ‘n’. 
It is definitely beyond the scope of this comment to go into any further depths of Regression 
and correlation analysis which are often used to examine causal relationships between 
variables. In fact, the equation used for analysis has the 2 independent (but interdependent!) 
variables C and t and 3 parameters which can be readily estimated by an iterative process. Each 
independent variable has a slope for each with one error and one intercept. Estimates for the 
parameters b0, b1, and b3 are made so as to minimize the sum of squared errors of prediction. 
From that perspective C and t are equally weighted variables, at least theoretically. The model 
proposed uses 2 animal/group with the following possible outcome: 0, 50, 100% mortality. Based 
on the TNO study with hydrogen selenide (see Appendix) is seems that 0 and 100% (infinite 
probits) are substituted by the finite values of 1% and 99%, respectively. Due to the many time 
points analyzed it seems justifiable to conclude that this estimated mortality is likely to be close 
to the true value. Nonetheless, from a purely mathematical perspective, it seems to be a 
mathematical challenge to calculate the true slope and variance for this independent variable 
under the given experimental conditions. This can then be overcome by many time points; 
however, this does not seem to resolve this statistical problem.  

From my perspective the recommendation given in the paper with regard to the slope and its 
statistical confidence requires an in depth statistical analysis as to whether the approach taken is 
mathematically correct. It seems to me that it does not affect the outcome when using more C#s 
than t’s or vice versa as long they are distributed equally and without any methodologically-
driven bias. It seems to me that the decision of whether a test is valid or not should be made on 
the outcome of the correlation matrix, R2, and F.  



Credence is given to the section describing the modulation effect of sensory irritation relative to 
the LC50. Similarly, more water soluble and/or reactive airway irritants have, in addition to the 
airways of upper respiratory tract, at least two additional C-dependent sites of injury have to be 
considered, namely the bronchial airways and the alveoli. This goes along with an additional C-
dependence on the occurrence of mortality. These findings call for a modified approach that 
takes into account the Cxt-interrelationship of the specific endpoint or POD chosen and the 
magnitude of irritation-related changes of the inhaled dose observing critically whether the 
selected concentration is high enough to penetrate the distal airways C- or Cxt-dependently.  
This support the notion that pulmonary irritants, as long as the exposure time is long enough to 
‘neutralize’ the initially observed transient depression in ventilation (Fig. 1), follow the Cn x t 
paradigm with n = 1 because the inhaled factional exposure concentration CI = C x respiratory 
minute volume (MV) is constant over time and the critical sites of initial injury are independent on 
C. However, as shown in Fig 1, in dependence as to whether a gas or vapor is an upper, airway 
or lower respiratory tract irritant might affect the actually inhaled dose with impact on ‘n’. This is 
exemplified further in Figs. 2 and 3. Hence, in case the actual concentration C is adjusted based 
on the degree of ventilation the n#1 becomes n=1 when accounting for the changes in 
ventilation. Suffice it to say, it is assumed that a reactive isocyanate or phosgene is clearly a 
ventilation-dependent gas as the chemicals reacts away locally without any further distribution 
within tissues. 
Haber’s rule actually is based on the early work by Flury (1921) and is commonly understood in 
inhalation toxicology as a constant product of the two factors ‘exposure concentration in the 
inspired air’ (C) and the ‘duration’ (t) during which this concentration is inhaled to yield an 
identical intensity of biological response. In the original work from Flury (1921) a third factor had 
been considered, namely the actual volume inhaled by the animal during the exposure period (t). 
Retention-related attributes of inhaled dose at non-steady state and steady state conditions was 
not considered at that time. The negligence of these test system-specific variables imply that the 
inhaled volume of a specified concentration of a hazardous substance in air is constant across 
exposure groups and need not be considered any further. This simplification is subject to 
criticism, especially when analyzing C x t relationships of irritant gases in small laboratory 
rodents which are known to instantly depress their ventilation concentration-dependently while 
opposite changes may occur in humans. Historically, Haber's rule has been used for concen-
tration x time extrapolations assuming that each unit of damage is irreversible, that no repair 
2takes place during the exposure period and, therefore, that each unit of exposure is 100% 
cumulative. However, this is generally not the case for acutely toxic responses to short-term 
exposures. 
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Figure 1: Measurements of the respiratory minute volume and the breathing frequency of 

conscious, tidal breathing rats in volume displacement plethysmographs before, during, and 
after exposure to the upper respiratory tract irritant ammonia (gas), the respiratory tract 
irritant n-BIC (vapour), and lower respiratory tract irritant phosgene (gas). Data represent 
means±S.D. of 4 animals/group (±S.D. omitted in the lower panel). 
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Figure 2: Cn x t – dependence of the median lethal concentration (LC50) and LCt50 products as 

well as the respective non-lethal threshold concentrations (LC01 and LCt01) of rats 
exposed to the upper respiratory tract irritant ammonia (gas), the respiratory tract 
irritant n-BIC (vapour), and lower respiratory tract irritant phosgene (gas). The actual 
exposure concentrations were analysed as measured or were adjusted for the time-
dependent depression in ventilation (adj.) as shown in Fig. 1. 
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Figure 3: Concentration x exposure time analyses of mortality data of the current study and from 

Appelman et al. (1981) utilizing the toxic load model Cnxt = const. (for details see Table 2). 
The comparison was based on the more susceptible male rats. The time-dependence of the 
LC50 (LC01) x t relationship can be appreciated best from the lower panel. For n = 1 the 
curvilinear relationship becomes linear, i.e., parallel to the x-axis.  

 

Ammonia is different to that extent that it is scrubbed within the upper airways with break-
through at lethal exposure Cxt’s. It is also an example that the maximum depression in 
ventilation (RD75) occurs already at a fifth of the 4-hour LC50 which means the entire Cxt 
protocol can be described with one single maximum depression, Nonetheless, as demonstrated 
in Figs. 2 and 3, n>1 still occurs with clear evidence of time-dependence, namely the longer the 



exposure duration appears to be the shallower (proportionally less toxic) becomes. The cause 
for this is the time-dependence of retention. Published data suggest that for ammonia r changes 
from 90% to 20% in oronasally breathing humans (Silverman et al., 1949) explaining that with 
extended exposure duration the inhaled effective dose decreases.      
Accordingly, two independent correction factors for the efficacious inhaled dose must be 
considered, namely in Ca the exponent corrects for ventilation-dependent loss of efficacious 
dose whereas in tb b corrects for time-dependence in retention. It appears to be apt to combine 
these variables using n = a/b. It is subject to challenge again to believe that this n is truly 
chemical specific as it depends on the concentration-dependence of the site of initial retention 
and whether the exposure duration is still at non-steady state (high retention) or at steady state 
(low retention). 
Accordingly, the guidance given in the document appears not to be sufficient to address this 
point. In other words, each Cxt-outcome depends on the respective t-interval chosen and not 
necessarily the number of t’s examined. The emphasis on t’s given in the text might be 
reconsidered. The toxic load equation with a and b means to parameters have to be iteratively 
adjusted to the experimental data (ideally by a least square procedure) until convergence is 
attained. The example shown below is from rats exposed to ammonia (Appelman et al., 1981). 
Additional non-published data were used from Pauluhn (60 and 240 min; 60, 60 means data 
taken from both authors).      
 
 

t [min] n k(LC01)  
[mg/m³ *x min] 

k(LC50)  
[mg/m³ x min] 

10,20,40,60 1.91 0.163E+10 0.258E+10 
10, 20, 40 2.31 0.843E+11 0.130E+12 
20,40,60 1.63 0.110E+09 0.181E+09 

40,60 1.22 0.318E+07 0.407E+07 
40,60,60, 240 1.88 0.139E+10 0.216E+10 

60,240 1.51 0.687E+08 0.930E+08 
YProb = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t); for details see Appendix 
 
This analysis shows that each experimental window generates its own ‘n’ which depends at 
which level of steady state was attained.      
Collectively, this analysis supports the following: 

x As shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the LCt01 follows the LCt50 relationship. Therefore, the 
promulgation that all PODs should start from the LC50 seems not entirely correct (and 
depends on the mathematical algorithms chosen). 

x Any guidance given must really define the range of exposure durations that must be 
available for analysis. One has to keep in mind that each set of concentrations may 
have its own dosimetry, site of injury, and ‘n’. 

x To account for lethality occurring within 8 hours is inacceptable. With lower 
concentration and longer exposure duration airway injury is most prevalent. This site of 
injury causes mortality with 8 to 15 days postexposure.  

x Lower C’s and longer t’s should be given preference as this reduces the likelihood to 
underestimate toxicity. At any rate, analytical and physiological outcomes are 
generally more reliable than at short durations of exposure. This reviewer would 
consider any data set most valuable for risk characterization performed at 30, 1, and 4 
hours or, alternatively, 30, 2, and 6 hours. 

x In the absence of any experimental data on respiratory irritation and associated 
changes in lung function should use the 4-hour LC50 with n = 1. 



x More caution should be given to statements that claim than n is chemical-specific and 
n’s in rats can just be used for humans in the absence of in depth knowledge on the 
key MoA and location of lethal injury.  

x Assessment factors: taking into account the factors to consider, i.e., C-dependent 
changes in minute volume and retention, the C-dependent sites of injury caused by 
upper, lower and airway irritants, the ventilation-and perfusion-dependent types of 
uptake and differences to be observed for water soluble, reactive and non-soluble, 
non-reactive gases/vapors as well as the associated differences across species (see 
below) the approach presented appears to be yet incomplete. It might be more 
practicable to define a worst case default approach requiring expert judgment based 
on a data-based case-by-case analysis.   

x Allometric methods for species scaling should be discouraged due to the many 
uncertainties associated with inhalation uptake and intake and site-of-injury specific 
toxicity. One simple example is given below:  

 
 
Life-threatening health effects for ammonia can be derived as follows:  
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where the Point of Departure (PODA) is based on this rat inhalation study (1-hour LC01 = 10,067 
mg/m³), MVA/MVH is the ratio of the minute ventilation (kg body weight- based) of rats (A) and 
humans (H) adjusted to the respective maximum hypo-(A) and hyperventilation (H) expected to 
occur. In rats the maximum depression of ventilation is 30% of normal while that of humans is 
300% of normal (Silverman et al., 1949) of the normal ventilation. In rats and humans the latter 
is defined as 0.8 and 0.25 L/kg-min, respectively (Bide et al., 2000; Pauluhn and Thiel, 2007). 
Steady state was reported to occur in humans within 10-30 min (at 500 ppm) and a similar range 
is also expected to occur in rats.  Accordingly, species-specific differences in retention (rA/rH) 
cancel out. The site of major gas retention at 1,500 ppm is still confined to the upper respiratory 
tract. Therefore, no adjustment factor (AF) is deemed necessary for any ‘break-through’ into the 
posterior airways and pre-existing disease present at this location. Due to the very steep 
concentration-mortality relationship of ammonia and the fact that laryngospasm and glottis 
edema have been reported to occur in humans in the range of or exceeding 1,700 ppm (DFG, 
1986), an AF = 3 of the above effect threshold (4,500/3 ppm = 1,500 ppm) is considered to be 
defensible as an ERPG-3. This estimated threshold appears to be not at variance with the 
reported lethal range of 2,500 to 6,500 ppm (exposure duration 30 minutes) in humans 
(DFG,1986). The respective AEGL-3 equivalent is 1,100 ppm (AEGL, 2007). These similarities 
give credence to the approach taken.  
Similar analyses were made for the respiratory tract irritant n-BIC and lower respiratory tract 
phosgene. While n-BIC-exposed rats displayed a stable plateau of decreased respiration similar 
to ammonia, phosgene elicited just a transient response. Each change decreases the inhaled 
dose with impact on ‘n’. For the respiratory tract irritant n-BIC the 4-hour LC50 : RD50 ratio in rats 
is 60 mg/m³ : 40 mg/m³ =1.5. Based on the depression in MV shown for n-BIC (Figs. 02 and 05, 
the ‘n’ of the LCnt50 is likely to be affected by C-dependent changes in ventilation. When 
adjusting the actually measured exposure concentration ‘C’ by the proportional decrease in 
respiratory minute ventilation (C’ = Cn x (1 - fMVd); with fMVd as fractionally decreased respiratory 
minute ventilation relative to normal baseline) then the scaling to the actually inhaled C’ results 
in n = 1.04 instead of n = 0.73. This outcome corroborates the contention that ‘n’ represents 
more a correction factor for the ‘inhaled dose’ rather than any chemical-specific exponent.    



Species Differences – Primates & Dogs 
The examples shown demonstrate that rodent-specific factors may affect inhalation dosimetry 
that can only be overcome in using larger non-rodent species. This is common praxis for 
inhalation pharmaceuticals where dogs are the species of choice. The extrapolation of PODs 
from small laboratory rodent bioassays using a high C and short t exposure regimen is 
increasingly complex due to the rodent-specific nociceptive responses described above. It is 
commonly believed that human exposure patterns likely to occur under accidental chemical 
release conditions can at least partially be modeled in bioassays using larger animal species. 
However, this often requires individually engineered solutions to address the specific features of 
both the test substance and the test species. Comparison of different species is sometimes 
difficult to perform since the mode of exposure used for small rodents and for larger laboratory 
animals, such as dogs or monkeys, is not necessarily identical. Animal exposure units must fit 
properly to prevent passive exposure of technical staff. Larger animals usually identify any 
physical weakness of the exposure system and will abuse it. These factors mandate the 
construction of tight-fitting face masks and/or effective restraint of larger animals which might 
induce distress, alter the breathing behavior, and make the required analytical characterization 
of the animals’ atmosphere within the breathing zone difficult or even impossible. Further 
problems are salivation into the tubing system of the face mask (dogs) and the dead space of 
the tubing system in relation to the species-specific tidal volume.  
These considerations demonstrate that weight-of-evidence approaches should not necessarily 
go with the weight of test species used to evaluate the C x t – dependence of inhaled 
substances rather than the robustness of the animal model chosen. Therefore, before applying 
data from any specialized experimental approach, the strengths and weaknesses of each course 
taken must be fully understood and implemented. This conclusion is supported by a comparative 
study with phosgene gas on monkeys and dogs. Despite the fact that both species are closer to 
humans with regard to breathing physiology and lung anatomy, the extreme inter-individual 
variability in ventilation is the major stumbling block (apart from animal welfare) for using such 
species. Whatever the duration of exposure was, a robust Cxt-relationship for lethality could not 
be identified (Fig. 4).  
Therefore, it is recommended to focus on the better understanding of the toxicological 
significance of C- and t-dependent outcomes by using the weight-of-evidence approach given 
above. Due to the wealth of information available from inhalation pharmaceuticals dogs should 
be given preference to non-human primates. However, the trade-off  higher relevance to humans 
is cancelled out due to high variability, especially in single exposure studies of short duration.  
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Figure 3: t – dependence of ventilation and mortality in monkeys and dogs exposed to 
phosgene.   

 

Conclusion 
To date, neither Haber’s rule nor other more generalized power law models have been 
systematically evaluated with respect to their predictions across species for reactive water 
soluble and non-reactive/less soluble airway or pulmonary irritants under varying C x t conditions 
at equal exposure intensities. Indeed, the Cn x t = k concept produces a fixed level of effect for a 
given endpoint assuming all dose-related variables remain constant across different 
concentrations and species. Especially for respiratory tract irritants, the rodent-specific 
depression in ventilation must be accounted for by over-proportionally increased experimental 
concentrations at short exposure durations to attain the desired ‘equivalence of effect.’ This then 
produces experimental conditions differing increasingly from Haber’s rule. Therefore it appears 
to be timely to reconsider Flury’s early call for ventilation and dosimetry adjustments in C x t 
analyses as articulated one century ago.         
In summary, broadening of models to take into account the full range of information available 
regarding the physical chemistry, dosimetry, and biological impact of specific airborne toxicants 
will likely produce more robust successors to Haber’s rule for the explanation of concentration–
time relationships in experimental inhalation toxicology. Thus, physiology-based 
pharmacokinetic (PB-PK-modeling) may become an increasingly important tool for toxicologists 



to better understand and execute time-adjustments across species.      
 
Specific comments: 
 
Terminology: 
It seems as if ‘lethality rate’ and ‘proportion of fatalities’ is used interchangeably. Rate means 
flux, therefore it is recommended to use fraction or percentage. ‘Human and primates’: 
commonly human and non-human primates are considered as different entities.  
Probit function:  
The Probit Analysis as published by Bliss et al. applies specific constraints and procedures not 
necessarily applicable to this model. Therefore, in order to minimize any mix-up of models, it is 
recommended to apply a different descriptor, such as Toxic Load Function etc. 

Population:  
Average population: it is not clear from the definition whether children are considered as 
‘susceptible’ subjects’ or in any other way. It appears that at least for the locally acting chemicals 
‘ventilation’ is the most important variable of exposure and implicitly also the effect. 

Para 2.2.: This extensive text could be omitted in referring to OECD GD#39 (2009). A laudable 
effort has been made to extent the Klimisch approach for exposure data. Again, a weight-of-
evidence expert judgment should overrule the default approach. In this context it might be 
productive to define also the minimal requirements for an inhalation expert (>10 publication in 
experimental inhalation toxicology in peer-reviewed journals). 

Part 3.1.: It is not clear why the focus is on 30 minutes. Exposure duration should be defined 
relative to the expected steady state and the scenario to regulate. Within a Cxt-matric any 
isolated LC50 duration is difficult to put into perspective. 

Part 3.6.: It is doubted that the slope observed in experimental animals can directly translated to 
humans due to the differences in nociceptive afferents and the species-specific efferent 
translation of these afferents. The most preferred approach seems to be to use the LC01 from 
the most susceptible gender as starting point in the absence to statistical elaborations difficult to 
justify. 

Part 5: It seems that the Hartzell study has been conducted using the 200L NBS chamber 
approach for fire effluents which uses a static circulated air exposure with a shot of gas into a 
the chamber with 6 nose-only tubes attached to the wall of this chamber. Based on the criteria 
given to define the validity of inhalation studies the original data should be carefully reflected and 
put into perspective as this study does not appear to be the best choice for a highlighted 
example.                     
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     Hydrogene Selenide                                                               
     Study-No.: Rat      
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 =  -16.24 (S.E. =   8.58) 
     b1 =    6.53 (S.E. =   2.47) 
     b2 =    3.65 (S.E. =   2.01) 
     n =   1.79 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.153E+06 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.665E+06 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10      217.20      493.19        2172.03      4931.89 
       30      117.61      267.05        3528.37      8011.65 
       60       79.87      181.35        4791.99     10880.88 
      120       54.23      123.15        6508.16     14777.67 
      240       36.83       83.63        8838.94     20070.02 
      360       29.37       66.68       10572.22     24005.68 
      480       25.01       56.79       12004.45     27257.74 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1       0.00       1.91       4.06     130.00         60 
      2      50.00       5.00       4.59     130.00         84 
      3      50.00       5.00       5.15     130.00        120 
      4     100.00       8.09       4.92     260.00         30 
      5      50.00       5.00       5.46     260.00         42 
      6      50.00       5.00       3.88     390.00          7 
      7       0.00       1.91       4.98     390.00         15 
      8     100.00       8.09       6.07     390.00         30 
      9       0.00       1.91       2.88     390.00          4 
     10     100.00       8.09       6.53    1410.00          4 
     11     100.00       8.09       9.57    2900.00          7 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



 

 
     NH3 – Appelman (all data)                                                             
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 = -104.73 (S.E. =  42.61) 
     b1 =   22.28 (S.E. =   8.75) 
     b2 =   11.66 (S.E. =   4.18) 
     n =   1.91 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.163E+10 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.258E+10 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    19846.60    25242.38      198466.02    252423.78 
       30    11167.90    14204.17      335037.09    426125.00 
       60     7769.97     9882.42      466198.22    592945.44 
      120     5405.89     6875.61      648706.56    825073.06 
      240     3761.10     4783.64      902663.75   1148074.62 
      360     3041.95     3868.98     1095103.25   1392833.38 
      480     2616.75     3328.18     1256040.62   1597525.38 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1       0.00       1.91       3.20   20950.00         10 
      2      20.00       4.16       4.26   23380.00         10 
      3     100.00       8.09       5.44   26410.00         10 
      4      60.00       5.25       5.39   18290.00         20 
      5      20.00       4.16       5.78   19030.00         20 
      6     100.00       8.09       5.99   19450.00         20 
      7      60.00       5.25       6.92   21420.00         20 
      8      40.00       4.75       5.31   12620.00         40 
      9      80.00       5.84       5.90   13410.00         40 
     10      80.00       5.84       7.53   15870.00         40 
     11     100.00       8.09       7.78   16290.00         40 
     12      40.00       4.75       4.99    9870.00         60 
     13      80.00       5.84       5.33   10230.00         60 
     14     100.00       8.09       6.30   11300.00         60 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 
 
 
The last block of data shows the actual entry data: mortality, Concentration, 
and exposure time.  
  



 
     NH3 – Appelman 10, 20, 40 min                                                         
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 = -132.61 (S.E. =  54.02) 
     b1 =   28.55 (S.E. =  11.37) 
     b2 =   12.38 (S.E. =   4.50) 
     n =   2.31 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.843E+11 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.130E+12 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    20201.01    24371.52      202010.09    243715.16 
       30    12543.48    15133.09      376304.41    453992.56 
       60     9286.33    11203.49      557179.62    672209.50 
      120     6874.96     8294.29      824994.69    995315.12 
      240     5089.74     6140.52     1221538.25   1473725.25 
      360     4268.89     5150.20     1536800.12   1854073.12 
      480     3768.09     4546.02     1808685.25   2182089.00 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1       0.00       1.91       3.12   20950.00         10 
      2      20.00       4.16       4.49   23380.00         10 
      3     100.00       8.09       6.00   26410.00         10 
      4      60.00       5.25       5.17   18290.00         20 
      5      20.00       4.16       5.66   19030.00         20 
      6     100.00       8.09       5.93   19450.00         20 
      7      60.00       5.25       7.13   21420.00         20 
      8      40.00       4.75       4.30   12620.00         40 
      9      80.00       5.84       5.05   13410.00         40 
     10      80.00       5.84       7.14   15870.00         40 
     11     100.00       8.09       7.46   16290.00         40 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
 
  



     NH3 – Appelman 20+40+60 min                                                           
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 =  -83.13 (S.E. =  50.28) 
     b1 =   17.43 (S.E. =  10.04) 
     b2 =   10.67 (S.E. =   5.94) 
     n =   1.63 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.110E+09 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.181E+09 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    20390.46    27726.12      203904.66    277261.19 
       30    10408.08    14152.49      312242.56    424574.62 
       60     6809.32     9259.04      408559.28    555542.19 
      120     4454.89     6057.57      534586.56    726908.94 
      240     2914.54     3963.07      699489.25    951136.81 
      360     2273.95     3092.02      818621.25   1113127.62 
      480     1906.79     2592.77      915259.06   1244531.88 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1      60.00       5.25       5.06   18290.00         20 
      2      20.00       4.16       5.36   19030.00         20 
      3     100.00       8.09       5.53   19450.00         20 
      4      60.00       5.25       6.26   21420.00         20 
      5      40.00       4.75       5.47   12620.00         40 
      6      80.00       5.84       5.93   13410.00         40 
      7      80.00       5.84       7.20   15870.00         40 
      8     100.00       8.09       7.40   16290.00         40 
      9      40.00       4.75       5.48    9870.00         60 
     10      80.00       5.84       5.76   10230.00         60 
     11     100.00       8.09       6.51   11300.00         60 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 

 

 

 

  



 
     NH3 – Appelman 40+60 min data only                                                    
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 = -139.16 (S.E. =  53.09) 
     b1 =   26.52 (S.E. =   9.85) 
     b2 =   21.81 (S.E. =   8.32) 
     n =   1.22 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.318E+07 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.407E+07 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    33497.11    40994.75      334971.09    409947.53 
       30    13572.77    16610.76      407183.22    498322.84 
       60     7675.92     9394.02      460555.22    563641.06 
      120     4341.02     5312.67      520923.00    637520.94 
      240     2455.01     3004.52      589203.56    721084.69 
      360     1758.95     2152.66      633222.12    774955.88 
      480     1388.40     1699.17      666434.06    815601.69 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1      40.00       4.75       4.56   12620.00         40 
      2      80.00       5.84       5.26   13410.00         40 
      3      80.00       5.84       7.20   15870.00         40 
      4     100.00       8.09       7.50   16290.00         40 
      5      40.00       4.75       5.57    9870.00         60 
      6      80.00       5.84       5.98   10230.00         60 
      7     100.00       8.09       7.13   11300.00         60 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
  



 
     NH3 Appelman + JP 40, 60, and 240 min                                                 
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 = -107.96 (S.E. =  37.68) 
     b1 =   22.72 (S.E. =   7.22) 
     b2 =   12.10 (S.E. =   4.98) 
     n =   1.88 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.139E+10 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.216E+10 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    21694.51    27462.87      216945.06    274628.69 
       30    12085.41    15298.80      362562.25    458964.09 
       60     8355.06    10576.58      501303.34    634595.12 
      120     5776.14     7311.96      693136.25    877434.62 
      240     3993.24     5055.00      958377.56   1213201.00 
      360     3217.72     4073.29     1158381.00   1466383.50 
      480     2760.66     3494.70     1325118.25   1677454.75 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1      40.00       4.75       4.61   12620.00         40 
      2      80.00       5.84       5.21   13410.00         40 
      3      80.00       5.84       6.87   15870.00         40 
      4     100.00       8.09       7.13   16290.00         40 
      5      40.00       4.75       4.32    9870.00         60 
      6      80.00       5.84       4.67   10230.00         60 
      7     100.00       8.09       5.65   11300.00         60 
      8       0.00       1.91       3.65    9222.00         60 
      9      20.00       4.16       5.40   11015.00         60 
     10      80.00       5.84       7.80   14044.00         60 
     11       0.00       1.91       2.51    3928.00        240 
     12       0.00       1.91       2.80    4046.00        240 
     13      40.00       4.75       3.89    4516.00        240 
     14      80.00       5.84       5.00    5053.00        240 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
 
 
 
 
  



 
     NH3 – JP: 60 and 240 min                                                              
 
     Y-Prob = b0 + b1*log10(C) + b2*log10(t) 
     --------------------------------------- 
     b0 = -135.63 (S.E. =  26.46) 
     b1 =   26.71 (S.E. =   5.04) 
     b2 =   17.65 (S.E. =   3.51) 
     n =   1.51 
     k = C^n * t:   k(LC01) =  0.687E+08 (mg/m³ * min) 
                    k(LC50) =  0.930E+08 (mg/m³ * min) 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      Time       LC01       LC50          LCt01        LCt50 
      (min)     (mg/m³)    (mg/m³)    (mg/m³ * min)  (mg/m³ * min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
       10    32886.43    40190.81      328864.31    401908.09 
       30    15914.02    19448.66      477420.47    583459.94 
       60    10066.71    12302.61      604002.38    738156.81 
      120     6367.88     7782.25      764145.81    933869.62 
      240     4028.12     4922.80      966749.31   1181473.12 
      360     3081.47     3765.89     1109329.50   1355721.62 
      480     2548.06     3114.01     1223070.50   1494725.62 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      N     Mort(%)    Prob-obs   Prob-pred Conc(mg/m³)  Time(min) 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1       0.00       1.91       1.66    9222.00         60 
      2      20.00       4.16       3.72   11015.00         60 
      3      80.00       5.84       6.54   14044.00         60 
      4       0.00       1.91       2.38    3928.00        240 
      5       0.00       1.91       2.72    4046.00        240 
      6      40.00       4.75       4.00    4516.00        240 
      7      80.00       5.84       5.30    5053.00        240 
     -------------------------------------------------------------- 
     Note: 0% and 100% mortality are converted to probits of 0.1% 
           and 99.9% mortality, respectively. 
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5 The(sensory(irritation(assessment(factor(1!

Authors:!! dr!David!Kelly!(retired,!DuPont),!dr!Rachel!Gooding!(Battelle),!dr!Larry!Gephart!(Exxon!2!

Biomedical)!3!

!4!

D&Kelly&5!

We!are!considering!an!Adjustment!Factor!to!account!for!the!reduced!dose!received!by!animals!in!6!

LC50!experiments!due!to!breath!holding.!!This!makes!some!sense.!But!I!don’t!know!if!this!7!

phenomenon!actually!results!in!lower!toxicity.!I!don’t!think!this!can!be!proven.!Breath!holding!in!the!8!

presence!of!toxicity!can!have!other!deleterious!effects!not!quantified,!such!as!hypothermia!(Pauluhn!9!

2013)2.!!10!

If!the!RD50!were!used!in!this!process,!I!would!suggest!using!the!rat!RD50!when!available!rather!than!11!

the!mouse!data,!since!the!lethality!data!used!will!be!mainly!from!the!rat.!!12!

Looking!at!this!from!a!risk!perspective!with!humans,!irritants!immediately!produce!escape!behavior,!13!

impromptu!filtering,!breath!holding,!etc.!that!result!in!reduced!exposure.!!!14!

So!in!a!nonGquantifiable!way,!exposure!to!irritants!may!result!in!a!somewhat!reduced!risk!because!of!15!

human!exposure!avoidance,!whereas!rodents!in!inhalation!exposures!are!trapped!and!forced!to!16!

breathe!an!irritating!test!atmosphere.!!!17!

So,!unless!you!factor!in!the!human!response!to!irritants,!I!think!you!may!be!overGcorrecting!for!the!18!

irritation!effect!in!rodents,!besides!there!is!already!an!AF!of!3!built!into!the!calculations!because!of!19!

interspecies!uncertainty.!!!20!

!21!

LA&Gephart&&22!

The!last!section!of!text!in!paragraph!1!states!that!it!appears!humans!are!much!less!capable!to!reduce!23!

their!minute!volume!similarly!for!extended!exposure!duration,!referencing!Arts!et!al.!(2006).!!While!I!24!

believe!the!general!concept!is!accurate,!the!paper!by!Arts!et!al.!provide!little!reference!to!this!issue,!25!

only!mentioning!that!sensory!irritation!will!lead!to!a!reduction!in!frequency!aimed!to!reduce!the!total!26!

amount!of!inhaled!material!in!order!to!protect!the!individual,!referencing!another!paper,!Shusterman!27!

(2003).!Perhaps!the!Shusterman!(2003)!paper!has!more!about!this!issue.!!More!importantly,!the!28!

paper!by!Arts!et!al.!(2006)!does!not!describe!the!differential!response!in!humans!versus!animals.!29!

While!again!I!think!thing!directionally!humans!do!have!less!ability!to!reduce!their!respiratory!rate!30!

than!experimental!animals,!there!is!very!limited!information!to!quantify!this!difference.!!!!31!

I!think!the!reference!to!Bos!et!a.!1992!should!be!Bos!et!al.!(1991)!32!

I!suggest!slight!rewording!of!lines!2!and!3!in!paragraph!2!as!follows:!33!

In!addition,!the!relationship!between!the!potential!for!a!chemical!to!produce!trigeminal!sensory!34!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

2!Pauluhn,!Regul!Toxicol!Pharmacol.!2013!Aug;66(3):315G25.!doi:!10.1016/j.yrtph.2013.05.008.!Epub!
2013!May!23!
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irritation!and!overt!evidence!of!histopathological!damage!is!poor.!!Finally,!the!RD50!showed!1!

moderate!variability!between!rodent!species!and!between!strains!of!one!species3.!*!!2!

Suggest!rewording!paragraph!3!as!follows:!3!

The!typical!response!pattern!of!an!RD50!test![for!sensory!irritants]!is!displayed!as!the!red!colured!4!

curve!in!Figure!2……………………………..For!chemicals!that!produce!both!sensory!and!pulmonary!5!

irritation!or!other!responses!such!as!narcosis,!nonGtypcial!response!patterns!are!observed,!which!6!

indicate!that!other!response!mechanisms!than!trigeminal!nerve!stimulation!drive!the!change!in!7!

respiratory!rate.!!!8!

Comments!on!paragraphs!4!9!

Based!on!a!lack!of!data!to!quantify!the!difference!between!humans!and!experimental!animals!on!10!

their!ability!to!reduce!their!respiratory!rate!in!response!to!a!chemical!irritant!challenge!via!inhalation!11!

exposure,!I!think!making!a!formal!recommendation!on!how!to!“adjust”!LC50!values!in!animals!to!12!

estimate!human!LC50!equivalent!values,!is!difficult.!!Since!intraGspecies!adjustment!or!uncertainty!13!

factors!may!be!applied,!adding!this!additional!factor!might!be!questioned.!!If!the!decision!is!go!ahead!14!

with!the!adjustment!approach,!a!few!practical!questions!would!need!to!be!decided.!!For!example,!15!

what!duration!of!Alarie!study!(10!or!30!minutes)!and!the!LC50!value!(1Ghour!or!4Ghour)!would!be!16!

used!to!make!the!comparison!to!determine!the!degree!of!adjustment?!!!!Presumably,!data!from!the!17!

same!species!for!both!the!Alarie!and!LC50!study!would!be!needed!to!make!the!adjustment.!!18!

!19!

R&Gooding&&20!

I!agree!that!the!AF!factor!of!3!to!compensate!for!breath!holding!in!exposed!animals!will!likely!21!

produce!an!overestimate!of!the!toxicity.!22!

Boyland!(1946)!developed!an!empirical!relationship!to!at!least!partially!account!for!the!increase!in!23!

LCt50!found!during!shorter!exposure!durations!for!irritant!gases!such!as!phosgene,!assuming!that!the!24!

increase!is!due!to!breath!holding4.!!!A!species!dependent!factor,!t0,!was!introduced!which!was!an!25!

index!for!the!time!the!animals!would!reduce!their!breathing!to!a!mean!of!½!of!their!normal!rate.!!As!26!

expected,!with!longer!exposure!times,!this!factor!becomes!negligible.!27!

This!artifact!at!shorter!durations!of!exposure!could!also!be!mitigated!by!extrapolating!based!on!data!28!

collected!at!longer!exposure!times.!29!

This!factor!could!potentially!be!bounded!by!estimating!the!mass!of!contaminant!that!is!not!inspired!30!

(or!preferably!a!range!of!masses)!based!on!concentration,!minute!volume,!normal!breathing!rate!and!31!

period!of!breath!holding,!with!a!range!of!absorption!efficiencies)!as!a!fraction!of!the!reported!LCt50.!!32!

This!could!form!the!basis!for!a!more!reasonable!correction!factor.!!!33!

!34!

! (35!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

3!A!compilation!and!comparison!of!RD50s!we!have!in!rats!versus!mice!shows!about!a!3G!fold!
difference!with!mice!generally!more!sensitive!than!rats.!!So,!I!think!moderate!versus!major!difference!
would!be!more!accurate.!
4!Boyland,!McDonald!and!Rumens,!“The!Variation!in!the!Toxicity!of!Phosgene!for!Small!Animals!with!
the!Duration!of!Exposure”,!Brit.!J.!Pharmacol.!(1946),!!1,!81G89!
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6 The(necessity(of(interspecies(extrapolation(including(validity(of(1!

animal(experimental(nWvalue(2!

Author:! !Dr!George!Woodall,!Jr.!NCEA,!US!EPA!3!

!4!

Disclaimer:!The%views%expressed%in%this%paper%are%those%of%the%author%and%does%not%necessarily%reflect%5!

the%views%or%policies%of%the%U.S.%Environmental%Protection%Agency.!6!

Additional'Note:!This!version!has!not!been!fully!cited!7!

6.1 Charge(Question(on(Interspecies(Extrapolation((8!

Is%it%necessary%to%use%an%interLspecies%assessment%factor,%since%rodents%are%thought%by%some%to%be%9!

generally%more%susceptible%to%acute%inhalation%toxicity%than%humans?%Discuss%the%validity%of%10!

application%of%the%experimentally%derived%animal%nLvalue%for%humans.%11!

Discussion&Topics&12!

There!are!two!interGrelated!issues!included!in!the!charge!question:!(1)!making!animal!to!human!13!

adjustments;!!and!(2)!determining!whether!or!not!the!animal!derived!nGvalue!exponent!in!the!Cn!×!t!14!

relationship!is!applicable!across!species.!Aspects!to!consider!in!addressing!the!issues!related!to!these!15!

primary!issues!and!related!subtopics!are!shown!below!as!separate!headings.!Summaries!of!how!16!

various!groups!(Organization,!Agencies,!etc.)!have!addressed!these!issues!have!been!included!as!17!

background!when!relevant!to!the!discussion.!Additional!background!is!provided!in!the!Appendix,!18!

which!includes!the!previously!provided!discussion!outline.!19!

6.2 Animal(to(Human(Adjustments(20!

6.2.1 Allometric(Scaling(and(Derivation(of(the(ASF(21!

The!current!draft!RIVM!method!uses!the!derivation!of!an!allometric!scaling!factor!(ASF)!to!account!22!

for!differences!in!animal!size,!and!more!particularly,!for!differences!in!inhalation!minute!volume!and!23!

other!absorption!and!distribution!considerations.!The!application!of!allometric!scaling!is!wellG24!

established!model!to!provide!an!approximation!of!these!differences;!however,!there!are!differences!25!

between!various!groups!on!what!the!proper!default!values!should!be!(see!below).!!26!

!27!

The!proposed!method!uses!the!following!equation!for!allometric!scaling.!28!

!29!

y = a×BW!!

!30!

The!exponent!(p)!is!referred!to!as!the!allometric!scaling!power,!the!value!a!is!a!proportionality!31!

constant,!and!the!value!y!is!the!effect!level!(e.g.,!LC50).!The!ASF!is!then!calculated!using!the!formula!32!

shown!below.!33!

!!"# = Human&BW Animal'BW ! !!

& &34!
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Background&1!

Table!1!provides!a!comparison!on!the!application!of!allometric!scaling!is!performed!across!a!number!2!

of!organizations!or!groups.!Only!two!organizations!besides!RIVM!apply!allometric!scaling!–!OECD!in!3!

the!Acute!RfC!(http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/testing/48542016.pdf)!and!ECBC!(Sommerville,!4!

2010).!5!

!6!

Table'1.'Comparison'across'organizations'in'application'of'allometric'scaling.'7!

Organization/Group'

Allometric'

Scaling'

(Yes/No)'

Allometric'Scaling'Power'(pJvalue)'and'Resulting'
Allometric'Scaling'Factor'(ASF)'

RIVM! Yes! Scaling!power!(p)!of!0.7;!resulting!ASF!=!5!

Acutex! No! !

AEGL! No! !

ECBC! Yes! Scaling!power!(p)!of!0.809;!resulting!ASF!=!2.8!

ECETOC! No! !

INERIS! No! !

OECD!Acute!RfC! Yes! Scaling!power!(p)!of!0.75!used!to!derive!a!Dose!

Adjustment!Factor!(DAF)!for!systemically!active!agents;!

DAF!=!1!for!direct!acting!gases!and!vapors.!Resulting!

ASF!=!3.9!

!8!

In!the!RIVM!method,!the!ASF!is!applied!much!the!same!way!as!the!DAF!is!used!in!the!US!EPA!and!9!

OECD!Acute!RfC!method!for!the!derivation!of!a!Human!Equivalent!Concentration!(HEC),!and!the!10!

approaches!are!consistent.!As!noted!in!the!RIVM!method!document,!the!ASF!is!not!a!“safety!factor”!11!

and!additional!adjustments!for!biokinetics!and!dynamics!may!be!necessary.!!12!

The!RIVM!method!does!not!take!into!consideration!differences!based!on!the!site!of!an!effect!for!dose!13!

adjustments!or!allometric!scaling,!as!is!done!with!the!DAF!in!the!US!EPA!and!OECD!approaches.!!As!14!

noted,!direct!acting!gases!and!vapors!(i.e.,!those!with!portal!of!entry!effects)!are!not!adjusted!15!

whereas!systemic!effects!are!adjusted.!!16!

Discussion%17!

PBPK!models,!which!incorporate!many!more!of!the!chemicalG!and!speciesGspecific!differences!in!18!

ADME!should!be!used!preferentially.!Use!of!PBPK!models!would!also!tend!to!account!for!differences!19!

based!on!type!of!effect!and/or!the!tissue!being!affected.!In!lieu!of!adequate!data!or!resources!to!20!

develop!a!PBPK!model,!the!use!of!an!allometric!scaling!model!is!appropriate.!21!

Choice!of!the!appropriate!ASF!and/or!allometric!scaling!power!to!use!is!likely!a!Science!Policy!22!

decision!for!the!Risk!Manager!or!Agency.!Evidence!has!been!developed!to!support!all!of!the!factors!23!

which!have!been!developed!by!the!various!groups!who!use!them.!However,!the!type!of!effect!(POE!24!

vs.!systemic)!should!also!be!considered!on!whether!applying!an!allometric!scaling!is!advisable.!25!

Corrosivity!is!an!example!of!an!effect,!which!is!not!likely!to!vary!considerably!from!species!to!species!26!
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whereas!a!systemic!effect!(e.g.,!CNS!depression)!may!be!more!prone!to!species!differences.!Another!1!

consideration!is!the!location!in!the!respiratory!tract!for!POE!effects;!however,!this!is!less!more!often!2!

a!concern!with!nonGlethal!effects.!Finally,!differences!in!uptake!not!related!to!minute!volume!(e.g.,!3!

species!differences!in!tissue!absorption!or!susceptibility)!may!also!lead!to!the!need!to!apply!an!ASF.!4!

6.2.2 Interspecies(Adjustment(Factors(5!

Although!many!organizations!do!not!apply!allometric!scaling,!many!apply!an!additional!factor!to!6!

account!for!differences!in!toxicodynamics!and!toxicokinetics,!and!potential!species!susceptibility!with!7!

the!assumption!that!humans!are!more!sensitive.!The!approaches!used!by!the!various!organizations!8!

and!groups!are!summarized!in!Table!2.!!9!

!10!

Table'2.'Review'across'organizations'on'application'of'an'additional'Animal'to'Human'AF.'11!

Organization/Group'

Adjustment'

Factor'

(Yes/No)' Approach'

RIVM! Yes! Default!AF!=!3!

Acutex! Yes! AF!=!3!for!chemicals!with!a!systemic!effects;!

AF!=!1!for!chemical!with!portal!of!entry!effects!

AEGL! Yes! Based!on!expert!judgment!and!guidance!in!the!SOPs;!

can!be!1,!3,!or!10,!with!a!default!value!of!10!

ECBC! No! Humans!are!assumed!to!be!equally!susceptible!as!

animals!after!allometric!adjustments;!may!be!modified!

based!on!empirical!evidence!to!the!contrary!

ECETOC! No! Humans!are!assumed!as!susceptible!as!animals!

INERIS! No! Humans!are!assumed!as!susceptible!as!the!most!

relevant!(favored)!or!most!susceptible!animal!species!

for!local!effects;!factors!may!be!applied!for!systemic!

effects!but!no!defaults!are!given!

OECD!Acute!RfC! Yes! Scaling!power!(p)!of!0.75!used!to!derive!a!Dose!

Adjustment!Factor!(DAF)!for!systemically!active!agents;!

DAF!=!1!for!direct!acting!gases!and!vapors!.!

!12!

Consideration!of!the!purpose!for!the!derived!value!(health!protective!or!estimating!threshold!for!13!

lethality)!will!be!a!primary!consideration!on!the!need!for!any!AF,!and!in!selecting!the!best!option!if!14!

one!is!needed.!A!key!question!in!those!considerations!are!whether!or!not!rodents!are!15!

equally/more/less!susceptible!than!humans.!16!

Another!consideration!noted!in!the!commentaries!was!where!in!the!formulation!of!a!toxic!load!value!17!

should!the!AF!be!applied.!This!is!discussed!later!in!the!form!of!examples,!following!the!discussion!of!18!

developing!the!value!of!n,!as!the!total!AF!and!not!just!the!interspecies!AF!needs!to!be!considered!in!19!

such!a!discussion.!20!
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6.3 nWValue,(Toxic(Load(Derivation,(and(Appropriate(Defaults(1!

The!first!assumption!in!developing!and!later!applying!a!value!of!n!based!on!observations!in!animals!is!2!

that!the!nGvalue!calculated!from!the!animal!data!is!assumed!to!be!valid!for!humans.!Most!3!

commenters!agreed!with!this!proposition,!as!do!I.!4!

The!RIVM!method!describes!four!alternatives!to!arrive!at!a!value!of!n.!5!

1. Single!Study:!the!nGvalue!is!selected!from!the!most!eligible!single!C×t!study!(i.e.!with!≥3!exposure!6!

durations!and!≥!3!exposure!concentrations/duration!and!sufficient!variation!in!lethal!response).!7!

2. Weighted!Average:!If!more!than!one!eligible!C×t!studies!are!available,!a!motivated!choice!is!8!

made!for!one!study!to!derive!the!nGvalue!or!a!weighted!average!nGvalue!can!be!calculated.!The!9!

weight!is!inversely!proportional!to!the!95%!confidence!interval!of!the!nGvalues.!A!calculation!tool!10!

is!included!in!the!calculation!template!that!is!available!from!the!RIVM!website.!11!

3. Similar!Compound:!If!no!C×t!study!is!available,!an!nGvalue!derived!for!a!structurally!similar!and!12!

mechanistically!similar!acting!chemical!can!be!used.!Substitution!of!the!nGvalue!with!one!of!13!

another!compound!will!only!be!accepted!if!the!substitute!nGvalue!itself!is!robust!and!if!the!14!

validity!of!the!substitution!is!well!motivated.!15!

4. Default:!If!none!of!the!two![three?]!conditions!above!apply,!an!nGvalue!of!2!is!assumed!for!16!

humans!over!the!whole!range!of!exposure!durations!(10!minutes!to!8!hours).!17!

Alternative&Methods&18!

Multiple%studies/single%species%%19!

Wil!ten!Berge!provided!examples!on!the!use!of!multiple!studies!using!a!single!species.!This!approach!20!

is!a!minimal!version!of!a!metaGanalysis,!and!some!key!considerations!need!to!be!addressed!before!21!

making!such!combinations!of!data.!Most!notably,!the!exposure!regimen!should!be!similar!(e.g.,!22!

whole!body!versus!noseGonly),!the!test!article!should!have!similar!characteristics,!and!the!method!for!23!

estimating!exposure!concentration!should!be!similar!(nominal!versus!target!versus!analytical).!24!

%25!

Multiple%studies/multiple%species!!26!

Ten!Berge!also!proposed!combining!across!species!as!well!as!across!multiple!studies.!This!should!also!27!

be!approached!cautiously.!I!would!propose!that!each!individual!species!should!be!evaluated!28!

separately!first!and!a!comparison!of!the!results!across!species!be!performed!first.!Where!there!29!

seems!to!be!a!value!in!combining!data!(to!be!determined!on!a!caseGbyGcase!basis),!some!combining!30!

of!data!across!species!may!be!investigated.!31!

%32!

PBPK%33!

In!recent!revisions!to!the!AEGLG3!values!for!toluene,!the!POD!was!a!NOAEL!for!lethality!of!6250!ppm!34!

(2!hours)!taken!from!the!study!of!Mullin!and!Krivanek!(1982).!AEGLG3!values!were!derived!based!on!35!

application!of!a!rat!PBPK!model!to!establish!the!brain!toluene!level!at!that!exposure!level,!which!was!36!

then!divided!by!3!(interspecies!UF)!to!arrive!at!the!human!relevant!brain!toluene!concentration!and!37!

the!GPAT!human!model!was!used!to!determine!the!toluene!concentration!in!air!which!would!lead!to!38!

this!brain!concentration.!The!results!of!the!PBPK!analysis!for!both!rat!and!human!are!compared!to!39!

the!Probit!analysis!using!the!DoseResp!model!of!ten!Berge!in!Figure'1.!!40!
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!1!

Figure'1.'Comparison'of'rat'PBPK'model'estimates,'Probit'(Cn'x't)'estimates'based'on'a'rat'NOAEL,'2!

a'Probit'analysis'for'rat'LC50,'and'a'human'PBPK'estimate'(UF=3)'for'the'threshold'of'lethality.'3!

!4!

As!expected,!all!of!the!estimates!based!on!the!rat!NOAEL!converge!on!that!observation!(6250!ppm!at!5!

2Ghours).!The!value!of!n!estimated!from!the!probit!analysis!for!toluene!was!4.4.!There!are!major!6!

differences!in!the!extrapolated!early!time!points!(shortest!duration!of!10!minutes)!between!the!7!

probit!model!estimates!and!the!PBPK!model!results,!with!a!somewhat!smaller!divergence!at!the!8!

longest!duration!of!8Ghours.!!9!

!10!

The!data!used!in!the!DoseResp!model!are!shown!in!Table!3.!It!should!be!noted!that!this!example!11!

shows!the!use!of!data!from!multiple!studies!using!one!species!(rats).!!12!

!13!

! !14!
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Table'3.'Data'used'in'the'DoseResp'model'and'illustrated'in'Figure'1.'1!

!2!

The!assumption!in!estimating!the!lethality!estimates!for!toluene!is!that!severe!CNS!depression!is!the!3!

critical!mechanism;!all!other!AEGL!levels!(1!and!2)!were!likewise!tied!to!CNS!depression!albeit!at!4!

lower!levels!of!severity.!The!AEGLG3!value!was!based!on!the!displayed!human!value!with!no!other!5!

adjustments.!The!higher!threshold!estimates!at!shorter!durations!from!the!PBPK!models!reflects!the!6!

fact!that!level!of!toluene!in!brain!is!still!reaching!steady!state!(Rhomberg,!2009),!an!aspect!that!can!7!

be!included!in!a!PBPK!model!but!is!not!readily!applied!with!a!static!value!of!n!in!the!Cn!×!t!model.!As!8!

noted!by!Rhomberg!(2009),!the!value!of!n!is!not!necessarily!static!and!is!dependent!on!a!combination!9!

of!the!duration!range!as!well!as!the!concentration!of!the!chemical!in!air,!and!the!speed!with!which!10!

the!chemical!reaches!steadyGstate!in!the!body.!11!

!12!

% %13!

Conc'ppm' Minutes' Exposed' Responded' Species' Study'

26700! 60! 10! 5! Rat! Pryor!et!al.!1978!

40000! 60! 10! 10! Rat! Pryor!et!al.!1978!

24400! 360! 10! 10! Rat! Cameron!et!al.!1938!

24400! 90! 10! 6! Rat! Cameron!et!al.!1938!

12200! 390! 10! 5! Rat! Cameron!et!al.!1938!

6100! 1440! 10! 0! Rat! Cameron!et!al.!1938!

15000! 60! 10! 0! Rat! Hinman!1987!

18900! 420! 6! 6! rat! Shell!Oil!Company!1982!

18500! 30! 6! 5! rat! Shell!Oil!Company!1982!

18100! 10! 6! 1! rat! Shell!Oil!Company!1982!

18500! 3! 10! 0! rat! Shell!Oil!Company!1982!

20000! 50! 10! 10! rat! Kojima!and!Kobayashi!1973!

15000! 150! 10! 8! rat! Kojima!and!Kobayashi!1973!

12200! 120! 10! 5! rat! Kojima!and!Kobayashi!1973!

10000! 120! 10! 2! rat! Kojima!and!Kobayashi!1973!

5000! 120! 10! 0! rat! Kojima!and!Kobayashi!1973!

4000! 240! 6! 1! rat! Smyth!et!al.!1969!

6000! 240! 4! 0! rat! Wada!et!al.!1989!

7670! 240! 4! 1! rat! Wada!et!al.!1989!

6250! 120! 10! 0! rat! Mullin!and!Krivanek!1982!

3100! 240! 10! 0! rat! Mullin!and!Krivanek!1982!

2667! 450! 10! 0! rat! Lammers!et!al.!2005!
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Categorical%Regression%1!

The!use!of!Categorical!Regression!to!derive!healthGprotective!reference!values!has!been!under!2!

investigation!by!the!US!EPA!for!nearly!two!decades.!It!has!resulted!in!the!development!of!the!CatReg!3!

software!package,!which!was!used!in!two!of!the!demonstrations!in!the!Appendix!for!the!OECD!Acute!4!

RfC!Guidance!Document!(http://www.oecd.org/chemicalsafety/testing/48542016.pdf).!The!5!

advantages!of!CatReg!is!that!it!combines!data!across!species,!durations,!and!severity!levels!to!6!

approximate!threshold!values!for!whatever!combination!of!parameters!you!require.!The!main!7!

disadvantage!is!the!loss!of!continuous!measurements!of!effect!levels!in!favor!of!developing!8!

categories!of!effect.!Regardless,!the!approach!also!provides!estimations!by!duration!and!may!be!a!9!

useful!alternative!when!less!clearly!defined!effects!(LC50)!are!the!focus!of!an!assessment.!10!

!11!

Linear%regression%12!

Simple!linear!regression!of!duration!on!a!single!effect!level!(e.g.,!LC50)!may!be!a!viable!alternative!13!

when!the!only!effect!level!is!that!single!effect!across!multiple!durations.!Its!use!should!be!limited!to!14!

those!narrowly!defined!circumstances.!15!

!16!

Discussion%17!

The!most!rigorous!approach!to!duration!extrapolation!is!use!of!a!validated!PBPK!model.!If!that!option!18!

is!not!available,!the!next!most!desirable!option!would!be!to!apply!the!Probit!model!to!define!the!19!

parameters!going!into!the!development!of!a!toxic!load!factor.!20!

!21!

As!noted!in!the!comments!from!Sommerville!and!ten!Berge,!there!should!be!validation!of!the!value!22!

of!n!and!the!toxic!load!with!the!empirically!observed!data.!This!can!be!done!readily!by!plotting!the!23!

animal!Cn!×!t!model!results!(no!allometric!scaling!or!application!of!AFs)!along!with!the!original!data!24!

used!in!its!derivation.!Likewise,!any!alternative!approach!should!be!similarly!validated.!25!

!26!

Default&Value&of&n&27!

Default!values!of!n!are!applied!when!data!do!not!support!generation!of!a!probit!or!alternate!analysis.!28!

The!AEGL!and!INERIS!programs!and!the!OECD!Acute!RfC!all!use!similar!default!values:!n=3!to!29!

extrapolate!to!shorter!durations!and!n=1!for!longer!durations.!The!RIVM!method!proposes!use!of!a!30!

uniform!value!of!n=2!across!all!durations!from!10!minutes!to!8!hours.!!31!

The!purpose!of!the!resultant!value!(planning,!health!protection,!etc.)!will!likely!drive!the!decision!on!32!

which!value!is!most!suitable.!This!is!likely!also!to!be!a!Science!Policy!decision!for!the!risk!managers!33!

within!a!responsible!agency.!34!

!35!

' '36!
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6.4 Application(of(Adjustment(Factors((AFs)(in(Duration(Extrapolation(1!

Models(2!

In!some!of!the!commentaries,!suggestions!were!made!that!the!AFs!should!be!applied!in!alternate!3!

ways.!Three!"models"!were!compared!in!the!analysis!shown!below!to!the!"observed!concentration"!4!

of!100!ppm!at!60!minutes.!!5!

!6!

The!three!equations!used!in!this!comparison!are!shown!below.!7!

!8!

!9!

!10!

Where:''11!

C1!=!POD!Concentration!12!

C2!=!Concentration!extrapolated!to!a!target!duration!13!

t1!=!POD!duration!14!

t2!=!target!duration!15!

!16!
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!1!

Figure'2.'Example'A'shows'that'if'n=1,'any'of'the'models'will'provide'similar'results'and'will'cross'2!

the'derivation'of'a'reference'value'using'the'original'"observed'concentration"'when'divided'by'3!

the'same'UF'as'in'the'models.'4!

!5!

Figure'3.'Example'B'demonstrates'that'when'n=2'(or'any'value'other'than'1)'application'of'an'UF'6!

to'either'the'C'x't'model'or'to'the'Cn'x't'product'(Toxic'Load)'will'render'a'value'that'is'not'7!

comparable'to'the'observed'data'point'when'divided'by'the'same'UF.'8!
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!1!

!2!

Figure'4.'Example'C'is'an'illustration'how'each'of'these'models'might'be'applied'using'a'value'of'3'3!

for'shorter'durations'and'a'value'of'1'for'longer'durations.'4!

!5!

In!Figure!4,!all!values!converge!on!the!original!observation!value!divided!by!the!UF!from!the!shorter!6!

durations,!then!have!common!values!for!n=1!(longer!durations).!7!

!8!

Key&Points&9!

There!are!some!key!points!one!can!derive!from!this!set!of!comparisons:!!10!

(1)!Use!of!the!straight!C!x!t!product!as!the!basis!for!extrapolation,!except!in!the!unique!case!of!n=1,!is!11!

inappropriate.!12!

(2)!If!application!of!the!UF!to!the!Cn!x!t!product!(Toxic!Load!value!and!not!to!extrapolated!13!

concentrations)!leads!to!results!that!are!very!different!from!application!of!the!UF!to!the!original!14!

observed!data!point,!that!model!is!of!questionable!relevance!to!the!underlying!biology!trying!to!be!15!

described!by!that!model.!16!

(3)!All!the!elements!of!concentration!(C),!duration!(t)!and!the!value!of!n!are!necessary!to!calculate!a!17!

"Toxic!Load"!value.!It!is!critical!to!trace!back!any!model!or!derived!"common!currency"!value!to!the!18!

empirical!observations!in!order!to!test!the!validity!of!the!method!being!applied.!19!

6.5 Ancillary(Issues(20!

A!number!of!related!issues!which!are!minor!in!nature!are!described!in!this!section.!21!
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Units%of%Measure%for%the%Toxic%Load%1!

Should!the!units!for!concentration!be!expressed!as!mg/m3!and/or!ppm?!There!are!benefits!and!2!

drawbacks!to!each.!If!the!goal!is!to!compare!toxicity!across!gases!or!vapors!on!a!molar!basis,!the!3!

most!appropriate!unit!of!measure!would!be!ppm.!However,!particles/aerosols/fibers!can!only!be!4!

measured!by!mass.!Consistency!is!good,!but!conversion!between!units!may!be!useful!for!certain!5!

applications.!6!

The!purpose!of!Toxic!Load!value!and!whether!or!not!the!value!will!be!used!in!communication!to!the!7!

public!are!determinants!in!the!most!appropriate!base!unit!of!measure!for!duration.!If!the!Toxic!Load!8!

value!will!be!used!in!providing!information!to!the!general!public,!the!best!base!unit!of!duration!may!9!

be!an!hour.!If!the!purpose!is!to!provide!the!basis!for!risk!assessors!to!generate!a!derivative!value!for!10!

use!in!risk!communication,!t!=!minutes!may!remain!the!most!appropriate!unit.!11!

!12!

!13!

! !14!
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7 Intraspecies(variability(1!

Author:! dr!Mattias!Öberg,!Karolinska!Institute,!Sweden!2!

7.1 General(intraWspecies(differences((3!

The!intraspecies!variability,!or!susceptibility!to!a!chemical,!depends!on!a!number!of!factors,!including!4!

differences!in!age,!gender,!genetic!constitution,!physical!workload,!and!life!style.!Chemical!risk!5!

assessors!have!typically!applied!a!default!assessment!factor!(AF)!of!10!to!address!intraspecies!6!

variability!(Renwick,!1991,!1993;!U.S.!EPA,!1988,!1993),!although!some!organizations!use!different!7!

numbers.!Thus,!the!guidance!document!of!the!new!European!REACH!regulation!proposes!default!AFs!8!

of!5!and!10!(European!Chemicals!Agency,!2008),!the!Dutch!TNO!(Netherlands!Organization!for!9!

Applied!Scientific!Research)!has!proposed!AFs!of!3!and!10,!and!the!European!Centre!for!10!

Ecotoxicology!and!Toxicology!of!Chemicals!(ECETOC)!has!suggested!AFs!of!3!and!5!for!the!working!11!

and!general!population,!respectively.!In!contrast,!an!AF!of!25!was!proposed!for!the!general!12!

population!in!a!report!from!the!German!Federal!Institute!for!Occupational!Safety!and!Health!and!the!13!

German!Federal!Environmental!Agency!(Kalberlah!and!Sneider,!1998).!An!additional!AF!has!14!

sometimes!been!applied!to!protect!children!and!infants!as!they!may!be!especially!susceptible!to!the!15!

harm!of!chemical!substances!during!development!(ECETOC,!2005;!FQPA,!1996;!U.S.!EPA,!1999).!16!

7.2 Hypersensitive(populations(17!

It!must!also!be!remembered!that!while!the!risk!assessment!should!lead!to!values!that!will!be!18!

protective!of!the!general!population,!including!sensitive!individuals.!!It!is!not!always!possible!to!19!

protect!the!hypersensitive.!!The!exposure!level!that!could!be!associated!with!a!response!in!a!20!

hypersensitive!person!is!almost!impossible!to!predict!and!would!lead!to!values!that!could!be!so!21!

conservative!as!to!discredit!the!credibility!of!the!process.!!But!both!the!point!of!departure!and!the!22!

assessment!factors!must!be!protective!of!the!general!population.!23!

7.3 Mode(of(actionWdependent(AFs(24!

One!of!the!key!roles!of!the!expert!is!to!recognize!in!what!class!a!specific!chemical!belongs.!!Thus!it!is!25!

not!necessary!to!have!extensive!data!on!the!chemical!being!reviewed,!but!with!an!understanding!of!26!

the!mode'of'action!of!that!chemical,!assessment!factors!can!be!developed!based!on!knowledge!of!27!

the!mode!of!action!for!that!class!of!chemicals.!!28!

The!default!intraspecies!AF!has!subsequently!been!subdivided!in!two!equally!sized!factors!to!account!29!

for!variability!in!toxicokinetics!(TKs)!and!toxicodynamics,!respectively.!Departing!from!an!AF!of!10,!30!

each!default!factor!is!thus!set!to!3.16!(Renwick!and!Lazarus,!1998;!WHO,!1994).!This!subdivision!31!

facilitates!the!replacement!of!the!default!factors!by!more!reasonable,!dataGdriven,!soGcalled!32!

chemicalGspecific!adjustment!factors!(CSAFs)!based!on!chemicalGspecific!data!(WHO/IPCS,!2005).!By!33!

this!development,!human!health!risk!assessment!has!begun!to!depart!from!the!default!methods!34!

(Clewell!et!al.,!2008).!If!we!accept!the!hypothesis!that!the!traditional!assessment!factor!of!10!can!be!35!

separated!into!two!components!toxicokinetic!(3.16)!and!toxicodynamic!(3.16),!we!can!then!consider!36!

how!each!might!vary!depending!on!the!mode!of!action!of!the!specific!toxicant.!37!
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Irritants&1!

For!example,!the!response!to!irritants!tends!to!be!consistent.!!With!the!exception!of!people!that!have!2!

become!acclimated!to!a!specific!irritant,!if!one!segment!of!the!population!find!a!substance!irritating!3!

at!50!ppm,!most!will!find!it!irritating!with!exposures!below!150!ppm.!As!shown!in!Table!15!even!4!

asthmatics!tend!to!be!less!than!twice!as!sensitive!compared!to!the!healthy!population.!5!

A!recent!review!of!data!from!113!studies!including!exposed!asthmatics!and!healthy!subjects!to!6!

volatile!chemicals!at!identical!experimental!conditions!(Table!1).!These!studies!(19!chemicals)!show!7!

that!asthmatics!are!slightly!more!susceptible!to!airborne!hazardous!chemicals!compared!to!healthy!8!

individuals.!In!this!study!sulfur!dioxide!showed!a!differential!response!factor!of!5!indicating!that!a!9!

factor!of!3,!for!some!chemicals,!may!not!be!sufficiently!protective!for!asthmatic!subjects.!Based!on!10!

data!from!several!studies!the!doseGresponse!relationships!were!studied!for!O3,!NO2,!SO2!and!H2SO4!11!

on!healthy!and!asthmatic!individuals!(see!Figures6).!Taken!together,!these!data!suggest!that!for!12!

irritant!chemicals!an!interGindividual!assessment!factor!of!three!to!ten!seem!to!be!sufficiently!13!

protective!concerning!mild!airway!effects.!14!

This!observation!is!also!supported!by!the!use!of!an!interGindividual!assessment!factor!set!to!3!for!15!

susceptible!populations!in!the!AEGLs!when!humans!show!similar!toxicokinetic!or!toxicodynamic!16!

mechanisms!(NRC,!2001b;!NRC,!2001a).!According!to!the!National!Research!Council!(NRC)!the!17!

differential!factor!for!airway!response!between!healthy!and!asthmatic!individuals!does!generally!not!18!

exceed!3,!although!responses!in!the!discomfort!range!of!effects!show!differences!of!up!to!5Gfold!19!

(NRC,!2001b).!!20!

There!is!no!experimental!support!to!clarify!if!this!difference!between!individuals!will!be!similar!also!at!21!

lethal!concentrations.!22!

Liver&toxicity&23!

If!a!substance!is!a!hepatotoxin!or!simply!detoxified!by!the!liver,!the!toxicokinetic!value!may!show!24!

variation!in!comparisons!of!healthy!people!to!people!with!compromised!liver!function.!!However,!this!25!

variability!would!not!be!a!factor!where!metabolism!is!not!important.!26!

Acethylcholinesterase&inhibition&27!

Organophosphates!inhibit!AChE,!causing!OP!poisoning!by!phosphorylating!the!serine!hydroxyl!28!

residue!on!AChE,!which!inactivates!AChE.!AChE!is!critical!for!nerve!function,!so!the!irreversible!29!

blockage!of!this!enzyme,!which!causes!acetylcholine!accumulation,!results!in!muscle!overstimulation.!30!

This!causes!disturbances!across!the!cholinergic!synapses!and!can!only!be!reactivated!very!slowly.!31!

Paraoxonase!(PON1)!is!a!key!enzyme!involved!in!OP!pesticides!and!has!been!found!to!be!critical!in!32!

determining!an!organism's!sensitivity!to!OP!exposure.!Following!captures!mainly!from!US!EPA!33!

(http://www.epa.gov/pesticides/cumulative/2006Gop/op_cra_main.pdf):!EPA!evaluated!interG!and!34!

intraGspecies!extrapolation!and!variability!along!with!consideration!of!potential!sensitivity!to!infants!35!

and!children.!Research!has!demonstrated!a!large!range!of!variability!in!the!human!population!for!36!

PON1!that!can!exceed!10X!(Furlong!et!al.,!2005;!Costa!et!al.,!2005).!Specifically,!Davies!et!al.!(1996)!37!

have!reported!up!to!13Gfold!variation!in!PON1!levels!in!adults.!More!recently,!Furlong!et!al.!(2006)!38!

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!Table!1!has!been!removed!to!avoid!conflict!with!future!publication!in!a!peerGreviewed!journal.!
6!Table!1!has!been!removed!to!avoid!conflict!with!future!publication!in!a!peerGreviewed!journal.!
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predicted!a!range!in!sensitivity!to!diazoxon!up!to!26Gfold!and!14Gfold!in!a!group!of!newborns!and!1!

Latino!mothers,!respectively.!!2!

The!case!of!the!organophosphates!(OPs)!is!an!excellent!example!of!a!process!that!is!highly!variable!in!3!

people.!!The!OPs!are!detoxified!by!PON,!an!enzyme!whose!levels!vary!greatly!in!the!human!4!

population.!!Therefore,!in!recognition!of!this!fact,!a!larger!assessment!factor!would!be!used!with!this!5!

class!of!chemicals.!!As!these!substances!tend!to!be!highly!toxic,!the!point!of!departure!will!normally!6!

be!very!low.!!Therefore,!even!if!the!assessment!factor!was!not!large!enough!to!cover!human!7!

variability,!the!combination!of!the!low!point!of!departure!and!moderate!assessment!factor!would!still!8!

be!protective.!9!

7.4 ToxicokineticWdependent(AFs(10!

How!much!does!the!exposure!(typically!inhalation!rate)!vary!between!humans!in!an!acute!exposure!11!

situation,!and!how!does!this!add!to!the!interGindividual!variation?!'12!

An!increase!in!ventilation!leads!to!shift!from!nasal!to!oronasal!breathing!and!the!absorption!of!13!

airbourne!chemicals!might!shift!from!the!upper!airways!to!the!tracheobronchial!airways.!At!18!L/min,!14!

it!is!likely!that!only!as!small!fraction!of!SO2!will!reach!the!tracheobronchial!airways!(Johns!and!Linn,!15!

2011).!The!crossover!point!occurs!at!minute!ventilation!between!30!and!40!L/min.!The!effects!of!SO2!16!

exposure!are!enhanced!in!normal!and!asthmatic!individuals!by!moderate!exertion!(ventilation!>40!17!

liters!per!minute!with!mouth!breathing),!hyperventilation,!and!use!of!oral!airways!(Koenig!et!al.!18!

1981,!1982;!Roger!et!al.!1985;!Balmes!et!al.!1987;!Linn!et!al.!1987;!Horstman!et!al.!1988).'19!

Mörk!and!Johanson!did!study!how!various!factors!(such!as!age,!gender,!fluctuations!in!exposure!20!

levels,!and!workload)!influenced!the!peak!and!average!levels!(during!8!hours)!of!acetone!in!blood.!21!

The!result!shows!CSAFs!generally!close!to!a!factor!of!2.!Even!when!excluding!the!effects!on!22!

intraspecies!variability!from!endogenous!sources,!children!and!adolescents!have!slightly!higher!TK!23!

variability!of!acetone!than!adults.!They!also!noted!that!chemicalGindependent!PBPKGrelevant!24!

physiological!parameters!are!less!well!known!for!women!and!children.%(Mörk!and!Johanson!(2010)!25!

Tox!Sci!116:336G348)'26!

7.5 Summary(27!

In!summary,!in!the!development!of!intraspecies!variation!assessment!factors,!it!is!necessary!to!not!28!

only!identify!the!point!of!departure!for!the!risk!assessment,!but!the!mode!of!action!and!human!29!

variability!towards!this!class!of!chemicals!must!also!be!considered.!Also!the!metabolic!pathways!need!30!

to!be!considered!for!some!chemicals.!Which!types!of!effects!causes!lethality?!Can!site/modeGof!31!

actionGspecific!AFs!be!developed!for!lung!injury,!systemic!neurological!effects!etc.?!Also,!the!32!

variability!in!target!dose!for!individuals!exposed!to!the!same!dose/concentration!need!to!be!33!

addressed.!Will!workGload!(i.e.!inhalation!rate),!age!etc.!add!to!the!variability!by!altering!the!target!34!

dose?!35!

7.6 Comments(on(the(report(by(Crosier(36!

Civil!defense!planning!requires!estimates!of!the!toxicity!of!chemical!warfare!agents!to!the!general!37!

public,!but!the!current!toxicity!estimates!are!for!male!soldiers.!The!author!state!that!an!assumption!38!



! Appendix!2!G!54!

of!a!lognormal!distribution!of!individual!susceptibilities!for!both!the!general!population!and!a!1!

subpopulation!will!lead!to!unrealistic!values.!Although,!the!mathematical!aspects!of!suggested!2!

distribution!model!seem!to!be!correct!the!lack!of!experimental!foundation!lead!to!the!conclusion!3!

that!the!proposed!model!is!not!ready!to!include!in!this!project.!!!4!

!5!

Table%1.%Difference%in%airway%response%between%healthy%and%asthmatic%subjects.%The%response%factor%6!

was%calculated%as%the%ratio%between%LOAEL%for%FEV1%or%SRaw%in%healthy%and%asthmatics.%7!

%8!

!9!

Figure!5.!Percent!change!in!SRaw!in!healthy!and!asthmatic!subjects!after!exposure!(oral!breathing)!to!sulfur!
dioxide!at!rest.!Each!mark!corresponds!to!the!response!in!one!subject.!One!adult!subject!was!excluded!from!
the!healthy!group!due!to!previous!childhood!asthma!(Lawther%et%al.,!1975).!The!number!of!individuals!in!
each!figure!was!91!(a)!and!41!(b). 
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Abstract 

Method for derivation of probit functions for acute inhalation 
toxicity 
 
This document describes the methodology for the derivation of probit 
functions. A lethality probit function for acute inhalation toxicity of a 
chemical describes the lethality rate in an exposed population as a 
function of any combination of the exposure concentration and 
exposure duration. Probit functions are used in Quantitative Risk 
Analysis (QRA) to estimate the proportion of fatalities following 
exposure to toxic chemicals. 
The methodology has been updated and thoroughly revised, and as 
such replaces the former version of the methodology as described in 
the ‘Green Book’ (part 4 of PGS1), which is no longer valid. This revised 
version is a product of the Expert Panel on probit functions, and has 
been published by order of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment. 
 
Key words: 
probit function, inhalation toxicity, quantitative risk analysis, QRA
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Rapport in het kort 

Methode voor de afleiding van probitrelaties voor acute 
inhalatietoxiciteit 
 
Dit document beschrijft de methodiek voor de afleiding van 
probitrelaties. Een probitrelatie voor acute inhalatoire toxiciteit van een 
chemische stof beschrijft de sterfte in een blootgestelde populatie als 
functie van iedere willekeurige combinatie van blootstellings-
concentratie en blootstellingsduur. Probitrelaties worden gebruikt in 
kwantitatieve risicoanalyses (QRA) om het aantal slachtoffers te 
schatten als gevolg van blootstelling aan chemische stoffen. 
De methodiek is geactualiseerd en grondig herzien en vervangt 
daarmee de vorige versie van de methodiek, beschreven in het ‘Groene 
Boek’ (deel 4 van PGS1) dat verouderd is. Deze herziene versie is een 
product van de Toetsgroep probitrelaties, en is gepubliceerd in opdracht 
van het Ministerie van Infrastructuur en Milieu. 
 
Trefwoorden: 
probitrelatie, inhalatietoxiciteit, kwantitatieve risicoanalyse, QRA 
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Summary 

A lethality probit function for acute inhalation toxicity of a chemical 
describes the lethality rate in an exposed population as a function of 
any combination of the exposure concentration and exposure duration. 
Probit functions are used in Quantitative Risk Analysis (QRA) to 
estimate the proportion of fatalities following exposure to toxic 
chemicals. 
This document describes the methodology for the derivation of probit 
functions. The methodology has been updated and thoroughly revised 
and as such replaces the methodology described in the ‘Green Book’ 
(part 4 of PGS1). This revised version of the methodology is a product 
of the Netherlands’ Expert Panel on probit functions, and has been 
published under authority of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment. 
 
After introducing the basic philosophy of deriving a probit function, the 
methodology describes in detail the interpretation and use of animal 
data and the derivation of the probit function. Stepwise guidance is 
provided for drafting a probit technical support document. 
 
Major revisions to the methodology as compared to the previous 
version include the following: 
- The revised procedure puts higher demands on the quality of 

inhalation toxicological data. 
- The derivation of probit functions based on ‘life threatening values’ 

(LBW) is no longer allowed. 
- The derivation of probit functions via LC50 values and the old flow-

chart based on allometric scaling is not allowed. 
- The procedure to raise the LC50 value as point of departure when 

data from two or more animal species is available has been 
dropped. 

 
Since many datasets do not meet the quality criteria set by the Expert 
Panel on probit functions, the Panel has chosen to use the existing data 
to its limits and compensate for the uncertainty introduced due to 
substandard datasets by applying additional assessment factors, rather 
than not deriving a probit function for those substances. 
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1 Introduction 

A lethality probit function for acute inhalation toxicity of a chemical 
describes the lethality rate in an exposed population as a function of 
any combination of the exposure concentration and exposure duration. 
Probit functions for the acute toxicity of chemicals are important 
instruments in the Netherlands’ external safety policy. They are used in 
Quantitative Risk Assessments (QRAs) to estimate the proportion of 
fatalities following (accidental) exposure to toxic chemicals. The primary 
responsible Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment has initiated 
the unification of methods, procedures and information for external 
safety QRA. As a part of this unification process, the probit functions 
and the scientific and administrative procedures to derive probit 
functions have been reviewed and revised. 
 
This methodology describes the current standing technical operating 
procedure to develop a probit function for human lethality due to an 
acute airborne (mainly inhalation) exposure. This procedure replaces 
chapter 4 of PGS1 or the ‘Green Book’ (VROM 2005), and has been 
approved by the Dutch Expert Panel on probit functions. The revised 
procedure puts high demands on the quality of inhalation toxicological 
data before acceptance as a Point of Departure (PoD). This is a major 
shift away from the previous situation where an LC50 value from RTECS 
was considered to be an acceptable PoD. Even if an LC50 value for a 
single exposure duration is used as a PoD, the revised procedure 
requires review of the primary report and data, and a verification of the 
calculated value. Other significant methodological changes include: 
- The derivation of probit functions based on LBW values is no longer 

allowed. 
- The derivation of probit functions via LC50 values and the old flow-

chart based on allometric scaling is not allowed. 
- The procedure to raise the LC50 value as PoD when data from two or 

more animal species is available has been dropped. 
 
The objective of this document is to outline to anyone with sufficient 
toxicological expertise what information and scientific risk assessment 
procedures are required to draft a Technical Support Document (TSD) 
including the development of a draft probit function for human lethality 
following an acute airborne exposure to a hazardous substance. 
 
A number of general assumptions and basic principles underlie the 
development and application of probit functions: 
1. For the Dutch implementation of the Seveso II directive a choice 

has been made to include only lethality as an endpoint for external 
safety assessment. Therefore the endpoint for all probit functions is 
lethality. Non-lethal health effects are not considered. Guidelines 
and models for external safety assessment of transportation follow 
the same philosophy. 

2. Probit functions are designed to predict the lethality following acute 
inhalation exposure. The probits are explicitly not designed to 
guarantee prevention of all levels of toxicity. For that reason probit 
functions have been developed without safety factors usually 
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applied for protective exposure guidelines (such as air quality 
guidelines). 

3. The probit functions assume an ‘average’ population, including 
susceptible subjects. Depending on the demographic characteristics 
of the actually exposed population, the probit function may or may 
not produce an appropriate assessment of site and scenario specific 
expected human lethality. 

4. The probit functions assume that the exposed persons are not 
protected by personal protective equipment or shelter in place, nor 
that they receive medical treatment following exposure. 

5. Possible lethality from delayed effects such as carcinogenicity or 
reproductive toxicity is not taken into account. 

6. Possible lethality following secondary exposure is not taken into 
account. 

7. Possible secondary lethality from other causes than acute toxicity 
(e.g. from mechanical trauma due to falling caused by toxic 
incapacitation) is not taken into account. 

 
In March 2009 the then Ministry of Housing, Spatial Planning and the 
Environment appointed the members of the Dutch Expert Panel on 
probit functions (the Panel). The mission of the Panel is: 
1. To advise the Ministry’s director of risk policy about the toxic 

properties of chemicals, particularly to provide the best possible 
support for a probit function based on current scientific 
understanding. 

2. To develop, maintain and publish robust protocols and criteria 
necessary to produce the advice mentioned under 1 in a 
transparent and reproducible manner. 

 
Secretarial support for the Panel is provided by the RIVM, Centre for 
External Safety (CEV). The membership register of the expert panel can 
be found on the RIVM website. The guidelines and procedures contained 
in this document have been developed and approved by the Panel. The 
current version of this document can be found on the RIVM website. 
While reviewing draft probit TSD documents, the expert panel may 
identify toxicological or procedural issues that require an update of the 
standing operating procedures. Changes in the toxicological risk 
assessment approach will result in an update of this document which 
will be posted on the RIVM website. Therefore the actual guidelines to 
develop probit functions consist of: 
- the most recent version of this document; 
- the procedural guidelines posted on the RIVM website. 
Both documents indicated above can be found on the RIVM website. 
 
All guidelines presented in this document are preferred standard 
procedures. The Panel recognizes that the availability and quality of the 
data may sometimes seriously limit the ability to strictly follow these 
guidelines. The preferred procedures outlined in this document do not 
exclude the TSD author’s or Panel’s option to take case-by-case 
decisions based on expert judgment of specific information for a given 
substance. Such decisions should be motivated in the TSDs. 
 
This document is considered to be a living document, and the presented 
procedures are subject to periodic review and revision. The Panel will 
evaluate new scientific insights relevant for the derivation of human 

http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
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concentration-time-lethality functions for acute inhalation exposure, 
and the procedures will be adjusted accordingly if necessary. In 
addition, all interested parties with suggestions for changes of the 
methodology are invited to submit well motivated and supported 
recommendations to the Panel’s secretariat at cev@rivm.nl.  
 

1.1 Relevant issues outside the scope of this document 

This document serves as a technical guideline for the development of 
probit functions. The following relevant and related information will not 
be described, and can be found on the RIVM website: 
- A list of substances scheduled for development or revision of a 

probit function. The selection of substances for derivation of probits 
is the responsibility of the Ministry of Infrastructure and the 
Environment. The selection is a.o. based on inclusion of substances 
in external safety reports submitted to the RIVM. 

- All draft, interim and final probits TSDs; the documents database 
can be searched by name or CAS number on the RIVM website. The 
site also provides access to the regularly updated ‘Reference Manual 
Bevi Risk Assessments’ which includes a list of existing probit 
functions. 

- The administrative procedure and guidelines to draft and submit a 
probit Technical Support Document (TSD) to the Panel, as well as a 
format of the probit TSD. 

- TNO publication (Arts and Muijser 1999) on quality criteria for 
animal inhalation experiments (see section 2). 

- Due to size limitations, this document is not intended as a full 
scientific justification of the applied approach. The document is 
designed as a ‘how-to’ guidance with an explanation of the 
assumptions, principles and justification of the often pragmatic 
choices that need to be made. 

 

mailto:cev@rivm.nl
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
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2 Philosophy for derivation of a probit function 

This section provides the basic philosophy of modelling the lethal 
response to acute inhalation exposure, the data demands to meet the 
modelling needs and the identification of data sources. 
 

2.1 Modelling the response to acute inhalation exposure 

The toxic response of a human or animal population to a chemical 
exposure is determined by: 
- the chemical substance; 
- the exposure route (inhalation, dermal, oral or parenteral); 
- the exposure concentration of the chemical in the contact medium 

(air, water, food, etc); 
- the duration of exposure; 
- the species (test animals or human); 
- physiological characteristics of the individuals in the exposed 

population. 
This document deals with lethality, immediately or shortly after the 
exposure, to a single (up to eight hours) airborne exposure in an 
average population. Risk evaluations for chemical exposures by other 
routes, contact media and exposure durations require different data, 
procedures and assessments than those presented in this document. 
The procedures described here may not be suitable for those situations 
and scenarios. 
 
Theoretically the Panel would rely on human toxicity data for the 
development of probit functions. For obvious reasons, experimental test 
data with humans resulting in lethality are not available. In some cases 
information is available from accidental poisoning, but in such cases the 
levels of exposure are usually poorly characterized. Therefore almost all 
information for the derivation of probit functions originates from the 
results of animal experiments. If available, data on health effects in 
humans or other primates can provide supportive evidence. 
 
Vulnerability models 

The modelling for external safety requires that the percentage of 
lethality in the exposed population can be assessed for each 
combination of exposure concentration and duration. The 
concentration-time-lethality relationship can be described with a 
number of statistical models including (log) probit, (log) logit and 
Weibull models. All mentioned models make assumptions about the 
underlying statistical distribution of the concentration-time-response 
(C×t) data, and usually describe the C×t relationship of acute lethality 
data about equally well in the actual experimental exposure range 
(interpolation and limited extrapolation);  for risk assessments that 
require predictions of toxicity well outside the actual experimental 
exposure range, the models may produce widely different health 
outcomes for identical exposure-response scenarios. The log probit 
model has been selected as the most simple and straightforward model 
to describe the human vulnerability distribution for use in modelling 
acute lethality for external safety. 
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The probit model for concentration-time-lethality data is described as: 
 

 
Where C is concentration and t is exposure duration. A frequently used 
alternative presentation is as: 
 

  
Where b = b2 and n = b1/b2. The dose metric (Cn×t) is often referred 
to as ‘toxic load’. 
 
In some cases, the probit function can be extended with the use of a 
covariate for e.g. sex. In that case the basic version of the probit model 
is described as: 
 

  
Where X is the covariate (log-transformed if appropriate). 
 
In some cases the model fit of the data can be improved by adding 
cross-terms for interactive effects between the model parameters 
(usually concentration and time) or a threshold response level 
(concentration or time). Before the probit model is complicated by such 
an addition, strong biological and statistical rationales are required 
(section 3.1). 
 

2.2 Quality assessment of animal toxicity data 

 
The Panel evaluates the quality of data from animal experiments on the 
basis of two criteria: 
1. The ability to derive a probit function from the dataset (data 

completeness requirements). 
2. The technical conduct of the study and the quality of the report 

(study quality requirements). 
These two quality aspects will be discussed below, followed by the 
Panel’s rules for classification of studies. 
 

2.2.1 Data completeness requirements 

A dataset will enable to assess all parameters of a probit function as a 
basis for a human probit function if the following information is 
available and verifiable from the literature source: 
1. A sufficient number of exposure concentration-time combinations, 

with at least three exposure durations and three concentrations per 
exposure duration. Studies with two qualifying exposure durations 
are considered unfit to assess the n-value for the particular 
chemical. As a general rule, the Panel has decided to exclude data 
from exposure durations less than ten minutes because of 
uncertainties in chamber conditions and the ability of rodents to 
temporarily reduce their minute volume. 

2. The number of animals and the number of fatalities per 
concentration-time combination. Preferably also the time of death is 
provided. 

3. A sufficient number of exposure conditions with a response between 
1% and 50%, and between 50% and 99%. For a study carried out 
according to the OECD guideline 403 C×t protocol (OECD, 2009), 
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this criterion cannot be met since the response is 0%, 50% or 
100%. Still, these studies are eligible because many concentration-
time combinations for longer and shorter durations and lower and 
higher concentrations are available. The C×t protocol produces 
superior estimates of the relevant parameters LC50 and ‘n’ as 
compared to single duration LC50 studies. 
For studies with 1 exposure duration, at least one response 
between 1% and 50% and one between 50% and 99% are 
required. The assumptions that need to be made to derive a probit 
function will be discussed in section 3.1. 

4. Besides the animal experimental data described above every effort 
should be made to collect data on the response in humans and 
other primates, even if such data only concern non-lethal effects. 
Experience indicates that such data can be crucial as supporting 
information. 

 
2.2.2 Study quality requirements 

The first quality aspect concerns compliance with international testing 
guidelines, particularly OECD TG 403 and GLP. Studies that are used as 
a point of departure for the derivation of a probit function should be 
performed according to OECD guideline 403 or equivalent (first version 
introduced in 1981). For the present purpose the C×t protocol of the 
OECD guideline 403 (2009 revision) is the preferred study protocol. The 
C×t protocol is therefore recommended when new or additional acute 
inhalation toxicity studies are needed. Studies performed according to 
good laboratory practice (GLP) and OECD guidelines are preferred (EPA 
GLP introduced in 1976, OECD GLP introduced in 1981). Non-GLP 
studies will be evaluated for their reliability and suitability for probit 
derivation. 
 
Acute inhalation toxicity studies are a technically relative complex 
undertaking. Arts and Muijser (1999) described in detail which aspects 
of inhalation toxicity studies need to be reviewed to assess a study’s 
technical quality (in Dutch). The following critical study characteristics 
should be described adequately and quality requirements should be met 
to qualify for ‘A’ status of the study: 
• Purity and stability of the test substance. 
• Head/nose only or whole body exposure. 
• Dynamic test atmosphere and airflow (for head/nose only) or 

air exchange rate (for whole body). 
• Use of vehicle if other than air. 
• Pressure distribution in the test system. 
• Homogeneity of the test atmosphere in the test system. 
• Actual concentration measurement (frequency, location, 

analytical procedure). 
• Presence of aerosol. Particle size if present. 
• Exposure duration, equilibration time of the chamber/test 

system. 
• Test species, strain, sex and age. 
• Number of animals per concentration, exposure duration or 

concentration-time combination. 
• Post-exposure observation period and criteria for termination of 

moribund animals. 
• Calculated LC50 value for the exposure duration(s). 
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For most of the mentioned characteristics detailed information needs to 
be provided in the probit TSD (section 5). Arts and Muijser (1999) 
provide a list of additional, less critical characteristics contributing to 
study quality. 
 

2.2.3 Classification of overall study quality 

The Panel distinguishes three quality levels of animal data based on the 
quality of the study and the ability to derive a probit function from the 
data: 
 
‘A’ quality studies 
‘A’ quality studies provide sufficient data to assess all the parameters of 
a probit function: a, b (=b2) and n. While the n-value can be estimated 
mathematically from a study with two exposure durations, the Panel will 
accept n-values derived from at least 3 eligible exposure durations 
≥10 minutes. As a general rule, data from exposure durations less than 
10 minutes are excluded because of uncertainties in chamber conditions 
and the ability of animals to temporarily reduce their minute volume. 
Another data applicability criterion requires that the response rates as 
determined in the study cover the whole response range. In practice at 
least one response between 1% and 50% should be available, as well 
as at least one response between 50% and 99%. 
In addition, the study should sufficiently meet the ‘study requirements’ 
listed above. 
Finally, all study quality requirements listed above must be met for a 
study to qualify as ‘A’ quality study. ‘A’ quality studies can be used to 
derive a PoD for probits without restriction. 
 
‘B’ quality studies 
Studies are qualified as ‘B’ quality in two cases: 
1. All parameters of the concentration-time-lethality function can be 

assessed, but the study fails on quality issues (such as test 
atmosphere generation, concentration assessment, etc); 

2. Not all the parameters of the concentration-time-lethality function 
can be assessed, but the quality of the study is adequate and an 
LC50 or LT50 value can be estimated from the data. At least one 
response between 1% and 50% and one between 50% and 99% 
should be available. 

‘B’ quality studies can be used, with restrictions, to derive a PoD for 
probits when no ‘A’ quality studies are available. 
 
‘C’ quality studies 
Studies are qualified to be unfit for development of a probit function (‘C’ 
quality status) if the criteria for classification as ‘A’ quality or ‘B’ quality 
study have not been sufficiently met. ‘C’ quality studies cannot be used 
to derive a PoD for a probit. 
 

2.3 Acute toxicity data: characteristics and sources 

Derivation of a probit function for lethality requires much more 
information than the derivation of a threshold value for lethality. 
Derivation of a threshold only requires that the lower end of the 
exposure-response curve can be estimated from the data, and in some 
cases a high non-lethal exposure can serve as a PoD. For the derivation 
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of a probit function, information must be available over the full 
concentration-time-response range from a single study. In some cases, 
data from different studies can be combined to cover the concentration-
time-response range, but such a procedure requires a detailed 
motivation and rationale and is not preferred by the Panel. 
 
For many substances these high data demands cannot be met. In such 
cases the absolute minimum data requirement for the derivation of a 
probit function is a high quality animal LC50 value from a primary 
literature source for an exposure duration between 10 and 240 minutes. 
With these data and some default assumptions outlined and justified in 
section 3.2, a probit function can be derived. The Panel does not accept 
LC50 values from secondary sources as a point of departure for a probit. 
 

2.3.1 Literature search and selection of experimental data 

The nature of the probit derivation puts very high demands on the 
quality and completeness of the data. Primary literature has the highest 
likelihood that the information as specified above is available, and a 
lower likelihood of copying and interpretation errors. Therefore primary 
literature is always preferred over secondary literature. Primary sources 
include, in order of preference: 
1. Original toxicity study reports. 

Reports of toxicological experiments containing all the raw data 
offer the most complete and reliable information to assess the 
chemical’s toxicity and the study’s validity, even though these 
reports did not undergo formal peer review outside the test 
laboratory. This situation requires that the TSD author has a 
thorough understanding of inhalation toxicology. 

2. Peer reviewed journals. 
Publications in peer reviewed journals often provide much less 
detailed information than the original study reports. Therefore the 
cautious approach is to request the original study report. This may 
be problematic if the study is old or proprietary. The advantage of 
this type of publication is the peer review, if well conducted. 

3. Non peer reviewed journals. 
Even though peer review was not performed, the quality and 
usefulness of such publications can be adequate. The absence of 
peer review makes great demands on the knowledge and 
experience of the TSD author. 

 
Secondary literature sources include: 
1. AEGL, EU RAR, ERPG, REACH and SMAC documentation, or other 

documents of risk assessments from authoritative agencies (US 
EPA, ATSDR, occupational guidelines, etc). These sources contain 
summaries of the relevant data and are essentially unsuitable as a 
surrogate for data from primary references. These documents can 
be a valuable source to identify available data. 

2. Databases such as RTECS, IUCLID, HSDB and others contain 
summarized information on acute inhalation toxicity of chemicals. 
The citations are known to contain errors, and should under no 
circumstance be used as PoD to derive a probit. These databases 
can be a valuable source to identify available data. 
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In addition to the aforementioned databases containing summaries of 
relevant data, other databases without such information can be used to 
identify primary data. Examples are ESIS, HPV, ToxNet, Medline and 
NTIS. This will be explained further under search strategy in section 4. 
A list of internet resources for literature research is provided in the 
appendix ‘Internet literature resources’. 
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3 Interpretation and use of animal data 

Section 2 described data requirements and data sources for probit 
function development. This section describes six critical underlying 
methodological (extrapolation) issues to derive a human probit function 
from the available data, and justifies the approach prescribed by the 
Panel. Figure 1 outlines the methodological process to derive probit 
functions and outlines the relationship between the seven different 
steps. 

 
Figure 1 Flowchart for developing a human probit function from animal 
lethality data. 
AF = Assessment Factor 
 
The following brief outline of the necessary steps to derive a human 
probit function from animal data (assuming an ideal C×t dataset) is 
provided to promote the understanding of the issues and the prescribed 
risk assessment approach: 
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1. The animal data are used to model values for the parameters a, b 
and n for the test species. 

2. From the animal probit function an animal LC50 value (preferably for 
30 minutes) and an n-value are calculated. 

3. The animal n-value is assumed to be also valid for humans. 
4. The value of (b×n) as a metric for intra-species variability is usually 

assumed to be 2 (see section 3.6). The b-value is usually calculated 
as 2/n. 

5. To derive a human LC50 value, AFs for inter-species extrapolation, 
sensory irritation, test atmosphere characterization and overall 
study quality are applied. 

6. The a-value is calculated with the derived human LC50 value,  
b-value and n-value. 

Each of the assessment steps is described and justified below. 
 

3.1 Data analysis and derivation of a Point of Departure for the 
probit 

3.1.1 Analysis of concentration-time-lethality data 

The concentration-time-response (C×t) data 
in the animal experiment are analysed with a 
multivariate probit model; concentration and 
exposure duration are transformed 
logarithmically (with the natural logarithm). 
Deviations from this principle must be 
motivated. The most common situation is that 
a study is designed as a series of LC50 
experiments, where the concentration-
lethality curve was assessed for a number of 
exposure durations. In some older studies the 
study design is rather based on a limited number of fixed concentration 
levels with varying exposure durations. Both types of datasets can be 
analysed identically. 
 
Sometimes information on a covariate (such as sex) is available for 
analysis. Depending on the circumstances, the covariate can be 
included in the analysis. The analysis of sex differences in the response 
is mandatory, and can follow two approaches: 
1. An analysis with male and female data and sex as a (dummy) 

covariate. This approach enables easy testing of the statistical 
significance of any sex difference. Based on this analysis an LC50 for 
each of the sexes can be calculated. 

2. An analysis of the data of each sex separately, and calculation of an 
LC50 for each sex. 

 
Sex differences are disregarded, and data are pooled unless the 
following conditions are met: 
• The 30 minute LC50 differs more than a factor of 2 between the 

sexes; 
• The sex difference is statistically significant. 
 
If a sex difference is likely, data from the most susceptible sex are used 
to derive the human probit function. No gender-specific probit functions 
are derived. 
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If only concentration-response data (for one exposure duration) or 
time-response data (for one exposure concentration) are available, 
these can be analysed following the same strategy and with the same 
software. Obviously, if the exposure duration is not equal to 
30 minutes, the LC50 and comparison of sex differences must be 
calculated for the tested exposure duration. 
 
Sometimes the inclusion of cross-terms to assess statistical interaction 
between parameters, or a threshold response level (concentration or 
time) can improve overall model fit. The Panel only accepts the results 
of such complex models with a very strong mechanistically based 
rationale (i.e. it should not be used merely for model fit improvement). 
 
The objective of modelling the concentration-time-response function is 
to assess the values of the parameters a, b and n. With the derived 
substance-specific model the animal LC50 value is determined. Such a 
calculation must be made for all ‘A’ and ‘B’ quality studies (see 
section 2.2). 
 
Software available for calculating the model parameters of the 
presented multidimensional probit function are Doseresp (Ten Berge, 
2006) and the Benchmark Dose Software BMDS (US EPA, 2009). These 
software packages can be downloaded and installed on a local 
computer, and produce almost identical parameter estimates. These 
software packages are the preferred statistical modelling tools to derive 
probit functions. Besides the software mentioned above, these probit 
models can be built with most statistical software packages. 
 

3.1.2 Derivation of a point of departure for the human probit function 

A human probit function will be derived with 2 
points of departure (PoD): an LC50 value for a 
specified exposure period and an n-value. 
Rats are the preferred animal species (unless 
the choice for another species is clearly 
motivated) because of the large database and 
because rats are the preferred species in the 
OECD 403 test guideline. LC50 values from 
secondary sources or databases are not 
acceptable as PoD for probit derivation. 
In the absence of inhalation toxicity data, 
probit derivation from oral toxicity data will 
only be considered if: 
• human data establish that systemic toxicity drives human lethality 

from inhalation exposure; 
• It can reasonably be excluded that serious respiratory system 

toxicity precedes death in humans; 
• a validated PBPK (or PK) model is available to support the route-to-

route extrapolation. 
 
The n-value calculated from the animal data is assumed to be valid for 
humans. For the selection of the n-value three options are open: 
1. In principle, the n-value is selected from the most eligible single 

C×t study (i.e. with ≥3 exposure durations and ≥ 3 exposure 
concentrations/duration and sufficient variation in lethal response).  
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2. If more than one eligible C×t studies are available, a motivated 
choice is made for one study to derive the n-value or a weighted 
average n-value can be calculated. The weight is inversely 
proportional to the 95% confidence interval of the n-values. A 
calculation tool is included in the calculation template that is 
available from the RIVM website. 

3. If no C×t study is available, an n-value derived for a structurally 
similar and mechanistically similar acting chemical can be used. 
Substitution of the n-value with one of another compound will only 
be accepted if the substitute n-value itself is robust and if the 
validity of the substitution is well motivated. 

4. If none of the two conditions above apply, an n-value of 2 is 
assumed for humans over the whole range of exposure durations 
(10 minutes to 8 hours). 

 
Based on the assumption that (b×n) = 2, the value of b can be 
calculated as 2/n. See also the motivation in section 3.6 about intra-
species variability based on the assumption that the product (b×n) = 2. 
 
For each of the available acute toxicity studies an LC50 value is 
calculated, being statistically the most reliable response estimate 
(preferably for a 30 minute exposure). If the studies are not equally 
suitable, the LC50 value of the most appropriate study is used. If two or 
more eligible studies are equally suitable, a weighted average LC50 
value can be calculated. The weight is inversely proportional to the 95% 
confidence interval of the LC50 values. A calculation tool is included in 
the calculation template that is available from the RIVM website. 
 

3.2 Interspecies extrapolation 

For obvious reasons human probit functions 
will generally be based on lethality data in 
animal species. Species will vary in 
susceptibility and therefore show differences 
in response. If no substance specific data are 
available on differences in susceptibility 
between experimental animals and humans, 
which is usually the case, the application of an 
interspecies extrapolation factor is required. 
The point of departure (PoD) for the 
derivation of a human probit function will be 
an experimental animal LC50 value. This value will be divided by the 
interspecies extrapolation (assessment) factor to derive an estimated 
human LC50 value. 
 
Differences between species can be subdivided into two different 
aspects: differences in body size and differences in biokinetics and 
biodynamics. Experience reveals that equal doses of a chemical 
(expressed as mg/kg body weight) generally result in more severe toxic 
effects in larger animals, an observation that cannot be explained by 
only assuming a greater susceptibility. It appears that a biological 
response following exposure to a xenobiotic substance depends on the 
rate of physiological processes, e.g. the metabolic rate (US EPA, 1992; 
Kalberlah and Schneider, 1998). The rate of these processes is 
inversely related to body size. Differences in body size can be 

http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties
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accounted for by allometric scaling, which is the empirical observation 
that several anatomical body compartments and physiological processes 
scale according to the allometric equation: 
 
y = a × BWp  (Eq. 4) 
 
in which y is some biological response (here the LC50), a is a constant of 
proportionality, BW is body weight and p is the allometric scaling power 
(Adolph, 1949). A certain dose in animals can be extrapolated to a 
(toxicologically) equivalent dose in humans by dividing this dose by the 
allometric scaling factor (ASF) that can be calculated by: 
 

p

AnimalBW
HumanBWASF

−







=

1

   (Eq. 5) 

 
The allometric scaling factor should not be regarded as a ‘safety factor’ 
and an additional factor is needed to account for interspecies 
differences in biokinetics and dynamics. 
 
Several studies on interspecies differences in response following oral 
exposure have been published in which NOAELs for a chemical obtained 
with different species were compared (Dourson et al., 1992; Rennen et 
al., 2001; Schneider et al., 2004; Travis and White, 1988; Vermeire et 
al., 1999; Watanabe et al., 1992). These studies show that after 
application of an allometric scaling factor the animal species were on 
average equally susceptible.  
Rhomberg and Wolff (1998) have a different point of view, suggesting 
that single and repeated dosing regimens may have different scaling 
properties for severe toxic effects and reported a stronger support for 
cross-species extrapolation on body weight basis (p=1) for single 
exposures. However, they compared LD50 values obtained from the 
RTECS database which, as also acknowledged by Rhomberg and Wolff, 
only reports the lowest reported LD50 in literature for any species. 
Schneider et al. (2004) showed that this bias results in a shift towards 
a higher value for p (closer to 1). Using geometric mean LD50 values, 
they concluded that cross-species extrapolation in single exposure 
regimens is also in line with allometric scaling (p=0.75). 
 
A recent study in which rats and mice were compared for differences in 
susceptibility based on benchmark dose (BMD) values confirmed these 
findings (Bokkers and Slob, 2007). In addition, a study on comparison 
of different kinetic parameters in different animal species (e.g. Cmax, 
t½) showed similar results (Kalberlah and Schneider, 1998). All the 
evidence leads to the conclusion that after application of an allometric 
scaling factor the ratios of NOAELs approximately follow a lognormal 
distributed around one. Although it can thus be stated that on average 
animal species will be equally susceptible, without appropriate data it 
cannot be determined whether this holds for a specific chemical or that 
either of two species is the most susceptible. 
 
Analyses of the available data show that scaling according to metabolic 
rate with a p value of about 0.7 produces the proper dose metric, i.e. 
the toxicological equivalent dose (Bokkers and Slob, 2007). Since the 
respiratory volume already scales between species according to 
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metabolic rate an allometric scaling factor is not necessary when air 
concentrations expressed as mg/m3 or ppm are extrapolated between 
species, as is the case for the extrapolation of a rat LC50 to a human 
LC50. 
 
Although human data are not available for lethality endpoints, it is 
assumed that the principle of equal susceptibility on average after 
application of allometric scaling also holds for the susceptibility of 
humans compared to animals. Therefore, if adequate data on insight in 
interspecies differences (including humans) are not available there is 
uncertainty whether humans will be more or less susceptible than the 
animal species that provides the point of departure. Therefore, from a 
precautionary point of view, it is assumed that humans may be more 
susceptible than the animal species producing the PoD (generally the 
rat), unless substance specific data indicate otherwise.  
 
The question then remains what the default value should be for the 
additional factor required to account for differences in biokinetics and 
biodynamics. Most human risk assessment frameworks focus on lifetime 
oral exposure. In these frameworks, such as the derivation of the 
acceptable daily intake (ADI), a default interspecies factor of 10 is 
typical. In these frameworks scaling from an animal species to humans 
is based on body weight and no separate step for allometric scaling is 
applied. Differences related to differences in metabolic rate can thus be 
considered to be an implicit part of the default factor of 10. The 
metabolic rate allometric scaling factor (with p = 0.7) is approximately 
5 for extrapolation from rats to humans (BWrat = 0.3 kg; BWhuman = 
70 kg) leaving a remaining factor of 2 for differences in biokinetics and 
biodynamics (Bokkers and Slob, 2007). Therefore, a default factor of 
maximally 3 is considered sufficient to account for differences in 
biokinetics and biodynamics between rats and humans. A factor of 3 is 
also in line with other frameworks dealing with acute inhalation 
exposures such as in the derivation of the Dutch Intervention Values 
and of the AEGLs. 
 
Conclusion 
A default factor of 3 will be used to extrapolate an animal LC50 value to 
an estimated human LC50. 
 

3.3 Assessment of sensory irritation in animals 

Sensory irritants are defined as substances 
that stimulate free trigeminal nerve endings in 
the corneal, buccal, laryngeal and nasal 
mucosa and produce a stinging or burning 
sensation in humans. This perception can be 
accompanied by irritation of the eyes and 
throat and coughing from stimulation of 
laryngeal nerve endings (Bos et al., 1992). In 
mammals sensory irritants induce, among 
other effects, a reflex post inspiratory apnoea 
resulting in a decreased breathing rate and 
minute volume. This decrease in respiratory 
rate was found to be concentration-related. In some mice, a decrease in 
respiratory rate of 80-90% could be provoked for a significant period of 
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time. It appears that humans are much less capable to reduce their 
minute volume similarly for an extended exposure duration (Arts et al., 
2006). Alarie (1973) proposed that the RD50, the concentration that 
provokes a 50% decrease in respiratory rate, be used as a parameter 
to compare sensory irritating properties of substances and standardised 
the RD50 test procedure. Exposure durations for such a test should be 
(at least) 30 minutes (ASTM 2004). In the literature the exposure 
duration has been found to range from 5 minutes up to 4 hours. The 
Panel favours RD50 values derived from studies with an exposure 
duration of at least 10 minutes. 
 
Bos et al. (1992, 2002) demonstrated that the RD50 could be an early 
biological response in the test animals, but could also be at or above 
the LC50 for the same animal species. In addition, the relationship 
between trigeminal sensory irritating properties and respiratory 
irritating properties (histopathological damage) of substances is very 
poor. Finally, the RD50 showed major variability between rodent species 
and even between strains of one species. 
 
The typical response pattern of an RD50 test is displayed as the red 
coloured curve in Figure 2: a rapid decrease in respiratory rate followed 
by a plateau (during exposure), followed by a rapid increase after 
cessation of exposure. In many cases non-typical response patterns 
have been observed, which may indicate that other response 
mechanisms than trigeminal nerve stimulation drive the reduction of 
respiratory rate. In many publications only the RD50 value is reported, 
which seriously limits the ability to assess if a reduction in respiratory 
rate was due to sensory or pulmonary irritation. 
 
The sensory irritant effect is important for deriving probit functions 
because rodents can reduce their minute volume substantially for 
prolonged periods of time, while humans are thought to be less able to 
do so. For sensory irritating chemicals with an RD50 value below or 
around the LC50 value in the same animal species this discrepancy 
introduces a bias in the actual exposure. The inhaled amount of 
material in animals is reduced due to the reflex decrease in respiratory 
rate and minute volume, while humans under identical exposure 
conditions receive a higher dose because they are much less capable to 
reduce their minute volume similarly for an extended period of time. As 
a result, the animal LC50 value is biased upwards and underestimates 
human toxicity, and thus needs to be adjusted to obtain a human 
estimate. 
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Figure 2 Sensory irritation response curves 
 
The Panel has decided that the following adjustment for reduced minute 
volume is necessary: 
• If the RD50 is below 20% of the LC50 which is used as PoD (for the 

same species), the LC50 is reduced by an assessment factor 3. 
• If the RD50 is between 20% and 100% of the LC50 which is used as 

PoD, the LC50 is reduced by an assessment factor 2. 
• If the RD50 is slightly higher than the LC50 which is used as PoD, 

additional assessment factors may be applied based on a case-by-
case assessment. 

• If the substance is known or expected to be irritating to the airways 
(R37 or H335) and an RD50 is only available for another species 
than the one used in the key study producing the PoD, the 
application of an AF is left to professional judgment. 

 
3.4 Test atmosphere generation and characterisation of the 

concentration 

The method to derive a probit function 
assumes that concentrations in the animal 
study have been determined analytically, 
where a sufficient number of samples have 
been taken in the animals’ breathing zone and 
analysed appropriately. The Panel recognises 
that the available data do not always meet 
these demands. Sometimes the reported 
concentrations are: 
• Nominal concentrations, determined by 

dividing the weight difference of the test 
material before and after the exposure by the total air flow through 
the test chamber. This exposure characterisation does not account 
for a.o. uneven mixing in the test chamber, wall and chamber loss 
of the test substance. Depending on the physical-chemical 
characteristics, actual-to-nominal ratios can range from less than 
10% to up to 100%. 

• Target concentrations, the concentrations that the experimenter 
plans to produce, and for which all instrument settings are chosen. 
There is no verification to what extent this concentration has been 
actually achieved in the test system. 
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If all studies with poorly characterized exposure were to be discarded, 
the Panel would be unable to develop probit functions for a sizable 
proportion of the allocated chemicals. The Panel has chosen to use the 
existing data to the maximum extent, but in the meantime recognises 
that additional uncertainty is introduced by doing so. 
 
If only studies reporting nominal concentrations are available, the 
following AFs (based on experimental experience) should always be 
considered to account for the additional uncertainty: 
1. Gases: 

• AF = 1, if gas flow was measured correctly and continuously, 
• AF = 2, if there is insufficient trust in the reported flow 

measurement. 
2. Vaporised liquids: 

• AF = 1, for adequate vaporisation of highly volatile liquids, 
• AF = 2, if physical-chemical characteristics of the substance or 

the experimental conditions give rise to suspect that actual 
concentration achieved in the chamber may have been much 
lower than nominal. 

3. Sprayed liquids: AF = 4. 
4. For solids, nominal concentrations are not accepted. 
 
Target concentrations are not acceptable, with the possible exception of 
studies with a well designed exposure delivery system for gases or 
highly volatile vaporised liquids. The use of a study reporting target 
concentrations to derive a PoD requires a clear justification, and should 
use the same AFs as proposed above for nominal concentrations. 
Obviously, only in exceptional cases the Panel would use a study 
reporting nominal or target concentrations while another study 
reporting analytical concentrations is available. Such a decision requires 
an explicit (and strong) motivation. 
 

3.5 Assessment and adjustment for overall quality of the study 

The Assessment Factors (AFs) introduced 
above are designed to adjust the derived 
animal PoDs for frequently occurring or 
methodologically foreseeable issues. Since 
animal inhalation experiments are complex, 
and sometimes the only option is to use a key 
study with significant shortcomings, a general 
assessment factor for overall study quality has 
been introduced. Examples of situations where 
this AF has been applied are: 
• The value for n and/or the LC50 cannot be 

determined with sufficient certainty (e.g. if 
data are available for just 1 duration of exposure). 

• Database shortcomings. 
• The probits are based on the probit function of a hydrolysis product, 

but it is uncertain if the particular hydrolysis products toxicity 
suffices to predict the parent compound’s toxicity. 

• The key study has other significant shortcomings, such as low air 
exchange rate. 
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In such cases an additional AF of 2 (or, in rare cases: 3) can be applied 
to the LC50. Every case where an AF for total study quality is applied 
needs a specific and clear justification. This AF should not be used for 
issues that have been covered by the previous AFs. 
 

3.6 Intra-species extrapolation 

Differences in response between humans will 
be reflected by the slope of the dose-response 
curve; the steeper the slope the less 
variability in susceptibility between 
individuals. Since in animal experiments an 
inbred strain of one or more species is tested 
the animal dose-response curve is usually 
rather steep. However, the slope in the animal 
experiment provides no information about 
inter-individual variability in humans. A 
reasonable assumption is that the slope of the 
human probit function will be less steep than 
in the animal experiment. No data are available to estimate the inter-
individual variability in humans regarding lethality. 
 
The probit function can be expressed as: 
 
Pr = a + b ln (Cn × t)  (Eq. 6, identical to Eq. 2) 
 
The steepness of the slope of the probit function can be estimated from 
the ratio of the concentrations producing responses of for instance 99% 
and 1%. For a certain exposure duration this ratio can be calculated as: 
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  (Eq. 7) 
 
where C99/C01 equals the ratio of the concentrations producing 99% and 
1% lethality, respectively, and Pr99 and Pr01 are the probit values 
associated with 99% and 1% lethality, respectively (Pr01 = 2.6737 and 
Pr99 = 7.3263). 
 
From equation 7 it can be deduced that the ratio C99/C01 depends on 
the product (b×n). In the 2005 version of the ‘Green Book’ (VROM 
2005) a fixed value of 2 for the product (b×n) was considered to yield 
acceptable and suitable results. If the product (b×n) equals 2, it can be 
calculated from equation 7 that the C99/C01 ratio will be approximately a 
factor of 10, which corresponds to a 10-fold difference in susceptibility 
for 98% of the exposed population. Lower values of (b×n) (i.e. a less 
steep slope) will correspond to a larger range in the inter-individual 
variability; for instance a value of 1 corresponds with an approximately 
100-fold difference in susceptibility for 98% of the exposed population. 
As previously mentioned there are no data available to provide a 
scientific basis for any value for the product (b×n) in a human probit 
function. Therefore, as a pragmatic choice the use of a default value of 
2 for the product (b×n) in the human probit function will be continued 
unless appropriate data are available. For comparison, an intra-species 
extrapolation factor is introduced to cover differences in susceptibility 
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between the average human and the susceptible human. Hence, a ten-
fold difference in response (i.e. C99/C01 = 10) would correspond with an 
intra-species extrapolation factor of 3 (≈ √10) (LC50/LC01) in the 
human target population. Thus a default value of 2 for the product 
(b×n) is consistent with an intra-species extrapolation factor of 3 that is 
often used in other frameworks dealing with acute inhalation exposures 
such as in the derivation of the Dutch Intervention Values and of the 
AEGLs. The difference with these other frameworks is that the intra-
species AF for the derivation of probits is applied by defining that  
(b×n) = 2, rather than applying a factor of 3 to a certain PoD. 
 
However, it can reasonably be assumed that the variability in 
susceptibility in the human population will be larger than in an inbred 
experimental animal strain. Hence, the slope of the exposure response 
curve will be less steep. Therefore, in rare cases where the product 
(b×n) in the animal probit function is less than 2, this value obtained 
from the animal probit function will be used for the product (b×n) in the 
human probit function. 
 
Conclusion 
If (b×n) ≥ 2 in the animal study, the intra-species variability in humans 
is assessed by assuming that (b×n) = 2 and that the n-value in the 
animal model is valid for humans. Based on these assumptions the  
b-value is calculated as b=2/n. If (b×n) < 2 in the animal model, then 
the values for b and n from the animal model are used for modelling 
human responses. 
 

3.7 Verification with primate data 

The standard procedure to derive a probit 
function for human lethality following a single 
acute inhalation exposure requires a number 
of assumptions and extrapolations. It is 
possible, and has been shown to be realistic 
on a few occasions, that rigorous application 
of the guidance outlined above will result in a 
probit function that is not supported by data 
on lethal and non-lethal responses in humans 
or other primates. Such data can include but 
are not restricted to human experimental 
studies on irritancy or discomfort produced by airborne exposure, 
therapeutic use of chemicals (or a precursor) and experimental studies 
in primates. In rare cases also data on repeated exposures in rodents 
may provide evidence against the reasonableness of the probit function.  
 
If the human lethality as predicted by the derived probit function does 
not match relevant other data, the Panel may decide to adjust the 
derived probit function on a case-by-case basis to provide a more 
realistic probit function.  
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4 Stepwise explanation of the probit TSD format 

Draft Technical Support Documents (TSD) and probit functions must be 
submitted to the Panel’s secretariat at the RIVM in the prescribed 
format (available on the RIVM website). This section presents a 
stepwise guidance for toxicologists drafting a probit TSD to complete 
the TSD’s main text. The TSD format contains standard text where 
appropriate, an indication of the type of information required in 
individual sections and other guidelines. Standard text, tables and other 
formats must be followed unless this would impede the readability and 
consistency of the document. The TSD format includes red text to 
indicate alternative formulations or to provide information on expected 
input. Not applicable text can be deleted and all text transformed to 
black before submission. Section 5 will provide details how to complete 
the description of individual studies in the probit TSD appendix. The 
most recent format of the probit TSD can be found on the RIVM 
website. The administrative procedure to develop a probit TSD and 
propose a probit function can be found on the RIVM website. 
 
Title page 

The explanatory text on the title page of draft documents is prescribed. 
The name of the document and the Word file that should be submitted 
to RIVM/CEV always takes the form: YYYYMMDD <substance name>-
proposed where YYYYMMDD stands for the year, month and day of 
submission to RIVM (also to be completed in the page headers on pages 
1 and 2). The TSD author and the organisation that commissioned the 
draft TSD and probit must be explicitly mentioned. RIVM/CEV will set 
the date for comments. The contact e-mail address is always 
cev@rivm.nl. 
 
1. Substance identification and physical-chemical 

characteristics 

The standard source for physical-chemical data is the 
‘Chemiekaartenboek’ (most recent or online version); use of another 
source must be specified. Standard temperature and pressure for all 
Physical and Chemical data are 20 °C and 101.3 kPa. The saturated 
vapour concentration is calculated assuming that 1 kPa vapour pressure 
equals 10,000 ppm. The concentration conversion factor is: 
Conc [mg/m3] = Conc [ppm] × (M/24.04), with M = molecular weight. 
 
2. Mechanism of action in humans 

This concise qualitative section provides some mechanistic information 
about the inhalation toxicity of the substance, with a focus on the 
mechanism and cause of lethality following an acute inhalation. Long 
term effects can be the residual effects of a single exposure to a high 
concentration (such as RADS) or relevant hazards associated with 
repeated exposures (e.g. carcinogenicity or reprotoxicity). 
If appropriate, a third section on ‘special considerations’ can precede 
the ‘acute affects’ section. This section has been used amongst others 
to justify a chemical class approach, derivation of a probit on the basis 
of a hydrolysis product and for demonstrating the inappropriateness of 
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certain animal species for predicting the human response to the 
particular substance. 
 
3. Human toxicity data 

The section on human toxicity data can serve two purposes. First, 
human data may be available to derive a probit function. This is hardly 
ever the case. Second, human data on lethality and non-lethal 
endpoints may serve to verify the lethal concentrations as predicted by 
the derived human probit function. This is a very important function, 
since experience has shown that rigorous application of the procedure 
and AFs as presented in section 3 may lead to estimated human 1% 
lethal levels that have been used for human experimental studies 
without serious health effects. 
 
4. Literature search strategy 

A literature search should at least include the consultation of the 
following publications and databases: 
1. AEGL final/interim/proposed TSD, ERPG, OECD HPV, EU RAR, SMAC 

documents and reference database, REACH registration for 
[substance]. For these documents the latest version (to be 
specified) is preferred. Other possible sources to identify data are 
criteria documents for occupational guidelines, ATSDR, US EPA, 
Dutch Health Council, etc. This search should cover references 
before and including 1995. 

2. An additional search covering publications from 1980 onwards, all 
animal species included, must be performed in HSDB, 
MEDline/PubMed, Toxcenter, IUCLID, RTECS, IRIS and ToxNet with 
the following search terms: 
• Substance name and synonyms, hydrolysis products if 

appropriate; 
• CAS number; 
• Inhalation; 
• ‘Lethal*’ or ‘mortal*’ or ‘fatal*’ or ‘letal*’ or ‘killing’ or ‘dead’ or 

‘oecd403’; 
• LC50, LC; 
• Acute effect; 
• Probit; 
• (Sensory) irr*, irritation, irri*; 
• ‘Sublethal*’ or ‘intoxication’ or ‘case report’ or ‘serious effect’ 

AND ‘human*’ or ‘subject’ or ‘primate’. 
3. A well documented and thorough attempt should be made to obtain 

unpublished data identified in any of the sources presented above. 
Usually such documents are from chemical industry and/or contract 
laboratories performing studies on their behalf. 

This section of the TSD describes the number of studies and datasets 
that have been identified and their quality (‘A’,’B’ or ‘C’), and for how 
many animal species. A study can contain more than one dataset, e.g. 
for different species or (as for HCl) for vapour or aerosol exposure. 
 
Sensory irritation 

This section summarises the available information on sensory irritation. 
The table includes the test species, exposure duration, the RD50 value, 
the reference and the type of response (see Figure 2). Compilations of 
available RD50 values can be found in Schaper (1993), Bos et al. (1992 
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and 2002), http://www.yvesalarie.com/default.htm and the publications 
indicated above. These references do not always provide information on 
the type of responses (see section 3.4), so they serve rather as a 
bibliographic source than as a source of data. Every effort must be 
made to obtain primary references to evaluate the substance’s sensory 
irritating properties. This table can be deleted if no eligible sensory 
irritation studies are available, but the text should be retained. 
 
5. Probit functions derived from individual studies 

This section lists C×t probit functions from A- or B-studies described in 
the appendices of the probit TSD (see section 5). While probit functions 
can also be calculated for datasets with one exposure duration or one 
concentration, such probit functions do not need to be listed in this 
section. Probit functions must be listed with concentration in mg/m3, 
exposure duration in minutes and concentration and time 
logarithmically transformed. 
 
All datasets from A- and B-studies with C×t data are presented 
graphically in a scatter plot. The format of this scatter plot is prescribed 
and can be found in the DoseResp worksheet template that is available 
from the RIVM website. All data, including data from exposure durations 
less than 10 minutes, should be included in the scatter plot. 
 

 
Figure 3 Example of a scatter plot. Data from a study by Hartzell et al. 
on HCl. 
 
This table and scatter plot can be deleted if no C×t probit functions can 
be calculated from available individual datasets. The TSD format 
provides standard text which can be used to indicate the absence of 
C×t probit functions from single studies. 
 
6. Evaluation 

The animal LC50 to be used as a PoD for the human LC50 is taken from 
the most appropriate study. Studies on rats are preferred to studies on 
other animals. ‘A’ quality studies on mice are preferred to ‘B’ quality 
studies on rats. Single exposure studies with exposure durations 
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between 10 and 240 minutes are preferred. 
Data from exposure durations below 10 
minutes are less appropriate to establish 
probit relationships because of uncertainties in 
chamber conditions and the ability of animals 
to temporarily reduce their minute volume. 
The TSD format provides standard text for 
identification of the key study, the LC50 value 
and a rationale for this choice. If two or more 
studies are equally suited as a PoD, a 
weighted geometric mean of those LC50 values 
is used. The weight of each LC50 is inversely proportional to the LC50’s 
95% confidence interval. The DoseResp worksheet template (available 
from the RIVM website) can be used to calculate such a weighted LC50 
value. 
 
The AFs as presented in section 3 are applied to the animal LC50 value 
as appropriate to derive a human LC50 value. For each AF the chosen 
value is justified in a table. 
 
The n-value calculated from the animal data is assumed to be valid for 
humans. For the selection of the n-value three options are open: 
1. In principle, the n-value is selected from the most eligible single 

C×t study (i.e. with ≥3 exposure durations and ≥ 3 exposure 
concentrations/duration and sufficient variation in lethal response).  

2. If more than one eligible C×t studies are available, a motivated 
choice is made for one study to derive the n-value or a weighted 
average n-value can be calculated. The weight is inversely 
proportional to the 95% confidence interval of the n-values. A 
calculation tool is included in the calculation template that is 
available from the RIVM website. 

3. If no C×t study is available, an n-value derived for a structurally 
similar and mechanistically similar acting chemical can be used. 
Substitution of the n-value with one of another compound will only 
be accepted if the substitute n-value itself is robust and if the 
validity of the substitution is well motivated. 

4. If none of the two conditions above apply, an n-value of 2 is 
assumed for humans over the whole range of exposure durations 
(10 minutes to 8 hours). 

 
The a-value is then calculated with the known human LC50 value, b- and 
n-values. This completes the derivation of values for all model 
parameters, and the model is presented: 
• All model parameters are presented with three significant figures. 
• If default values of b=1 and n=2 are used, these values are 

presented with 1 significant figure. 
• C should always be expressed in mg/m3, t in minutes. 
 
The scientific credibility of the derived probit function is described with 
one of the four presented descriptors (unacceptable, weak, acceptable, 
sound) based on the quality of the underlying data. The rationale for 
this qualification is provided. If the data do not allow the derivation of a 
human probit function with sufficient certainty, no probit function will 
be recommended.  
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Any available relevant data on toxicity following acute exposure of 
humans or other primates to the chemical or a precursor are used for 
verification. If the human lethality as predicted by the derived probit 
function does not match relevant other data, the Panel may decide to 
adjust the derived probit function on a case-by-case basis to provide a 
more realistic probit function. 
 
To verify the outcome of the probit function, the 0.1% and 1% lethality 
levels for 30 and 60 minutes as calculated with the probit function are 
compared with lethal and non-lethal human (as presented in section 3 
of the TSD) and animal data and acute exposure guidelines. The 
concentrations should be calculated with the exact values of the model 
parameters as presented in the final model to avoid rounding errors 
(e.g. in Excel). The DoseResp worksheet template, available from the 
RIVM website offers an accepted calculation method of the model 
parameters and lethality estimates. Any deviations between the model 
results and existing data and guideline values should be mentioned and 
justified. If lethality assessments produced with the probit are 
incompatible with human non-lethal data, a modification of the probit 
function must be considered. 
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5 Description and interpretation of studies in the probit 
TSD 

Every acute inhalation toxicity study on the substance, as well as any 
supporting data needs to be described in the appendices. This section 
serves as a guideline to complete these appendices of the probit TSD. A 
study reporting format has been developed to ensure that the reporting 
of the available studies is transparent and reproducible. 
 
‘A’ quality and ‘B’ quality studies must be described in detail in the 
provided study reporting format. ‘C’ quality studies can be described in 
the study reporting format, but can also be reported in 1-2 paragraphs 
under a common heading ‘C quality studies’. The study description 
should justify the assignment of ‘C’ quality status to the study. 
Supporting studies on lethal and non-lethal (inhalation) toxicity in 
humans and other primates should be described in sufficient detail to 
allow justification of the deviation from the standard derivation 
procedure. 
 
The TSD format includes red text to indicate alternative formulations or 
to provide information on expected input. Not applicable text can be 
deleted and all text transformed to black before submission. 
 
Study identification 

Every study receives a code consisting of the qualification (‘A’, ‘B’, ‘C’) 
and a consecutive number. ‘A’ quality studies are reported first, 
followed by ‘B’ quality and finally ‘C’ quality studies. The numbering of 
studies restarts for ‘B’ quality and ‘C’ quality studies. Absence of any of 
the requested data under study identification must be explicitly 
mentioned (not just left blank). 
If one study includes several datasets (e.g. different species) one or 
more study descriptions can be made. For large datasets and 
particularly for key studies, a separate description for each dataset is 
highly recommended. The description of the datasets can be combined 
for smaller datasets, non-critical studies and when a combined 
description is still unambiguous. 
 
Evaluation of study quality 

The evaluation criteria in the table determine –to a large extent- the 
assignment of a quality indicator A/B/C. The red coloured text in the 
table indicates which information should be provided for the particular 
study. The evaluation criteria concern: 
• compliance with GLP and OECD TG 403; 
• stability of the test substance; 
• the use of a vehicle other than air; 
• whole body or head/nose only exposure; 
• the pressure distribution in the test system; 
• homogeneity of the test atmosphere in the animals’ breathing zone; 
• the air exchange in the test system; 
• actual concentration measurement; 
• particle size distribution. 
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Studies without GLP status are labelled as follows: ‘GLP did not exist at 
the time’ (for studies conducted before 1981, the introduction year of 
OECD GLP) or ‘No GLP statement provided’ (for studies conducted from 
1981 onward). Similarly, studies not performed according to OECD 
guideline 403 are labelled as follows: ‘OECD guideline 403 did not exist 
at the time’ (for studies conducted before 1981) or ‘No OECD guideline 
403 statement provided’ (for studies conducted from 1981 onward). 
 
Additional comments can be added under the table. The evaluation of 
these study quality criteria leads to the assignment of the ‘A’, ‘B’ or ‘C’ 
quality status. 
 
Presentation of the data 

All raw data are presented without any pooling or summarising. The 
concentration unit is mg/m3, the unit for time is minutes. The 
description itself should include the species, sex, exposure duration and 
concentration, and the number of exposed animals and the number of 
fatalities for each concentration-time combination. 
 
Probit function 

The parameters of the probit model area derived as described in 
section 3.1. Probit function calculation is mandatory for all ‘A’ quality 
studies and for ‘B’ quality studies with a C×t dataset. For ‘B’ quality 
studies without a C×t dataset the probit calculation is only mandatory if 
no ‘A’ quality or ‘B’ quality studies with C×t datasets are available. For 
studies without a C×t dataset a statement should be included to 
indicate that no C×t probit could be derived from the particular study. 
 
If a covariate was considered in the analysis, the probit function 
parameters should be presented from the analysis including and 
excluding the covariate. A rationale is provided for including or 
excluding the covariate(s) in the probit function. 
 
Calculation of LC-values with the model 

The LC50 values for each sex and for sexes combined should be 
presented in the table for 10, 30 and 60 minute exposure durations. It 
is crucial to compare the calculated LC-values with those calculated by 
the authors. Deviations > 5-10% should raise suspicion of calculation 
errors, and should be explained. 
 
Obviously, for studies with a single exposure duration (or 
concentration) only the LC50 (or LT50) for the tested exposure duration 
can be presented. 
 
Plot of underlying data 

For all studies with a C×t dataset a scatter plot should be provided in 
the format provided in the TSD template (available from the RIVM 
website). 
 
References 

All references used to complete the study evaluation form should be 
included. If data from a secondary source are used, the secondary 
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source should be listed instead of the primary source listed in the 
secondary source. 
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6 Discussion and conclusions 

The methodology to derive a probit function for human lethality 
following a single acute inhalation exposure has been drastically revised 
as compared to the previous version (VROM 2005). The toxicological 
evaluation of data and the application of quality criteria to toxicological 
data has become a more prominent element of the derivation process. 
Draft probit functions, included in a standardized probit TSD presenting 
all the prominent data, are evaluated and technically adopted by the 
Dutch Expert Panel on probit functions. This Panel will not accept draft 
probit functions based on the previous version of the methodology. The 
science and assumptions underlying the current approach are described 
in detail in sections 2 and 3 and in Figure 1. 
 
Probit TSD authors are encouraged to follow the formats provided for 
the TSD and the calculations, and to use the risk assessment approach 
presented in this document. A well motivated deviation from this 
approach will be considered by the Panel. The Panel will reject deviation 
from the presented risk assessment approach without clear motivation. 
 
Many datasets do not meet the quality criteria set by the Panel. Rather 
than not deriving a probit function for those substances, the Panel has 
chosen to use the existing data to its limits and compensate for the 
uncertainty introduced due to substandard datasets by applying 
additional assessment factors. 
 
The Panel is aware that many scientific issues remain unresolved, but 
also that when more experience is developed, new scientific insights will 
be obtained. The Dutch Expert Panel has the right to amend the 
methodology at any time based on these insights. If such a change in 
methodology is made, this document will be updated and posted on the 
RIVM website with an incremental version number. TSD authors are 
encouraged to verify that they use the most recent version of this 
document. 
 
Methodological changes may also be applicable to probit relationships 
established in the past. The Panel has decided that it will not 
continuously update all existing probit functions. Instead, the Panel has 
suggested to review the existing probit functions periodically. In such 
reviews both the development of additional substance specific data as 
well as new scientific insights can be taken into account. 
 
The 2005 version of this methodology discusses non-lethal health 
outcomes. Evaluation of such endpoints could be an interesting and 
valuable addition to the instruments available for QRA in the Dutch 
external safety policy. The information and methodology underlying 
such development could be developed further from existing 
methodology to derive acute exposure thresholds (such as AEGL, ERPG, 
etc.). The current Dutch external safety policy applies QRA with lethality 
as the only endpoint. Since this document aims to describe the current 
methodology, the possible extension of the lethality probits with probits 
for non-lethal levels will not be discussed further. 
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List of abbreviations 

ACUTEX Acute Exposure project under EC FP5, aimed at 
developing methodology to derive acute exposure 
guidelines 

ADI  Acceptable Daily Intake 
AEGL Acute Emergency Guideline Level (National Research 

Council and US EPA) 
AF Assessment Factor, also called Uncertainty Factor (UF, 

e.g. in AEGL) 
ATSDR Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry 
BMDS Benchmark Dose Software, available from US EPA 
BW Body Weight 
C×t protocol efficient protocol for acute inhalation toxicity 

experiments designed to produce data for derivation of 
a concentration-time-response relationship, as 
presented in the 2009 revision of OECD TG 403 

C×t study acute inhalation toxicity study in which lethality was 
studied for more than one exposure duration and more 
than one exposure concentration per exposure duration, 
either conducted in conformity with the C×t protocol 
included in the OECD TG 403 (2009) or from another 
study design. 

CAS number Chemical Abstract Service number; unique identifier for 
a substance or mixture 

EPA US Environmental Protection Agency 
ERPG Emergency Response Planning Guideline 
ESIS  European chemical Substances Information System 
EU RAR European Union Risk Assessment Report 
GLP Good Laboratory Practice 
HSDB Hazardous Substances Databank 
HPV  High Production Volume chemicals (OECD program) 
IRIS Integrated Risk Information System (US EPA) 
IUCLID  International Uniform ChemicaL Information Database, 

a software application to capture, store, maintain and 
exchange data on intrinsic and hazard properties of 
chemical substances 

LBW Levensbedreigende waarde (Life-threatening level), 
Dutch acute inhalation exposure guideline representing 
the threshold for lethality or life-threatening health 
effects 

LC50  Lethal concentration 50%, a concentration that is 
calculated to produce 50% lethality in a population 
during exposure or in the specified post-exposure 
observation period 

LD50 Lethal dose 50%, a dose calculated to produce 50% 
lethality in a population 

LT50 Median lethal time, a time interval calculated to produce  
50% lethality in a population at a given concentration 

Medline  Database system with references to medical articles; 
available on-line and on CD-ROM 

NOAEL No observed adverse effect level 
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NTIS  National Technical Information Service. Online 
searchable database including toxicological information 
submitted to the US government 

OECD Organisation for the Economic Cooperation and 
Development 

Panel Dutch Expert Panel on Probit functions 
PGS Publicatiereeks gevaarlijke stoffen 
PoD Point of Departure: derived toxicological endpoint used 

as starting point for derivation of a probit function 
ppm parts per million 
QRA Quantitative Risk Assessment 
RADS Reactive Airways Dysfunction Syndrome 
RD50  Respiratory decrease 50%, concentration producing a 

50% reduction in the respiratory rate of test animals 
RIVM National Institute for Public Health and the Environment 
RTECS  Registry of Toxic Effects of Chemical Substances; 

database with summarised toxicological information. 
Toxcenter  Database system with references to toxicological 

articles; available on-line 
ToxNet  On-line search system for toxicological information 
TSD Technical Support Document 
US EPA United States Environmental Protection Agency 
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Internet literature resources  

AEGL: 
http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/aegl/pubs/chemlist.htm 
 
ERPG 
http://www.aiha.org/INSIDEAIHA/GUIDELINEDEVELOPMENT/ERPG/Pag
es/default.aspx 
 
EU Risk Assessment Reports (EU RAR) 
http://esis.jrc.ec.europa.eu/ 
 
Toxnet (NLM) providing access to a.o. HSDB, IRIS, ITER, Toxline 
http://toxnet.nlm.nih.gov/ 
 
IUCLID 
http://iuclid.eu/ 
 
PubMed, Medline: 
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/ 
 
REACH registered chemicals 
http://apps.echa.europa.eu/registered/registered-sub.aspx 
 
RIVM 
http://www.rivm.nl/probitrelaties 
 
RTECS 
http://ccinfoweb.ccohs.ca/rtecs/search.html 
 
SMAC: 
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson/pdf/485930main_SMACsGuidelin
es.pdf 
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Acute inhalation toxicity in QRA 

●  Probit function 

Pr = a + b × ln(Cn × t) 

 
●  Probits for 35 substances are part of mandatory QRA method 
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Derivation & public comment 
Two options: 

●  Public route: substances ‘of general interest’ 

●  Private route: 3rd party 

●  Derivation according to specified method and format 

 

●  Publication on designated website 

●  Public comment period (6 weeks) 

International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 

 
 

Review 
●  Scientific expert panel (5 members) 

●  Review of derivation of probits 

●  Purely scientific 

●  Result: approval or no approval 

 

International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 
 
 

10-6 
10-6 

Consequence analysis 
●  Identify land-use planning issues, 

should an approved probit be 
implemented 

International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 

 
 

Implementation 
●  Formal approval by Ministry of Infrastructure & Environment 

●  Implementation in QRA method 

International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 

State of affairs 
●  2008 - 2013: 

–  Method revised by expert panel 

–  Probits reviewed by expert panel for ~50 substances 

–  Discussion with industry on specific dossiers 

●  As yet no probits formally implemented 

●  2012: National meeting with stakeholders (industry, authorities, 
consultancy) 

Main focus: clarification and discussion of procedures 

●  2013: international expert meeting 
International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 
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This meeting 
●  ‘Improve the scientific basis, validity, appropriateness and 

acceptance of the current methodology’ 

●  Intended outcome: set of recommendations to Expert Panel 

–  Practical and feasible 

–  Improvement over the existing methodology 

–  Philosophically and practically compatible with other risk 
assessment methodologies 

13 International probit workshop | 24 September 2013 

The Dutch 
methodology for 
probit derivation 

Procedure and technical 
aspects 

 

Marc Ruijten 

CrisisTox Consult 

Dutch probit methodology | 24 Sept 2013 

Objective of this presentation 
●  Where do we come from 

●  General overview of the methodology 

–  Overall assumptions 

–  Starting points 

–  Similarities and differences with other acute exposure risk 
assessment methodology 

●  Objective of the workshop 

●  What we would like as outcomes 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 15 

Where do we come from 
●  1980’s 3 publications for QRA in external safety 

–  Red, yellow, green book 

●  Green book: consequence assessment 

–  1 chapter on acute inhalation toxicity 

●  Based on RTECS data, allometric scaling, probit model, reduced LC50 
if data on > 1 animal species 

–  Amendments made later in standing committee (a.o. b * n = 2) 

–  Small changes around 2000 

●  QRA unification process started 

–  All aspects of the QRA methodology 

 
Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 16 

Where do we come from 
●  Review of existing  methodology requested for national QRA 

unification process 

●  Keep as much of the existing methodology as possible, revise as 
necessary 

●  Use other existing methodologies and knowledge: 

–  AEGL (used extensively for procedure and toxicology) 

–  ERPG 

●  The only endpoint to be considered is lethality following inhalation 
exposure 

 Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 17 

The Dutch Probit Panel 
●  Installed March 2009 

●  Objectives: 

–  To advise the Ministry’s director of risk policy about the toxic 
properties of chemicals, particularly to provide the best possible 
support for a probit function based on current scientific 
understanding. 

–  To develop, maintain and publish robust protocols and criteria 
necessary to produce the above mentioned advice in a 
transparent and reproducible manner. 

 
Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 18 
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The Dutch Probit Panel 
●  Members à titre presonnel  

 

Dr Hans Könemann  chairman (retired, RIVM) 

Dr Josje Arts   Akzo Nobel 

Dr Peter Bos   RIVM 

Dr Hans Muijser  TNO (retired) 

Dr Marc Ruijten  CrisisTox (consultant) 

 Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 19 

General overview of the methodology 
●  Vulnerability function described with a probit function 

–  Designed to predict, not to protect from toxicity 

–  For an ‘average’ unprotected population 

●  Only acute and subacute lethality (no late fatalities) 

●  Toxicity from secondary exposure not taken into account 

●  Secondary lethality from other causes not taken into account 

●  Use all available data to maximal extent 

●  Subject to be discussed today 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 20 

Start of the development process 
●  We have to work with available data (no data genetarion) 

●  Data collection 

–  Not restricted to peer-reviewed publications, only primary sources 

–  Useful C×t data almost always from experimental animals 

●  Data selection 

●  Data quality assessment - classification A, B, C 

●  Selection of data for: 

–  Initial calculation of a probit function 

–  Supportive information and verification 

–  Use all data to maximal extent 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 21 

General overview  
of the methodology 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 22 

●  Overview of process steps 
starting from animal data 

Step 1: modeling animal probit function 
●  Parameters: 

–  Concentration 

–  Exposure duration 

–  Usually no interaction terms  
(e.g. C×t) 

–  Checks for sex differences 

●  Model estimates of a, b, n 

●  Software: 

–  Doseresp 

–  BMDS 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 23 

Probit function 
●  Calculated per study  

–  Specific for sex / species / physical form if applicable 

●  Probit required for complete response range 

–  Not only threshold as in AEGL / ERPG 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 24 
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Selection of PoD 
●  LC50 value calculated from model 

–  Only primary sources 

–  Best study or weighted average (cf. AEGL, REACH, etc) 

●  N-value 

–  From one study 

–  If ≥ 1 suitable: weighted average 

–  Structural analogy 

–  Default value (2, from ‘old’ green book) 

●  Modeling to be discussed tomorrow morning 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 25 

Interspecies extrapolation 
●  Observation: usually no human data available to calculate a probit 

●  Usually little specific information on differences in susceptibility 
between species 

–  Human data can take away part of the uncertainty if available 

●  Generally: we need extrapolation across species 

●  Subject to be discussed Thursday 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 26 

Sensory irritation 
●  Dutch Probit panel sometimes uses dose correction 

–  Rodents can hold their breath for extended period of time 

–  Reduces frequency and minute volume 

●  Do we need to account for this physiological difference? 

●  Many comments in first review round.  

–  Very different opinions and recommendations. 

●  Subject will be discussed tomorrow. 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 27 

Test atmosphere 
●  Sometimes very poor database 

●  No studies with analytical concentrations available 

●  Strategy: use data to maximum extent, but adjust  
for obvious sources of bias, based on experience. 

●  Adjustment factors for nominal data: 

–  Metered gas: AF = 1-2 

–  Liquid evaporation: AF = 1-2 

–  Aerosolised liquid: AF = 4. 

–  Solids: not acceptable 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 28 

Overall database quality 
●  Rarely used, only if: 

–  LC50 unreliable 

–  Seriously flawed database 

–  Uncertainty on probits based on hydrolysis 

–  Serious problems with key study. 

●  If used, usually AF = 2. 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 29 

Intra-species extrapolation 
●  To account for differences in susceptibility within human population 

●  Variability in animals test populations artificially low 

●  Assumption: spread in susceptibility between people: 

–  Concentrations 1% and 99% lethality: C99/C01 ≈ 10 

–  b × n = 2 

●  Value of n is calculated from the model 

–  Assumption  n-value rat = human 

–  Calculate b = 2 / n 

–  Unless b × n ≥ 2 in animal study 

●  Subject to be discussed Thursday 

 
Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 30 
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Evaluation 
●  The ‘human’ LC50 is determined 

–  Preferably 30 minute (carried over from old Green Book) 

–  Based on available animal LC50 values 

–  After application of assessment factors 

●  B is calculated as 2 / n 

●  Value of a is calcluated  

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 31 

Verification 
●  Procedure with many uncertainties and assumptions 

●  Verify result with: 

–  Existing acute exposure guidelines (AEGL, ERPG) 

–  Human data 

–  Data from other primates 

●  Adjust if necessary 

●  This subject discussed tomorrow morning 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 32 

Objective of the workshop 
Recommendations to the Dutch Probit Panel for improvement of the 
methodology to derive probit functions 

•  Practical and feasible with reasonable data requirements 
(minimizing the need to generate new data); 

•  A clear improvement over the existing methodology, both from a 
scientific and societal point of view; 

•  Philosophically and practically compatible with other risk 
assessment methodologies (so far as these are applicable to risk 
assessment of incident scenarios) as far as possible, particularly 
those generally applied in Europe. 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 33 

What we are looking for 
●  Your expert help to improve our methodology 

●  Let science rule! 

●  Recommendations for our default methodology: 

–  No discussion on single substances 

–  Exceptions are accounted fro on case-by-case basis, as data allow 

–  Systematic review acceptable as starting point for major changes 

●  We are open to changes in any part of our methodology 

–  But please provide clearly better alternatives 

Dutch probit methodolofy review| Sept 2013 34 

How do we proceed from here? 

www.jrc.ec.europa.eu  

Serving society 
Stimulating innovation 
Supporting legislation 

An overview of risk assessment and 
Seveso implementation for toxicologists 

Maureen Heraty Wood 
EC-JRC-Major Accident Hazards Bureau 
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Outline of the Presentation 
•  Brief introduction of the EC-JRC-Major Accident Hazards 

Bureau 

•  What is the EU Seveso Directive? 

•  Why is risk assessment important for its implementation? 

•  The risk assessment process 

•  Challenges of risk assessment for Seveso policy 
implementation 

•  A case study to illustrate these challenges 

38 

Brief introduction of the EC-JRC-Major Accident Hazards Bureau 
 

39 

The Mission of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) 
 
… is to provide customer-driven scientific and technical support for the 
conception, development, implementation and monitoring of EU policies.  As a 
service of the European Commission, the JRC functions as a reference centre 
of science and technology for the Union. Close to the policy-making process, it 
serves 
the common interest of the Member States, while being independent of special 
interests,whether private or national. 
 
 

MAHB in the European Commission 

Our Structure: 7 Institutes in 5 Member States 
 
IRMM - Geel, Belgium - Institute for Reference Materials and Measurements 
ITU - Karlsruhe, Germany - Institute for Transuranium Elements 
IE - Petten, The Netherlands – Ispra, Italy -Institute for Energy 
IPSC - Ispra, Italy - Institute for the Protection and Security of the Citizen 
IES - Ispra, Italy - Institute for Environment and Sustainability 
IHCP - Ispra, Italy -Institute for Health and Consumer Protection 
IPTS - Seville, Spain -Institute for Prospective Technological Studies 

40 

ROLE OF THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION I N  
CHEMICAL ACCIDENT PREVENTION 

•  The European Commission is the European 
Union's executive body responsible for drafting 
law and executing EU policy 

•  Responsibility for supporting Seveso 
implementation in the EU is shared by the 
Commission’s Directorate General of 
Environment (policy) and its Joint Research 
Centre (JRC) since 1982. 

•  The JRC provides research-based input to EU 
policy & is a reference centre of science and 
technology for many policy areas 

•  The JRC’s Major Accident Hazards Bureau 
(MAHB) focuses on industrial accident 
prevention 

A Map showing the 27 28 Member 
States of the European Union 

41 

What is the EU Seveso Directive? 

42 

THE SEVESO DIRECTIVE 

The EU has had legislation aimed at the prevention of major 
accidents involving dangerous substances since 1982. 
 
The Seveso Directive1 continues to serve as a model of 
progressive legislation in industrial accident prevention. 
 

!  Performance-based, i.e., defines performance not specific 
safety measures 

•  “all necessary measures to protect man and the environment” 

!  Covers sites based on type/quantity of substances present 

!  Proportional risk-based approach– control measures match 
the level of risk 

 
1 (now 96/82/EC , soon to be EU/2012/18 - effective 1 June 2015)  
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All 27 EU Member States must implement the Directive.  
 
•  It is also implemented by European Economic Area countries, that 

is, Norway and Iceland 

•  to a large extent, Switzerland, and also 

•  transposition of the Directive into national law is required of 
Candidate Countries prior to joining EU, which are currently 
Croatia (accession in process), Turkey, FYO Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Serbia and Iceland 

•  Countries are refining their programmes based on lessons learned 
from earlier years.  

•  Requirements are the same for everyone, but regulation must be 
implemented in each country using its own legal framework  

 

Seveso Implementation in the EU Member 
States & Affiliated Countries 

44 

Scope of the Directive 

•  Not regulated by industrial sector or other categories of activity (except 
some activities are excluded) 

•  Regulated on 'presence of dangerous substances' actual, anticipated, 
generated during loss of control of an industrial chemical process 
 

•  The entire establishment is covered (not just the “dangerous” part). 

•  Dangerous substances defined by: 
 

!  a list of Named Substances 
!  a list of Generic Categories of Substances and Mixtures 

 
•  Two categories of site:  “upper tier” and “lower tier” on the basis of quantity of 

dangerous substances on site 

•  Upper tier have higher obligations 

45 

Seveso:  Who Does What? 

Obligation Dutyholder (s) 

Art. 7 – Notification Operator 

Art. 8 – Major Accident Prevention Policy (MAPP) Operator 

Art. 9 – Domino Effects Competent authority 

Art. 10 – Safety reports Both 

Art. 12 – Emergency Plans Both 

Art. 13 – Land Use Planning Competent authority 

Art. 14 – Information to the Public Both 

Art. 16-17 – Accident information & follow-up Both 

Art. 18 – Accident report to EC Competent authority 

Art. 20 – Inspections Competent authority 

Art. 21 – Major accident reporting system EC 

Art. 21 – Inventory of Seveso sites EC & Competent authorities 

Art. 27 – Committee of Competent Authorities EC & Competent authorities 

1EC = European Commission 

Requirement with potential risk assessment implications 

46 

Why is risk assessment important to Seveso implementation? 
 

47 

Seveso requirements related to risk 
assessment 

•  Article 12:  Emergency planning 

“the authorities designated for that purpose by the Member State draw up an  
external emergency plan for the measures to be taken outside the establishment …” 

  
•  Article 13:  Land-use planning 

“Member States shall ensure that their land-use or other relevant policies … maintain 
appropriate safety distances between establishments covered by this Directive and 
residential areas, buildings and areas of public use, recreational areas, and, as far as 
possible, major transport routes” 
 

•  Article 14:  Information to the public 
“For upper-tier establishments, Member States shall also ensure that …  
all persons likely to be affected by a major accident receive regularly …  
clear and intelligible information on safety measures and requisite behaviour in the 
event of a major accident” 

 

 

48 

How do Member States decide the relevant 
area or distances for each requirement? 

•  Emergency planning 
•  Usually probabilistic risk assessment methods 

 
•  Land-use planning 

•  Probabilistic or consequence-based risk assessment methods  
•  There may be established regulatory distances as well (e.g., for 

explosive manufacturing),  

•  Information to the public 
•  Usually defined the same as the emergency planning zone or by 

townships in the emergency planning zone 
•  Some MS are trying new approaches using risk assessment 
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49 

Approaches for each use differ on the basis of 
targeted thresholds 

50 
Illustration 

ALL 

H
 o

 u
 s

 e
 s

 

School 

Office building 

Houses 

School 

Houses 

Land-use planning 

Emergency planning 

Information to the 
public 

Different uses will have different targets (e.g., ppm levels) 
and therefore, resulting distances are usually different 

51 

The risk assessment process 

52 

What is a risk assessment in the context of 
Seveso?  

•  A risk assessment of a chemical establishment has essentially 2 
major steps: 

1.  A detailed description of the possible major-accident scenarios and 
their probability or the conditions under which they occur 

2.  An assessment of the extent and severity of the consequences of 
identified major accidents 

•  This step is where acute toxicity thresholds are critical. 

53 

Aims of a risk assessment of chemical 
accidents 
 
•  To define likelihood of death (probabilistic) – a probit function for 

the scenario is created 

•  Or to determine zone where lethal dosage is possible 
(consequence-based) 

 
•  To allow definition of technical measures for preventing and  

mitigating potential accidents on a specific site 
 

54 

All risk assessments are based on  scenarios 

The classic bow-tie diagram (ARAMIS) 
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55 Ammonia event tree 56 

 Risk assessment approaches 

1.  Deterministic approach with implicit judgment of risk 

2.  Consequence-based approaches 

3.  Risk-based (or “probabilistic”) approach 

4.  Semi-quantitative approaches 

57 

Deterministic approach 

Features: 

-  Pre-defined separation distances based on dangerous substances 
-  Typical accident scenarios 
-  Accident scenarios define prevention measures 
-  Acute toxicity thresholds not used 

58 

Consequence-based approach 
Based on consequences of credible accidents.  

No explicitly quantified likelihood. 
Impact (e.g, acute toxicity) thresholds can be used to define 
consequences (simple algorithm) 

-  Two zones are defined: 
-  Internal zone – lethal effects – no urban development allowed 
-  External zone – beginning of irreversible effects – no sensitive 

population. 

59 

Risk-based approach 

The approach consist of 5 parts: 
 
–  Identification of hazards; 
–  Calculation of probability of potential accidents; 
–  Estimation of consequences (using thresholds for toxic releases, 

thermal exposure and over pressure); 
–  Integration into overall risk (individual and societal); 
–  Comparison of risk to acceptance criteria. 

60 

Examples (3) – Risk-based approach  

  

Individual Risk 
(annual frequency of 
occurrence of the 
reference damage (e.g., 
death), for a person in 
any point of the 
geographical area) 

Societal Risk 
(An F-N curve describes the 
cumulative frequency (F) of 
accidents from all risk sources 
leading to the reference damage 
(e.g. death) for a number of people 
equal to or greater than N)  
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61 

Semi-quantitative approach 

–  Specific subcategory of the risk-based or the consequence-based 
methods. 

–  Composition of quantitative and qualitative methods. 
 

Sorce: M.D. 09/05/2001 

62 

Challenges of risk assessment for Seveso policy implementation 

63 

1.  Lack of harmonisation of risk assessment 
outcomes 
•  Risk assessment methods vary considerably (this will not change) 

•  Application of risk assessment results for policy implementation 
vary considerably.  (This will not change either.) 

•  Use of different input parameters – different sequences of failure 
events, equipment properties, e.g., pipe size, impact thresholds, 
failure frequency, dynamics of the release (BLEVE, UVCE, etc.) 

Bullets 1 and 2 are unlikely to change.  Bullet 3 is objective 
scientific data.  There is an opportunity to further harmonize these 
inputs. 

64 

2.  Many parameters have high degrees of uncertainty 

•  Failure frequency 

•  Acute toxicity thresholds 

•  Physical properties * release conditions (behaviour at certain 
pressures, temperature, etc. 

Knowledge of what drives the uncertainty and degrees of 
uncertainty can be helpful for interpretation. 

65 

3. Different uses need a different level of 
precision 

•  Land-use planning needs the most precision 

•  Emergency planning and public information zones require less 
precision 

Different values for different uses would cause confusion and be 
contrary to harmonization 
 
 
However, it may be helpful to land-use planning for risk assessors 
to understand better the safety margins associated with certain 
values (for interpretation). 
 

66 

A case study to illustrate these challenges 
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MS have different algorithms and input 
parametres 

EU Collaboration (2010)1:  6 Participating Teams (MS & Industry 
followed the following approaches: 

 
P1: risk based approach  
P2: semi-quantitative approach 
P3: risk based approach  
P4: risk based approach 
P5: risk based approach 
P6: risk based approach 
P7: risk based approach 
P8: semi quantitative approach 
 
1 European Working Group on Land-Use Planning (EWGLP) 

68 

The proof is in the pudding.. The Case Study  

Purpose: 
 
–  To obtain an in-depth understanding of the LUP approaches 

within the EU by inviting the MS to conduct an assessment of 
two fictitious LUP cases according to their LUP policies;   

–  To highlight similarities and understand differences among the 
different MS approaches against the same study case; and 

–  To evaluate the functionality of the Scenario trees as an 
inventory of good practices for assessing LUP cases.   

69 70 

Chlorine facility 

ROV = Roll over valve 
EFV = Excess flow valve 

71 72 

Results - Chlorine case 

P4 

8 Participating Teams (P1-P8) 
 
Houses only: 
 
P4: 200m YES 
      300m YES 
 
P1,P2,P4:  400m YES 
                  500m YES 
 
P1,P2,P4,P5: 600m YES 
 
P1,P2,P4,P5,P6: 700m YES 
 
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6: 800m YES 
 
P1,P2,P3,P4,P5,P6,P7: 900m YES 
 
 
 
Only the ‘P8’ country is against 
development in all distances. 
 
 

P1,P2,P4 

P1,P2,P4,P5 

Office building 

H
 o

 u
 s

 e
 s

 

P1,P2,P4,P5,
P6,P7 

P1,P2,P4,P5,P6 

P1,P2,P3,P4,
P5,P6,P7 

School 

Office building: 
 
P4, : 200m YES 
 
P1,P3,P4,P5: 800m YES 
 

School: 
 
P1,P3,P7: 1000m YES 
 

Office building 
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In a table form.. 

Partici
pating 
Team 

[I] 
200 m 

[H] 300 
m 

[G] 
400 m 

[F]  
500 m 

[E] 
600 m 

[D]  
700 m 

[C] 
800 m 

[B]  
900 m 

[A] 
School 
1000 m 

[J] 
Office  
200 m 

[K] 
Office 
800 m 

P1 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES 

P2 NO NO YES YES YES YES YES YES NO NO NO 

P3 NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES YES NO YES 

P4 YES YES YES YES YES YES YES YES NO YES YES 

P5 NO NO NO NO YES YES YES YES NO YES YES 

P6 NO NO NO NO NO YES YES YES NO NO NO 

P7 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO YES YES NO NO 

P8 NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO NO 

74 

Italian approach 

75 

British approach 

76 

Thank you for your kind attention! 
 

Any questions? 
 
 

http://sta.jrc.ec.europa.eu/  

Data Quality 
Assessment and 
Selection of Animal 
Data 

Introduction  

Dutch Probit Panel 

 

| Hans Muijser 
24 September 2013 

Selection of Animal Data 
●  Literature search 

 Search terms include 

–  Substance name, CAS number, inhalation, synonyms of lethal, 
LC50, acute effect, OECD 403, probit 

–  (sensory) irr*, irritation, irr* 

–  (Sublethal, intoxication, case report, serious effect) AND (human, 
subject, primate)  

–  Human data mostly from volunteer studies to verify plausibility of 
derived probit  
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Selection of Animal Data 
●  Literature search 

–   Original study reports 

–   Papers from peer reviewed Journals 

–   Other papers 

●  Databases 

–   MSDB, MedLine, PubMed, Toxcenter, IUCLID, RTECS, IRIS, 
Toxnet 

–  AEGL, ERPG, OECD HPV, EU RAR, SMAC 

Selection of Animal Data 
●  GLP, OECD403 

●  Head-Nose-Only (restrained)  or  Whole Body (non-restrained) 
exposure 

●  Airflow (amount, dynamic / static) 

●  Over- or underpressure in chamber 

●  Actual concentration measurements 

●  Plausibility of reported generation efficiency 

●  Particle size of aerosol, if present 

●  Post-exposure observation period 

Selection of Animal Data 
●  Each study identified, is assessed for data quality 

●  A probit relation or LC50 is computed from each study identified 

Selection of Animal Data 
●  Probit function: 

Does Finney’s maximum likelihood method provide a solution? 

(Visual Basic program of Wil ten Berge) 

–  At least 3 concentrations with 3 exposure durations each (≥ 10 
min duration) 

–  At least 2 exposure concentration-duration combinations > 0% 
and < 100% mortality  

Selection of Animal Data 

●  LC50: 

Does Finney’s maximum likelihood method provide an LC50? 

(Visual Basic program of Wil ten Berge) 

 

–  Data must include at least 2 exposure concentrations > 0% and 
<100% mortality  

Selection of Animal Data 
  Probit Function  Data Quality 

 

“A” study   yes     yes 

 

“B” study   yes     no 

“B” study   no     yes 

 

“C” study   no     no 
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Selection of Animal Data 
●  To date 43 compounds assessed 

●  “A” quality studies in 9 cases (20%) 

●  More than one “A” study in 2 cases 

●  “B” quality studies in 21 cases 

●  “C” quality study in 2 cases 

●  Based on decomposition product in 5 cases 

●  In 80% of cases insufficient data 

Selection of Animal Data 
●  Test atmosphere assessment factor: 

–  A factor of 2 was used in 6 of 43 cases 

–  Only nominal concentration given in 5 cases 

–  GC measurements in one case, but no details on frequency or 
sample location 

Leonard Cohen 
Ring the bells that you can ring  

Forget your perfect offering  
There is a crack, a crack in everything  

That's how the light gets in  
 

Topic 1: Data Quality Assessment 
and Selection of Animal Data 
  

Rachel E. Gooding 
Douglas R. Sommerville 
Jessica  A. Cox 
 
 
 

Department of Homeland Security,  
Chemical Security Analysis Center, 
APG, MD 
 
US Army 
Edgewood CB Center 
Aberdeen PG, MD 
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Disclaimer:  The findings presented in this 
briefing are not to be construed as an official 
Department of Homeland Security or 
Department of Defense position unless so 
designated by other authorizing documents. 
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Review of Dutch Probit Methodology 
24-26 September 2013 

Pre-Workshop Members for Topic 1 

Dutch Probit Panel 
Member 

Presenter Co-Referents 

Hans Muijser Rachel E. Gooding Susan Ripple 
Douglas R. Sommerville Annette Wilschut 
Steve Channel 
Brian Hawkins 
Eric Syphard 
Jessica  A. Cox 

89 

Topic 1: Data Quality and Selection 
Quality animal data  is the foundation of defensible calculations for K50’s, n’s and probit 
slopes which provide the basis for a human estimate 
•  However, the community is often working in non-ideal data environments 

–  How to use what is there, but compensate for shortcomings 
–  Standards are different for the use of an older existing study vs. experimental 

design of a new study 
–  New animal studies are costly and highly regulated 

•  Rejecting vs. flagging suspect data 
–  Restrictive/Unrestrictive views for data  

•  Single key study vs. pooled studies 
–  Using one high quality study is attractive, but can still produce the ‘wrong’ value 

•  Data from other routes of exposure to support an inhalation estimate, when nothing 
else is available 

•  Potential use of:  
–  In vitro testing 
–  PBPK modeling (animal to man AF)  

 

90 
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Proposed Dutch Standards for Studies 
 

•  A 
–  3 exposure durations 
–  3 concentrations 
–  Even distribution of response/

no response 
–  “sufficient” number of animals 
–  “sufficient” observation period 

and record of time of death 
–  Study details included 

•  Test chamber 
•  Sampling/analytic methods 

•  B 
–  Exposure durations and  

concentrations adequate for 
calculation of some  
parameters, but not for a full 
probit expression  

–  At least one  response/no 
response 

–  Study quality details not to the 
same level of detail as an “A” 
study 

 
•  C 

–  Unfit for development of a 
probit function, at least 
independently 

A, B and C graded studies 
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•  Source and Quality 
–  Institution of data source 
–  Publication (Peer reviewed journal) 
–  Author recognition 

•  Documentation 
–  Details provided, including chamber 

characteristics, sampling and analytical 
methods 

–  Identify factors influencing results 
(gender, environmental conditions, 
etc.)   

–  Claims supportable and reproducible 
–  References provided 

•  Technology 
–  State of Art 
–  Pre-GLP/QA 
–  Adequacy of Data Collection 
–  Humane Animal Treatment/Statement 

Data Sources and Evaluation  
 

•  Statistical Treatment 
–  Experimental design 
–  Sample size 
–  Controls 
–  Statistical validation 
–  Data Supports Conclusions 

•  Sampling and Handling 
–  Quality of procedures 
–  Procedures for collection and analysis 

•  Uniqueness of data 
–  Is this the only study reported 
–  Supported by other studies 
–  Aggregation of data superior to a single 

source 

Types: 
•  Primary vs. Secondary Sources 

•  Peer Reviewed Journal 
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•  Non-Peer Reviewed Journal 
•  Government Technical  Reports 
•  Accident Data as a qualitative check 
 

Data Quality Issues  
•  OECD  403 guidelines and GLP standards reference for data quality 

–  May be overly restrictive especially when considering the wealth of data 
from older studies 

•  Arbitrary Data Quality AF based on this criterion may skew what may be 
perfectly good studies 

•  Recommend including all acute inhalation mammal data from older studies 
even if they do not conform to GLP or OECD guidelines 

•  Flag as potential outliers 
–  Nominal vs. Analytical concentration 

•  GLP inhalation studies indicate that nominal concentrations are higher than 
analyzed concentrations (D. Kelly comments) 

•  If nominal concentration is not verified by analysis, then AF=2 for 
compounds with a bp<100C; for compounds with a bp>100, AF>2  

•  RIVM recommends adjustment factors of 1-4, for nominal concentrations 
depending on flow characteristics or compound characteristics 

•  If an AF is used for test chamber conditions, it should more broadly include 
other experimental conditions such as restrained or unrestrained animals 

•  Others do not recommend application of overall data quality AF 
 

1.  Exposure Duration less than 10 minutes 
–  Test chamber fluctuations  would be emphasized at shorter exposure 

times 
–  Impact of reduced minute volume in test animals is exacerbated at 

shorter exposure durations 
–  RIVM recommends omitting data at t<10min exposure for these reasons 
–  Others support inclusion of shorter duration data with analysis of 

curvature at shorter durations as basis of adjustment;  adjustment 
bounded by extrapolation from longer exposure times 
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Data Quality Issues 
•  Exposure Duration less than 10 minutes 

–  Test chamber fluctuations  would be emphasized at shorter exposure 
times 

–  Impact of reduced minute volume in test animals is exacerbated at 
shorter exposure durations 

–  RIVM recommends omitting data at t<10min exposure for these 
reasons 

–  Others support inclusion of these data with analysis of curvature at 
shorter durations as basis of adjustment;  adjustment bounded by 
extrapolation from longer exposure times  

–  Shorter duration exposures are  
     important for characterizing highly  
     toxic materials and high concentration  
     short duration industrial accidents 
–  Recommend including all exposure  
     durations 
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Data Quality Issues and Selection 
•  Inclusion of data from multiple studies with multiple species 

–  Provides a more statistically defensible basis for the development of an animal 
model, which serves as the POD for a human estimate 

–  Partially mitigates the need for assessment factors  
–  Different approaches considered for pooling data (Topic 2) 
–  Initial Data Screen 

•  Include only acute mammalian inhalation data—though chronic exposures can 
be used to bound the problem 

•  No gas until death studies (cannot compare w/ other studies) 
•  All or nothing response data cannot be used in the analysis, but can be used for 

boundary conditions 
•  Studies that do not associate the dose with time 

–  Exposure for specified duration and then cease agent exposure 
•  Adequate post-exposure observation period 
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Data Quality Issues and Selection 
–  High risk data- Not initially rejected but have  potential for future rejection 

•  Examples 
–  Non-Balanced Data Set 

»  Want roughly the same number of response vs. no response 
–  Small # of animals for the parameters being studied 
–  Adequate Data Sample Size Guidelines 

»  For an LCt50 minimum of 6-10 animals 
»  For LCt50, probit slope and n, min 40-60 animals 
»  Lower number can be used if continuum of responses is considered (ordinal 

regression)  
»  Practical example for sarin lethality given in Hulet et al., 2006) 

–  Short duration time 
–  Experimental details 

–  Sub-lethal human data or accidental exposure data as a reality check  
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Data Reduction and Evaluation 
•  Initial data reduction 

–  Pool data between species from a single study for calculations 
–  Calculate K50’s and then develop probit slope and n’s through 

linear regression or multifactor probit analysis 
•  By species 
•  By exposure time 
•  By concentration 
•  By gender 

–  Allometric modeling 
•  Species properties—minute volume (VM) and body mass (M)  
•  Convert inhalation dosages into nominal doses 

–  Done if allometric modeling is possible (large and small test animal 
data available) 

–  Toxic load exponent derivation  
•  Pooled studies  
•  Individual studies  
•  Example of both approaches in derivation of human lethality 

estimate for chlorine (Sommerville et al., 2010) 
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Data Quality Evaluation  

•  Graphical review of data 
–  Monotone response 
–  High variability 

•  Investigation of outliers—possible explanations 
–  Poor study overall 
–  Differences in laboratory techniques and experimental animals over time 

•  Example--studies conducted prior to 1950 versus more recent studies 

–  Unusual species differences 
•  Example—monkey with phosgene and dog with hydrogen cyanide 

–  Restrained versus unrestrained animals 
•  Example—Haskell Labs (1981) rat study with hydrogen cyanide—restrained animals had 

lower LCt50s 

–  Whole body versus nose-only 
–  Nominal versus analytically measured vapor concentrations 
–  Breath holding when exposed to very high concentrations for short durations 

•  Example—rodents with phosgene 
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Data Quality Evaluation  
•  Can outlier be resolved through use of additional term in probit or linear 

regression model? 
–  Throwing out a data point should be done only as a last resort. 

–  Proper analysis of outliers can reveal important information 
•  Monkeys were more sensitive to phosgene than the allometric model predicted, 

but were recommended as the basis for the human estimate 
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Recommendation for the Panel 
–  Use a non-restrictive approach to data  
–  Include all reasonable, acute inhalation  mammalian data regardless of 

adherence to GLP or OECD 403 guidelines, at most flag data as 
potential outliers 

–  Include multiple species-can be used to understand interspecies 
differences and inform Interspecies AF 

–  Include shorter exposure durations 
–  Human estimate should be based on all species, not just most sensitive 

unless there is a compelling argument to do so (e.g. phosgene monkey 
data) 

–  Conservative approach to database quality AF 
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Data Quality  
•  Alternatives to Animal Testing 

–  In Vitro testing 
•  Growing emphasis on this type of study 

–  Cost 
–  Animal welfare 

•  Major drawback is how to scale from in vitro models to in vivo models 
•  Difficult enough  to scale to human estimates from in vivo  animal 

models 
–  PBPK modeling for animal to human adjustment factor 

•  Data from other routes of exposure 
–   Route-to-route extrapolation factors introduce another level of uncertainty and 

complexity 
–  If this is the only option, then ensure that the mechanism of action is similar across 

routes of exposure 
–  e.g. IV and inhalation toxicity values for nerve agents are correlated 
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Potential Resources 
Databases, Scientific Journals, US 

Government Documents and 
Various Collections 

•  US Army ECBC Technical Library 
•  US Army RDECOM Historical Office 
•  Peer-reviewed Publications 
•  OPEN SOURCE DTIC   
•  NOAA 
•  EPA 
•  NIOSH 
•  NIMA 
•  CBRNIAC 
•  US Army Doctrine Manuals 
•  US / International Patents 
•  University of Rochester 
•  US Library of Congress 
•  University of Kentucky 
•  Utah State University 

Institutes, National Laboratories and 
Foreign Government Agencies 

•  NIH Medical Library 
•  NAS / NRC 
•  PNNL 
•  LLNL 
•  NIST 
•  TNO 
•  INERIS 
•  HSE 
•  ICHEM Major Hazards Assessment 

Panel 
•  UK Ministry of Defence, Defence 

Science and Technology Laboratory, 
(Dstl) Porton, UK 
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Human and primate 
data 

How to proceed in their 
presence and absence 

 

Marc Ruijten 

CrisisTox Consult 

Dutch probit methodology | 24 Sept 2013 

General remarks 
●  This is one area where the Probit Panel’s approach has changed 

significantly over the years (due to comments) 

●  Human data which are suitable to derive lethality probits are 
extremely rare (or absent) 

–  When data quality requirements are considered 

–  Particularly for exposure data  

–  Usually exposed humans receive medical treatment 

●  The process is open to accept and use human data in any step of 
the probit derivation process for individual chemicals 

–  If no ethical constraints apply 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 2 

General overview  
of the methodology 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 3 

How do we use human data 
●  To verify that the mechanism of action in experimental animals 

equals that in humans 

●  To assess differences in response between human subpopulations 

●  Bounding of probit functions calculated with animal (mostly rodent) 
data 

–  Lethal human exposures 

–  Non-lethal human exposures, particularly controlled studies 

–  Study quality criteria apply, case-by-case evaluation 

●  If derived probit is not supported by human data: adjust (raise or 
lower) the derived probit function 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 4 

Data from non-human primates 
●  Primates are believed to be a better model for human lethality 

following single airborne exposure than rodents in general 

●  Primate data alone rarely suffice to produce a probit function 

●  Primate data can provide boundaries for human probits, even if: 

–  The study size is usually small  

–  Genotypical and phenotypical variability is considerably less than 
in a human population 

–  Case-by-case evaluation 

●  Sometimes repeat dose rodent studies can provides similar clues 

 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 5 

What to do in absence of such data 
●  When do we believe that enough evidence is produced by human 

and other primate data (for certain chemical classes) to: 

–  Conclude that the methodology is systematically biased 

–  The default procedure requires adjustment 

●  At this moment human and non-human primate data are mainly 
used for verification and calibration on a case-by-case basis 

–  And sometimes other data are used in a similar fashion 

 
Titel van de presentatie | Datum 6 
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Primate(and(human(data(

Accoun0ng(for(specific(suscep0bility((

Wil(ten(Berge(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 7(

Relevant(items(

•  Controlled(inhala0on(toxicity(studies(with(primates(

and(rodents(simultaneously.(The(mortality((aLer(

exposure(is(checked(for(a(period(of(usually(14(days.(

•  Studies(of(mortali0es(and(survivors((in(the(worker(or(

in(the(general(popula0on,(accidentally(exposed(to(

highly(toxic(concentra0ons.(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 8(

General(remarks(on(monkey(studies(

•  Monkey(is(not(a(standard(animal(for(acute(inhala0on(

toxicity(

•  Only(for(a(few(chemicals(rat(and(monkey(mortality(

by(high(exposure(has(been(explored(within(

controlled(studies.(

•  Different(monkey(species((squirrel(,(rhesus,(baboons)(

with(highly(different(body(weight(500(gr(to(40(kg).(

•  Conduc0ve(airways(of(monkeys(are(generally(

different(from(those(of(rodents.(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 9(

Conduc0ve(volume(of(airways(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 10(

((

Species(

Percentage(

Conduc0ve(volume(

Lung(Volume(

Mouse( 12(

Rat( 5.6(

Monkey( 2(

Man( 1(

Type(of(branching(airways(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 11(

Monopodial Regular.dichotomous

Impact(of(type(of(branching(

•  If(the(conduc0ve(airway(diameter(has(been(decreased(to(a(

specific(size,(the(conduc0ng(airway(ends(into(an(alveolar(unit.(

•  Due(to(monopodial(branching,(the(alveolar(units(in(mice(occur(

already(at(the(6th(branching(and(in(rats(already(at(the(10th(

branching.(

•  Human(airways(are(ending(at(about(the(16th(branching(in(so^

called(respiratory(bronchioles(and(at(the(20th(branching(in(

alveolar(units((

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 12(
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Effect(of(monopodial(branching(on(alveolar(dose(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 13(

Overton(et(al(
2001(
Human(

respiratory(
tract(simula0on(
of(deposi0on(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 14(

Respiratory(epithelium(rodents(and(primates(

•  Main(difference(is(the(presence(of(submucosal(glands(in(the(
airways(of(primates(up(to(the(6th(genera0on.(

•  Submucosal(glands(control(the(mucus(flow(in(the(respiratory(
tract(in(primates(

•  In(rodents(the(number(of(submucosal(glands(in(the(trachea(is(
about(20(0mes(lower(than(in(primates(

•  There(are(no(submucosal(glands(in(rodents(distal(from(the(
trachea.(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 15(

Some(examples(
of(

toxicants(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 16(

Ammonia((rats,(guinea(pigs,(monkeys(etc)(

•  Coon(et(al((1970)(exposed(several(species(simultaneously(and(
con0nuously(to(470(mg/m3((670(ppm)(ammonia(for(90(days.(

•  A(typical(loaded(chamber(contained(15(rats,(15(guinea(pigs,(3(
rabbits,(3(squirrel(monkeys(and(2(dogs.(

•  Mortality(13/15(rats,(4/15(guinea(pigs,(0/3(rabbits,(0/3(
squirrel(monkeys,(0/2(dogs.(

•  At(470(mg/m3(respiratory(minute(volume(in(rats(reduced((Li(
&(Pauluhn,(2010).(

•  RD50(mouse(=(215(mg/m3,((Bos(et(al.(1992(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 17(

Hydrochloric(acid((monkey((rats)((

Exposure(during(10(minutes((mg/m3)(
•  LC50(=(14900((Hartzell(restrained(rats(1985)(
•  LC50(=(11300((Lapin(restrained(rats(1981)(
•  LC50(=(25442((Lapin(free(moving(rats(1981)(
•  LC50(=(46214((Arts(restrained(rats(2000)(
•  LC50(=(21000((Baboons(including(light(narcosis)(
•  LC50(=(10000((Baboons(stressed,(avoidance(response(

(Kaplan(1987)(
•  RD50(mouse(=(500((mg/m3(((Bos(et(al(1992)(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 18(
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Hydrofluoric(acid((mice,(rats,(monkeys)(

MacEwen(and(Vernot((1970),(60(minutes(exposure(
•  LC50(mouse (= (((430 (ppm(
•  LC50(rat ( (= (1275 (ppm ( ((
•  LC50(monkey (= (1842 (ppm(
•  RD(50(mouse (= (((151 (ppm(((TNO/RIVM(1996)(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 19(

Hydrocyanic(acid((BarcroL(1931)(

The(observa0ons(on(366(animals(were(pooled(as(individual(
observa0ons((LC50(=(mg/m3,((dura0on(30(minutes)(

(monkey (= (285(
(goat ( (= (362(
(cat ( (= (150(
(dog ( (= (141(
(rabbit ( (= (212(
(rat ( (= (201(
(mouse( (= (141(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 20(

Acroleine((rats,(baboons)(

Ballantyne(et(al.(1989((60^240(minutes,(conc(ppm)(
Kaplan(1987((5(minutes,(conc(ppm)(
•  LC50((rat((10(minutes) ( (= (156 (ppm(
•  LC50(baboon((10(minutes)( (= (416 (ppm(
(
•  RD50(mouse( ( ( (= ((((((1.7 (ppm(

Kane(&(Alarie((1977)(
(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 21(

Phosgene((Mice,(Rats,(Rhesus(monkeys)(

Several(studies:(Coon(1945((mouse,(rat,(dog,(monkey)(,(
Boyland(1946((rat),(Pauluhn(2006((rat)(
LC50((10(minutes)(in(mg/m3:(
Mouse((Coon)( (= (185 ((940(mice)(
Dog((Coon) ( (= (450 ((57(dogs) ((
Monkey((Coon) (= (((70 ((21(monkeys)(
Rat((Coon) ( (= (480 ((24(rats)(
Rat((Boyland) ( (= (360 ((412(rats)(
Rat((Pauluhn) ( (= (230 ((130(rats)(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 22(

Other(toxicants,(60(minutes(LC50((ppm)(

Substance( Rat( Monkey(
Rh((Sq)(

Oxygendifluoride( 2.6( 26(
Chlorine(trifluoride( 299( 230(
Chlorine(pentafluoride( 122( 173(
Monomethyl(hydrazine( 244( 162((82)(
Nitrogen(trifluoride((MetHb)( 7200( 8600(
Dichlorohexafluorobutene(( 47( 186(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 23(

Simula0on(of(exposure(
(

example(ammonia(
(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 24(
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Human(accidental(exposure(

•  Many(studies(on(acute(exposures(with(anhydrous(ammonia(
•  Accidents(by(use(as(fer0lizer(by(farmers((individuals)(
•  Accidents(in(maintenance(of(cooling(machines(using(ammonia(

as(refrigerant.(
•  Loss(of(containment(of(pressurised(storage(in(ammonia(

produc0on((Potchefstroom,(38(ton,(13(July(1973)(
•  Traffic(accident(with(road(tanker(of(ammonia((Houston,(19(

tons,(11(May(1976).(
•  Deceased(persons(and(survivors((had(skin(burns.(The(extent(of(

skin(burns(on(face(and(hands(indicates(the(severity(of(
exposure.(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 25( 25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 26(

Exposure(assessment(during(accidents(

•  Rate(of(release((kg/sec)(or(instantaneously.(
•  Simula0on(of(huge(release(of(ammonia(in(a(desert(and(

measuring(concentra0on(downwind((EPA(1999).(
•  Dispersion(calcula0ons(based(on(area(roughness,(wheather(

condi0ons(and(wind(speed.(
•  All(fatali0es(in(Potchefstroom(occurred(within(a(distance(of((

250(meter(of(the(instantaneous(release(point(
•  All(fatali0es(in(Houston(occurred(within(a(distance(of(100(

meter(from(the(instantaneous(release(point.(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 27( 25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 28(
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Ques0ons?(

•  What(to(say(about(a(default(interspecies(
factor(of(3(extrapola0ng(from(rats(to(humans?(

•  What(is(the(value(of(experimental(simula0ons(
and(theore0cal(calcula0ons(to(mimic(human(
accidental(exposure(levels?(

25/09/2013( Workshop(Probit(equa0ons( 29(

Analysis of Animal 
data 

Introduction  

Dutch Probit Panel 

Hans Muijser | 25 September 2013 
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Analysis of Animal data 
●  Data are analysed with the probit model: 

   

  Pr = a + b × ln(Cn × t) 

 

  Pr = a + bn × ln(C) + b × ln(t) 

                 ↑                ↑ 

          b1                b2 

 

Analysis of Animal data 
●  From animal experiment: 

 LC50 at 30 min = C mg/m3   and   n 

 

 Human LC50 at 30 min = c/AF mg/m3 

 

 bn = 2    �    b = 2/n 

 

 5 = a + (2/n) × ln((C/AF)n × 30) 

 

 �  a = 5 - (2/n) × ln((C/AF)n × 30)    

Analysis of Animal data 
●  Adequacy of database assessment factor 

 - “2” in 14 cases 

 reason: only one B quality study with a single long duration 

 

 - “3” in 3 cases 

 reason: only data for a decomposition product 

Analysis of Animal data 
●  “n” value: 

 - 43 chemicals assessed 

 - “n” value available in 21 cases 

 - Default n=2 in 16 cases 

 - Weighted average of “n” in 2 cases 

Analysis of Animal data 
●  Pooling of data 

–  Raw data from different studies are not pooled  

–  Parameters are pooled weighted by the inverse of the confidence 
interval  

–  However, how important is it because it occurred in 2 out of 43 
cases 

Analysis(of(animal(data,(incl(
pooling(of(studies(

Chantal(Smulders,(George(Rusch,(
Jurgen(Pauluhn(
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Star0ng(points(
•  The(aim(of(the(probit(equa0on(is(to(provide(a(
realis0c(es0mate(of(human(lethality(upon(acute(
inhala0on(of(chemicals(

•  Human(data(are(typically(consis0ng(of(incident(
data,(where(there(are(uncertain0es(around(
exposure((dura0on,(concentra0on).(However,(
this(is(the(only(human(reference(available(to(
verify(es0mated(lethality(values(are(in(the(correct(
order(of(magnitude.(

•  For(most(chemicals,(extensive(animal(data((C(x(t(
protocol)(are(not(or(limited(available.(

The(probit(equa0on(
•  Yprobit(=(b0(+(b1(log(C)(+(b2(log(t)((n(=(b1/b2)(
•  N(is(not(necessarily(chemical^specific,(but(depends(on(

physiological,(and(kine0c(factors,(as(well(as(the(nature(of(
the(toxicological(effects(and(the(exposure(dura0on(

•  To(solve(the(equa0on(a(minimum(of(5(datapoints(are(
required(

•  It(is(recommended(to(place(the(equa0on(in(an(introductory(
chapter(and(explain(the(biological/mathema0cal(
background(to(n(

•  If(assessment(factors(are(used,(they(should(be(applied(in(a(
mathema0cally(correct(manner((on(the(toxic(load(rather(
than(the(concentra0on,(otherwise(the(AF(will(be(taken(to(
the(exponent(n).(

Example:(ammonia,(AF(on(C( Example:(ammonia,(AF(on(Cnxt(

Pooling(of(animal(data(
•  Looking(at(the(analysis(of(animal(data(including(the(
sta0s0cal(analysis,(and(the(pooling(of(data,(the(
following(items(should(be(considered:(
(1. (Data(on(many(species.(
(2. (Data(on(sexes(separately.(
(3. (Range(of(exposure(concentra0ons.(
(4. (Range(of(exposure(periods(
(5. (Number(of(animals(per(study.(If(the(number(of(
animals(per(exposure(trial(,(the(way(of(pooling(has(a(
strong(impact(on(the(outcome(of(the(probit(equa0on.(

(

Pooling:(data(on(many(species(
The(possibili0es(of(pooling(are:(
(
•  Using(group(observa0ons(or(each(individual(animal(as(datapoint.(Finally(

the(same(regression(coefficients(and(confidence(limits(are(es0mated,(but(
the(chi^square(and(the(Lnlikelihood(are(completely(different.(

•  Analysing(each(study(separately(and(averaging(the(es0mated(LC50(with(
relevant(exposure(period.(

•  Combina0on(of(all(data(as(one(large(study,(assuming(that(intercept(and(
regression(coefficients((lnC(&(lnT)(of(the(probit(equa0on(are(finally(
iden0cal(for(all(species.(

•  Allometric(scaling(on(body(weight(dependent(on(the(mode(of(ac0on(
(systemic(mode(of(ac0on(or(reac0ve(gases(with(a(low(water(solubility).(
This(means(inclusion(of(ln(BodyWeight)(in(the(probit(equa0on.(

•  Combina0on(of(all(data(assuming(similar(regression(coefficients(of(lnC(and(
lnT,(but(different(intercepts(for(each(species(in(the(probit(equa0on.(
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Pooled( Modeled(separately,(parameters(
averaged(

Recommenda0ons(

•  Using(all(weight(of(evidence((i.e.(all(available(
data,(in(mul0ple(species,(from(mul0ple(
studies)(will(enhance(sta0s0cal(reliability(of(
the(human(lethality(es0mates.(

•  Studies(with(many(animals(can(inform(the(
intraspecies(assessment(factor(best.(

46 

Sensory irritation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 

Sensory irritation 
●  Stimulation of free nerve endings 

–  Direct stimulation of (trigeminal, vagal, or glossopharyngeal) 
nerve endings or smooth muscle 

–  Indirect through (reversible) pathological changes like tissue 
inflammation 

●  Sensory irritation 
–  Reversible change in breathing pattern 

●  Stimulation of the trigeminal nerve causing a characteristic pause 
following inspiration resulting in a delayed expiration  

●  RD50 value: concentration that induces 50% respiratory depression 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 47 

Sensory irritation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 

Obtained from Alarie et al., 2000 
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Sensory irritation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 49 

Obtained from Nielsen and Bakbo, 1985 

Sensory irritation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 50 

Sensory irritation 
Respiratory depression 

 

●  Specific response in rodents (response larger in mice than in rats) 

–  Mice can reduce breathing rate down to 15% for hours 

–  Humans do not have a comparable response 

●  No relation with general toxicity profile 

–  RD50 may be lower than, equal to or higher than the LC50 

–  But if lower, what is the consequence for the LC50 estimate? 

–  What is the appropriate POD for extrapolation to humans? 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 51 

Sensory irritation 
Proposed method 

●  Interspecies extrapolation factor is meant for differences in 
suceptibility 

●  RD50 assessment factor is not an interspecies extrapolation factor 
but a concentration adjustment factor to derive an appropriate 
POD 

●  Evaluate RD50 value (species, concentration-response profile, time-
response profile) 

●  Comparison with LC50 (e.g., difference in species, in exposure 
duration) 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 52 

Sensory irritation 
Proposed method 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 53 

Sensory irritation 
Questions 

●  Is there a need  to adjust the animal LC50 for the decreased 
breathing rate/minute volume and thus inhaled chemical amount? 

–  Is the animal LC50 a valid POD in case of respiratory depression? 

●  If yes, what is the best method to do so? 

Workshop Probit relations | 25 September 2013 54 
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Assessment of 
Sensory Irritation AF Section 3.3 

 
Existing Proposal  

 
An Adjustment Factor will be applied to account for the reduced dose received 
by animals in LC50 experiments due to breath holding with irritating materials.  
 
An additional factor of 3 is proposed when the RD50 is < 20% of the LC50 that 
is used as the POD. An additional factor of 2 is proposed when the RD50 is 
between 20 and 100% of POD.  
 
 
 

Summary of Comments (DPK, LAG/HK, RG) 
 
 
•  An additional Assessment Factor will likely produce an 

overestimate of toxicity 

•  An Interspecies AF of 3 is already applied 

•  Breath holding in rodents is less significant in longer 
term exposures. 

•  Longer time exposure data could be useful in helping to 
correct this artifact of breath holding in short term 
exposure, by extrapolating from longer to shorter time. 

•  There can be problems interpreting  RD50 data. 
Mechanisms in breath holding response can be complex. 
(upper versus lower respiratory tract, sedation, other 
effects). 

  
•  Rat RD50 data is preferential compared to the mouse. 
  
•  If apply AF, decide on 10 or 30 minute RD50; 1 to 4 hour 

LC50  

Specific Discussion Needs 
 
Problems with RD50 
 
•  False positives have been documented with moderately irritating chemicals 

(amines). 

•  Data needs interpretation.  Upper Respiratory versus Deep Lung Effects or 
Combination?  

•  Short time versus longer time effects.  If plateau not reached, how do we 
know that breath holding continues long enough to affect a 4-hour LC50?  

•  Other consequences of breath holding? (pH, body temp.) could contribute to 
toxicity. 

•  Species (mouse vs rat) and Strain (SW vs OF-1) differences. Mouse lower 
values than rat, mouse  

      OF-1 mainly lower values than SW strain. 

•  Data selection (RD50’s of 10 min, 30 min, or greater?) 
  

Specific Discussion Needs 
 
Irritants 
 
 
•   Man may be less susceptible based on respiratory  volume and 
breathing rate/kg than rodents.  
 
•   The rat appears to be a better model (relative to man) than the 
mouse.   
 
•   Inter-Species Factor X3 is already applied 
 
 
Other Considerations 
 
The assumption that humans will be exposed like test animals is overly 
conservative with irritants. Humans will take necessary steps to 
mitigate exposure to irritants, much more so than with non-irritants. 

 Some Results of Over-Conservatism  
 
 
•   Restrictions on land use  
 
 
•   Limiting quantities of materials in plants and  commerce            
 
 
•   Needless extra stress on emergency resources  
  

Interspecies Respiration Comparison 
!

Species! Wt!(Kg)! Breaths/Min!

!

Vol/Min!

(L/min)*!

RespVol/Wt!

(L/Kg)*!

L/Kg!X!

Man!

Mouse! 0.025! 300! 0.027! 1.08! ~5!!X!

! ! ! ! ! !

Rat! 0.250! 130! 0.17! 0.68! ~3!X!

! ! ! ! ! !

Man! 70! 15H20! 16! 0.22! 1!

! ! ! ! ! !

!

*Bide,!R.W.,!Armour,!S.J.,!Yee,!E.!1997!

EXTRA(
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Dealing with 
interspecies 
variability 

Concepts and procedures 

 

Marc Ruijten 

CrisisTox Consult 

Dutch probit methodology | 26 Sept 2013 

Where in the  
flowchart 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 2 

Starting points 
●  Human probit functions are generally based on animal data 

●  Animal species including humans show differences in response to 
acute inhalation exposure 

–  Differences in true susceptibility 

–  Stress conditions 

–  Experimental factors 

–  Other…. 

●  Usually no specific data are available to ascertain species 
differences 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 3 

If no specific data are available 
●  We have to make an assessment about where the humans are 

relative to the experimental animals on the susceptibility scale 

●  Interspecies extrapolation required 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 4 

If no specific data are available 
●  Species differences: 

–  Body size(allometrie) 

–  Kinetics and dynamics 

●  Accounting for these factors are two different steps in animal-to-
human extrapolation 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 5 

Step 1: allometric scaling 
●  Allometry:  

●  Relation toxicity – metabolic rate 

●  RMV scales with metabolic rate 

–  Allometric scaling factor = 1 voor inhalation 

–  Based on comparison NOAEL, BMD, LD50 

–  Humans and animals are equal on average 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 6 
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Step 2: species differences kinetics & dynamics 

 

Titel van de presentatie | Datum 7 

●  Differences in susceptibility: 
  

●  Usual AF voor extrapolation animal- man = 10 

–  Of which 4-5 to deal with allometry 

–  Remains: factor 2 voor sensitivity 

●  TG probits uses factor 3 (cf AEGL, ACUTEX) when NO further 
information is available 

If data are available 
●  From sources such as: 

–  Data from many studies and species with good convergence 

–  Information (mechanistic, biokinetic) which species would be the 
most appropriate model for humans 

●  Then a data-or information based choice of the most appropriate 
dataset or species extrapolation strategy would be made 

–  Case-by-case basis 

–  Depending on data availability and quality 

 
Titel van de presentatie | Datum 8 

Photo image area measures 2” H x 6.93” W and can be masked by a collage 
strip of one, two or three images. 

The photo image area is located 3.19” from left and 3.81” from top of page.  

Each image used in collage should be reduced or cropped to a maximum of 
2” high, stroked with a 1.5 pt white frame and positioned edge-to-edge with 
accompanying images. 

George M. Woodall, PhD 

Review&of&Dutch&probit&methodology&
The$necessity$of$interspecies$extrapola2on$
including$validity$of$animal$experimental$n8value&

Office of Research and Development 
National Center for Environmental Assessment.  24-26 September 2013 

 Disclaimer: The views expressed in this presentation are those of the author and do not 
necessarily reflect the views or policies of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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•  Is#it#necessary#to#use#an#inter.species#assessment#factor,#since#
rodents#are#thought#by#some#to#be#generally#more#suscep8ble#
to#acute#inhala8on#toxicity#than#humans?##
• Discuss#the#validity#of#applica8on#of#the#experimentally#derived#
animal#n.value#for#humans.!

Charge&Ques:on&on&Interspecies&Extrapola:on&&
&

11 

•  Choice&of&Allometric&Scaling&Power&(pCvalue)&and&resul:ng&Allometric&
Scaling&Factor&(ASF)&

– RIVM$–$0.70;$results$in$ASF$≈$5$
– US$EPA$Risk$Assessment$Forum$–$0.75;$results$in$ASF$≈$3.9$
– ECBC$–$0.809;$results$in$ASF$≈$2.8$

•  Factors&to&Consider&in&Allometric&Scaling&&

– Direct8ac2ng$POE$Effect$(e.g.,$corrosive)$versus$Systemic$Effect$(e.g.,$
neurological)$

– Loca2on$for$POE$Effects$(upper$respiratory$versus$pulmonary)$
– Differences$in$uptake$not$related$to$minute$volume$$
(e.g.,$species$differences$in$2ssue$uptake)!

•  Final&decision&has&to&consider&purpose&of&the&value:&Health&Protec:on&vs.&
Hazard&Planning&

Allometric&Scaling&

12 

• Use&of&Data&from&Mul:ple&Species&

– Tabulated$and$Graphical$Comparisons$
– Refinement$of$AF$based$on$data$from$most$relevant$
species$

• Default&animal&to&human&LC50&AF&

– Considera2on$of$purpose$(health$protec2ve$or$es2ma2ng$
threshold$for$lethality)$and$need$for$any$AF;$$

– Are$rodents$equally/more/less$suscep2ble$than$humans$
• Considera2on$of$AF$=$2$versus$3$$
– $An$AF$=$2$is$consistent$with$overall$default$of$10$(discussed$
in$RIVM$Method),$considering$the$default$ASF$of$5$

Interspecies&Adjustment&Factors&
&
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Organization/ 
Group 

Adjustment 
Factor (Yes/No) Approach 

RIVM Yes Default AF = 3 

Acutex Yes AF = 3 for chemicals with a systemic effects ; 
AF = 1 for chemical with portal of entry effects 

AEGL Yes Based on expert judgement and guidance in the SOPs; 
can be 1, 3, or 10, with a default value of 10 

ECBC No Humans are assumed to be equally susceptible as  
animals after allometric adjustments; may be modified 
based on empirical evidence to the contrary 

ECETOC No Humans are assumed as susceptible as  animals 

INERIS No Humans are assumed as susceptible as  the most relevant 
(favored) or most susceptible animal species for local 
effects; factors may be applied for systemic effects but 
no defaults are given 

OECD Acute RfC Yes Based on expert judgement; can be 1, 3, or 10, with a 
default value of 10 

Review&across&organiza:ons&on&applica:on&of&
an&addi:onal&Animal&to&Human&AF&
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• Based&on&prior&discussions,&what&should&be&the&default&nC
value&when&only&minimal&data&are&available?&&
– Value$of$2$(RIVM$Approach)$versus$$
– AEGL$(and$others)$approach:$1$and$3$for$shorter$and$longer$
dura2ons,$respec2vely$

• Alternate&Approaches&to&calcula:ng&an&nCvalue&
– Categorical$Regression$
– Linear$regression$
– Reported$log(LC50)s$as$a$func2on$of$log(t)$

• Tes:ng&/valida:ng&reliability&of&derived&nCvalue&

Use$of$Animal$n8value$for$Humans&

15 

• Deriva:on&and&Appropriate&Defaults&
– Approaches&to&determining&nCvalue&&
• Single$study$
• Weighted$average$

• Similar$Compound$

• Default$n8value$
• Mul2ple$studies/single$species$(ten$Berge$examples)$

• Mul2ple$studies/mul2ple$species$(ten$Berge$examples)$

nCValue&and&Toxic&Load& Rat&and&Human&PBPK&Es:mate&Example&

16 

TABLE C-2.  AEGL-2 Values Determined with PBPK Model, Rat Data (ppm) 
10 min 30 min 1 hr 4 hr 8 hr 

Rat Internal Dose Metric  
(1600 ppm for 34 minutes)  
BrTC = 49.2 mg/L 

3085  1705  1243  809  651  

GPAT Estimates in Humans  
BrTC = (49.2/3) = 16.4 mg/L 

1396  757  558  311  251  

Effect Level Comparisons for Blood Ethanol Levels (BELs) of 0.08% and 0.10% 
GPAT Estimations of Exposures 
comparable to BEL of 0.08% 
(Standing) 
BrTC = 119 µM = 10.9 mg/L 

930 520 390 230 190 

GPAT Estimations of Exposures 
comparable to BEL of 0.10% 
(Standing) 
BrTC = 241 µM = 24.1 mg/L 

1860 1000 730 390 320 

Based on Bushnell et al. (2007a).   

PBPK&Model&Analysis&for&Toluene&AEGLC3&
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• On$the$observed$concentra2on?$
• On$the$Toxic$Load$(Ct)$value?$
• On$the$derived$concentra2on$(the$concentra2on$extrapolated$
from$the$Cn$x$t$deriva2on)?$

Where/When&to&Apply&the&AF&

Where:  
C1 = POD Concentration 
C2 = Concentration at a 

target duration 
t1 = POD duration 
t2 = target duration 
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Solving&for&C2&in&Humans&

IF 

THEN 

AND 

ANIMAL 
DATA 

If we believe that using AFs 
will approximate a human 
LC50 from an animal LC50, 
then the following must be 
true: 

 

Duration Extrapolation 
On the Human Approximation 

At the  
First step 

Which rearranges to: 

Or at the  
Final step 

The results are the same, regardless. 

21 
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Solving&for&Animal&C2&(No&AFs)&

n=1&
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n=3&

n=0.8&
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Solving&for&Human&C2,&AFs&Applied&at&First&
Step&

n=1&

n=2&

n=3&

n=0.8&
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LC50 in animal experiment without AFs     
  LC50   

minutes n=1 n=2 n=3 n=0.8 
1 10000.00 1000.00 464.16 31622.78 

10 1000.00 316.23 215.44 1778.28 
30 333.33 182.57 149.38 450.40 
60 166.67 129.10 118.56 189.37 

100 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
240.00 41.67 64.55 74.69 33.48 

LC50 human with AFs applied at Final Step   
  LC50   

minutes n=1 n=2 n=3 n=0.8 
1 1000.00 100.00 46.42 3162.28 

10 100.00 31.62 21.54 177.83 
30 33.33 18.26 14.94 45.04 
60 16.67 12.91 11.86 18.94 

100 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
240 4.17 6.45 7.47 3.35 

LC50 human with AFs applied at First Step   
  LC50   

minutes n=1 n=2 n=3 n=0.8 
1 1000.00 100.00 46.42 3162.28 

10 100.00 31.62 21.54 177.83 
30 33.33 18.26 14.94 45.04 
60 16.67 12.91 11.86 18.94 

100 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
240 4.17 6.45 7.47 3.35 

23 

LC50 human with AFs applied at First Step -- [(C/AF)^n] x t 
  LC50   

minutes n=1 n=2 n=3 n=0.8 
1 1000.00 100.00 46.42 3162.28 

10 100.00 31.62 21.54 177.83 
30 33.33 18.26 14.94 45.04 
60 16.67 12.91 11.86 18.94 

100 10.00 10.00 10.00 10.00 
240 4.17 6.45 7.47 3.35 

LC50 human with AFs applied at First Step -- [(C^n)/AF] x t 
  LC50   

minutes n=1 n=2 n=3 n=0.8 
1 1000.00 316.23 215.44 1778.28 

10 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
30 33.33 57.74 69.34 25.33 
60 16.67 40.82 55.03 10.65 

100 10.00 31.62 46.42 5.62 
240 4.17 20.41 34.67 1.88 

24 

Intraspecies 
extrapolation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 
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Intraspecies extrapolation 
●  Interspecies assessment factor: 

–  Average susceptible animal to average susceptible human 
›  LC50;animal  ! LC50;human 

●  How to account for interindividual variability in human response? 

●  Animal experiment does not contain information on human 
interindividual variability in susceptibility 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 25 

Intraspecies extrapolation 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 
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The steeper the concentration-response curve the smaller the interindividual variability 

Intraspecies extrapolation 
●  Intraspecies factor is depicted by the slope of the probit function 

●  The slope of the human probit function will be less steep than in the 
animal experiment (i.e., larger interindividual variability) 

●  No adequate human data available 

●  Steepness of the slope can be estimated as the ratio of a high 
response concentration to a low response concentration, e.g.: 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 27 

Intraspecies extrapolation 
Probit function: 

 

 

 

For a certain exposure duration: 

 

 

 

 

The ratio C99/C01 depends on the product (b x n) 

●  (b x n) = 2: C99/C01 ≈ 10 

●  (b x n) = 1: C99/C01 ≈ 100 

 

 

 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 28 

Pr99: 7.3263 
Pr01: 2.6737 

Intraspecies extrapolation 
Previous methodology (2005): (b x n) = 2 

●  No data for a ‘best value of choice’ for (b x n) 

●  No scientific reason to deviate from previous choice  

●  Pragmatic choice: (b x n) = 2 

–  b = 2/n 

●  If C99/C01 ≈ 10 then C50/C01 ≈ √10 ≈ 3 

●  Thus default value (b x n) = 2 corresponds with intraspecies AF = 3 

–  Intraspecies AF of 3 often used in other frameworks such as 
Dutch Intervention Values and AEGLs 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 29 

Intraspecies extrapolation 
 

Note: 

●  Human intraspecies variability > animal intraspecies variability 

–  If animal (b x n) < 2, then animal values for b and n are used for 
human probit function 

 

Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 30 
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Intraspecies extrapolation 
Proposed method 

 

Intraspecies AF is implicit part of a probit function 

●  If animal (b x n) ≥ 2  

–  animal n value is valid for humans 

–  b = 2/n 

●  If animal (b x n) < 2 

–  animal n and b values are used for human probit function 

 
Workshop Probit functions | 26 September 2013 31 

Intraspecies variability 

Mattias Öberg 
George Rusch 
 

Assessment factors 

10 

3.16 3.16 

21 November 2013 33 

Dynamics Kinetics 

Children AF(extra 3-10) 

Workers General pop. 

REACH 5 10 
TNO 3 10 
ECETOC 3 5 

AEGL 3-10 

n=2, C99/C01 = 10 
C50/C01 = 3.16 

Sensitive subpopulations 

"  Hypersensitive populations 
 
"  Diseased (e.g. compromised liver funcion, astma) 
"  Children 
"  Late stage fetuses 

"  Early stage fetuses 

21 November 2013 34 

Mode-of-action Specific AFs  

"  Respiratory irritants 
! Asthmatics 

"  AChE inhibition 
! Paraoxonase 

"  Livertoxicity 
! compromised liver function 

"  Seveso-dioxin 
! Chloracne 

21 November 2013 35 

Mode-of-action Specific AFs  

"  Respiratory irritants 
"  Response tends to be consistent 

! Asthmatics 
"  Ratio between astma/healthy 1-3 for most, 5 for SO2 
"  More severe effects 

"  AChE inhibition 
! Paraoxonase (PON1) 

"  Sensitivity to diazoxon 26-fold (newborn) and 14-fold (mothers) 
difference 

"  Seveso-dioxin 
! Chloracne 

"  1000 pg/g lipid with chloracne, 10400 pg/g without chloracne 

21 November 2013 36 
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TK variability 

"  How much does the inhalation rate and nasal/oronasal 
breathing patterns vary between humans? 

21 November 2013 37 

Summary 

"  Not focus only on the point of departure, but the Mode-of-action 
and the human variability towards this class of chemicals must 
also be considered. 

"  Which classes of chemicals (local/systemic/toxidromes/MoA) 
need to be considered? 

 

21 November 2013 38 

Probits!workshop!

Summary!of!recommenda8ons!

Data!quality!Assessment!&!Selec8on!

•  The!experts!recommend!not!to!be!too!restric8ve!in!allowing!studies!
to!be!considered!in!the!probit!evalua8on!

•  The!experts!recommend!to!use!as!many!data!as!possible!in!
evalua8on!the!probit!rela8on!(see!also!data!analysis)!

•  The!use!of!short!dura8on!data!(15!min!or!less)!is!allowed!(or!
preferably!included)!although!aspects!like!kine8cs,!data!quality,!and!
build!up!of!test!atmospheres!are!cri8cally!considered.!

•  The!experts!support!the!use!of!exposure!correc8on!factors!when!
studies!are!used!that!report!only!nominal!concentra8ons.!The!factor!
for!correc8on!of!liquid!aerosol!exposure!(i.e.!4)!is!not!overly!
conserva8ve.!

•  Use!physchem!proper8es!to!evaluate!nominal!concentra8ons,!
especially!with!high!boiling!liquids!and!reac8ve!substances!(vapor)!

•  Systema8cally!report!on!type!of!restraint!and!the!possible!
consequences!for!the!study!outcome!!

Human!&!Primate!Data!

•  The!use!of!human!&!primate!data!as!verifying!
informa8on!(“laugh!test”)!is!supported.!

•  Controlled!Human!exposures!are!most!valuable.!
•  Informa8on!from!accidental!exposures!in!the!past!
usually!can!only!be!used!as!qualita8ve!informa8on!
(toxicological!profile,!boundary!informa8on).!
–  Future!developments:!sensor!technology!/!ci8zen!
science!may!generate!quan8ta8vely!useful!data!

•  Differences!in!airway!morphology!and!physiology!
will!be!handled!in!the!Interspecies!Part.!

Data!Analysis!
•  The!panel!is!encouraged!to!beUer!describe!their!ra8onale!for!using!

studies!and!choices!in!the!technical!documents!
•  The!nVvalue!derived!from!animal!experiments!can!be!used!in!the!

human!probit!rela8on!since!there!is!no!beUer!alterna8ve.!
•  When!a!study!provides!results!with!0!or!100%!mortali8es!only,!and!

the!data!points!are!close!(cannot!be!solved!by!addi8onal!
experiment),!some!data!manipula8on!is!allowed!in!order!to!use!
these!valuable!data.!

•  Start!with!a!‘ScaUer!Plot’!depic8ng!all!data!points!(provide!sufficient!
discrimina8on!for!(non)Vmortality,!50%!lethal!response,!species!
etc…)!

•  Evaluate!each!study!separately!providing!a!ra8onale!why!some!
studies!should!be!excluded!on!methodological!/!scien8fic!grounds!
(get!rid!of!the!rubbish)!
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Data!analysis!2!

•  Provide!a!second!‘ScaUer!Plot’!depic8ng!the!data!to!be!included!in!the!evalua8on!

•  Use!a!stepwise!approach!to!derive!a!probit!rela8on!

1.  When!data!from!different!studies!and!different!species!show!!convergence!(expert!
judgment),!probably!species!differences!are!limited!and!animal!data!are!thought!
to!reflect!the!response!in!humans.!

1.  Including!more!than!rodent!species!alone!

2.  When!clear!differences!are!apparent!in!suscep8bility!or!CxT!slopes!between!
species,!it!should!be!discussed!which!species!/data!are!most!relevant!for!humans.!

3.  When!no!informa8on!is!available!to!define!which!data!are!most!relevant,!the!most!
suscep8ble!species!is!used!for!deriving!a!probit!for!humans!as!default!method.!

•  In!each!step!combining!data!may!be!allowed.!
•  !It!is!recommended!to!further!inves8gate!in!which!condi8ons,!which!data!and!by!

which!method!this!combina8on!of!data!should!be!done.!Contribu8on!of!workshop!
members!may!be!helpful!in!this!effort.!

Sensory!Irrita8on!

•  From!the!discussion!in!the!workshop,!basically!3!approaches!can!be!used!for!dealing!
with!exposures!in!rodents!where!sensory!irrita8on!(and!therefore!respiratory!
depression)!occurs.!
1.  Use!dose!correc8on!factors!as!proposed!by!the!panel!

2.  Use!only!longer!dura8on!LC50s!to!extrapolate!to!shorter!dura8ons!(conserva8ve!for!short!
term!exposures)!

3.  Use!the!nonVcorrected!exposures!

•  No!consensus!was!reached.!The!majority!of!the!workshop!par8cipants!favor!using!
the!third!approach;!some!others!favor!the!second!approach!

•  It!was!noted!that!the!general!apprecia8on!that!probits!would!be!too!conserva8ve!
was!(a.o.!because!it!was!believed!to!be!included!in!the!interspecies!AF)!an!
important!argument!although!scien8fically!the!principle!was!considered!to!be!
plausible.!

•  New!experimental!studies!may!provide!the!necessary!informa8on!for!a!beUer!
supported!decision!(e.g.!paired!studies!with/without!trigeminal!nerve!blocking).!
Resolves!ques8on!if!respiratory!depression!affects!the!outcome!of!a!lethality!study!
in!rodents.!Consequences!for!humans!s8ll!open.!

Interspecies!variability!

•  On!average,!humans!are!believed!to!be!equally!suscep8ble!
as!experimental!animals!

•  For!inhala8on!exposures!allometric!correc8on!is!generally!
supported!(animal!:!human!=!1)!
–  Allometric!scaling!for!body!weight!is!generally!compensated!by!
respiratory!volume!

–  Posible!different!approach!for!locally!and!systemically!ac8ng!
chemicals!

•  ‘Uncertainty’!for!a!specific!chemical!in!case!of!limited!data:!
how!to!extrapolate!to!humans?!

•  Sugges8on!to!explore!possibili8es!to!develop!specific!
adjustments!for!different!modes!of!ac8on!

•  Discussion!about!protec8ve!/!predic8ve!–!science!and!policy!

Intraspecies!variability!

•  Current!approach!used!by!the!panel!is!
generally!supported!

•  Suggest!to!explore!possibili8es!to!develop!
specific!adjustments!for!different!modes!of!

ac8on!

– Especially!for!systemically!ac8ng!chemicals!b*n=2!

may!not!hold!

Addi8onal!overall!points!
•  Risk!communica8on!

•  Appropriate!units!for!probits!
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